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A vacuum has arisen for many teachers of Relioious 
Education in South Africa with the demise of Christian 
National Education as a guiding rationale for the 
teaching of the subject. Many teachers have come to 
question CNE's emphasis on the transmission of content 
and the importance of the teacher. The child~ many 
believe, has not been given his or her prooer due. 
Tea.cher'S have a Isa realised the inadequacy of CNE as -:3. 
means of addressing the multi-faith nature of RE classes. 
The debate concerning the future of F:E has centred aroLtnd 
the need to meet the demands of educational rather than 
religious considerations. It has also been focused on 
the rationale behind the teaching of the subject. The 
question of appropriate methodologies has~ by and large, 
been ignored • 
The imperative cf devising an RE that is sound 
educationally as well as one that is able to address the 
needs of all the shades of belief that are found in most 
RE classes ·has made the work of the developmentalist 
James Fowler particularly apposite. He has constructed a 
stage model that, he believes, describes the progression 
of faith or meaning through which indi\1iduals tr.::1vel. 
During all the stages the modes of meaning-making follow 
a predictable pattern. These modes are universal in 
their application and are independent of the content of 
the belief system 1n which they are grounded, whether 
this be religious or non-religious. The teacher using 
such a model is therefore able to engage everyone in an 
F:E c 1ass. 
The research comoonent of this study has sought to 
ascertain the degree of acceptance of the model among 
teac!-1.ers of !:;:E in the bi.: l·ief that an unders tc1nd ing of 
some of their attitudes 1 tacitly held or otherwise, could 
facilitate teacher utilisation of the model. Merely 
having been exposed to the model could also facilitate 
its use. For many teachers RE is an extension of their 
personal belief and as such is sensitive and perhaps not 
something on which they readily reflect. An analysis of 
answer9 to the questionnaires that were administered and 
of the interviews that were given by teachers lays bar~ 
some of theii- attitudes to the model. 
This study concludes by addressing the major problems of 
teacher attitude to the model that are revealed by the 
empirical data. The data and the theory are used to make 
some recommendations far a guiding methodology fer RE 
that is based on Fowler's model. 
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1. A rationale for the study of teachers' perceotions of a 
stage model of the development of faith. 
Reliaicus Education in South Africa is at a crossroads. 
Christian National Education CCNE> is dead but it is unclear 
what is going to replace it, though the issue of appropriate 
methodologies will have to be dealt with, whatever the form of 
the re~lacement for CNE. This thesis will concentrate on 
exoloring in detail one methodology for the teaching of a new 
type of F:E. This methodology which will be discussed succeeds 
on a practical level in answering some of the most important 
criticisms that have been levelled at CNE on a philosophical 
level, p.a-.-ticularly with regard to the status of the chi"ld in 
the pedagogic process. This methodology rests on the 
assumption that growth in faith follows a predictable, stage-
like progression, which permits teaching to be adjusted to the 
modes of meaning-making that characterize each stage. The 
recommendations accompanying a description of this methodology 
will r~st in part on an assessment of teachers' attitudes to 
its \1alue, particularly since the uie of stage theory may be 
perceived as infringing on what is considered as properly the 
domain of God. 
Part of this chapter will consist of a description of those 
criticisms of the rationale on which CNE was based. This will 
be followed by descriptions of some new approaches to RE that 
have sought to provide an alternative to CNE. 
' ·:::> .:. :,!.-. Christian Na tiona 1 Education:the need for a ·n?p l.:tcemen t. 
With the ~ 0 mi=Q of the influence of CNE on Religious Education 
in South Africa a number of different approaches have been 
i 
suggested as oossibly being appropriate to schobling in the 
new South Africa. All have rejected the major philosoohical 
oresupoositions ind implications which characterized CNE. 
Three of them will be briefly described below since they raise 
imoortant issues which the present author believes need to ~e 
addressed when the future of Religious Education as an 
academic discipline in this country is debated. It will be 
briefly explained why these presuppositions have in recent 
times been rejected on educational as well as on 
grounds. This study will then, particularly in the last 
chapter, proceed to suggest ways in which these issues may 
suitably be addressed, especially the need for an appropriate 
methodology. It wiil be argued that such a methodology should 
be driven by the educational needs of the child and not by the 
desire to ~ommunicate a particular content if RE is to receive 
acceptance in the educational community as a legitimate part 
of any curriculGm. 
Gluckman (1981) is cne critic who has addressed himself to the 
shortcomings of CNE as a philosophic system which has 
under pined RE in South Africa's recent past. His refutation 
of the first of these philosophical presuppositions proceeds 
from his claim that CNE was founded on an acceptance of the 
phenomenological method (1981:107). Use of this method, 
prominent CNE educators of the past such as Oberholzer 
(1973:18) have claimed enable one to arrive at knowledge that 
is char~cterized by disinteredness, objectivity and lack of 
bias. These are qualities. they believed, which endowed this 
method with the ability to reveal knowledge that, by virtue of 
its permanence, was similar to scientific knowledge. Such a 
belief from ~n educational ·perspective in facts that are 
virtually unalterable is reinforced from a religious 
perspective when according to Gluckman (1981:108), the role of 
the Calvinist base of CNE is considered. In this system 
absolute values are _believed to be given by God to humanity 
through the Bible. Other prominent CNE educators such as 
Viljoen and Pienaar (1971:91) have claimed that Biblical 
information ceases to be subjective because it attains the 
certainty that accompanies factual information. The important 
role assigned to the transmission of Biblical content in CNE 
is known to various autho~s such as Staples (1984) as Bible-
centred education. Given the assumption of divine origin the 
importance assigned to content is therefore understandable but 
still not acceptable to the many educationists who are either 
not Christians or who do not share the view of Biblical 
authority held by the majority ,::Jf Ch1-istia.n N.ational 
Furthermore. since the facts contained in the Bible are given 
by God, no discussion or exchange of ideas concerning their 
validity is necessary. It mLtst be stated though, in the last 
five to ten years, I have seen an increasing acceptance at 
least of the fact that Biblical content is subject to 
interpretation. Being mediators of this content gave teachers 
a special status vis-a-vis their pupils by virtue of their 
having attained adulthood and therefore being better able to 
understand and interpret such knowledge. Not only the 
emphasis given to content but also the low status 2,sc1-ibed to 
pupils is not acceptable to the majority of current 
educationists such as Hull (1982, 1984>, Watson (1987) and 
Chamberlain (1989) in the English-speaking world, while Ball 
' and Larsson (1989) indicate similar sentiments in Sweden. The 
low status of pupils and the consequent lack of a role they 
could play in their own education is also patently not 
acceptable in the climate of participatory democracy that 
characterizes South Africa at the present time. 
The second principle which has been rejected is the corollary 
of the above point. The higher status afforded to adults left 
pupils with a correspondingly lower position, which explains 
why Viljoen (1970:48) was able to write of the child as an 
;;object" :,,,iho only i.n later life becomes a "f,:llc,w subject". 
Gluckman (1981:111) has stated that all the Afrikaans writers 
on Education that he had studied view childhood negatively. 
This negating bf the status of the child exolains why, amongst 
many other authors who write from a CNE perspective, Viljoen 
(1970~36-37) is able to identify the attainment of adulthood 
and not the full realization of the child's potential at 
whatever stage he or she may be as the goal of CNE. Because 
children are seen as unable to uplift themselves without adult 
intervention Gunter (1974:55) can assert, quite logically if , 
one accepts his premise about children, that CNE precludes 
child-centred education. In contrast to CNE the child-centred 
approach is not content- but child-driven since those who 
espouse this orientation, such as Goldman (1965, 1966) and 
Dewey (1974) believe that the needs of the child should guide 
the educational process. Child-centred education will be 
shown to receive support from most of the educational writers 
who have addressed themselves to the issue of which of these 
two approaches to adopt and who have conducted research that 
has had a bearing on this study. The concepts of child-and 
Bible-centred education will be dealt with in rno·1-e detail in 
later chapters of this study. 
Cognizant, as most contemporary educators are, of the need to 
educate all children, whatever their background, the third 
principle that has been rejected concerned the claimed 
national aspect of CNE. This denied the broad nationhood of 
all South Africans in that it referred only to the so-called 
white nation, a point brought out by Du Plooy, Griesel and 
Obed-iolzer (1982:i52) when they i-efer to the "nation" of South 
Africa as being founded in 1652 and having its historical 
roots in Athens, Rome and Jerusalem. That an approach should 
focus on any one group within South African society is self-
evidently no longer acceptable. The need for an approach to 
RE which is as much inclusive of a diversity of faiths as CNE 
was exclusive attracted me to the work of James Fowler. His 
principle thesis was that there exist modes of religious or 
non-religious faith or meaning making that are common to 
humanity. They show regularities of structure~ follow a 
st3ge-like development and they are independent of the content 
of belief. It will be argued later in this chapter that lack 
of attention to content is desirable given the diversity of 
the South African mosaic of beliefs and teachers' lack of 
knowledge of such beliefs. 
No significant work that has appeared in the past five years 
supports an approach to RE from a CNE perspective, and all the 
writers I have read have advocated approaches that are clearly 
free ffom the suppositions and implications cf this system. 
This suggests strongly that CNE as a theoretical basis from 
which to work has been rejected by at least the majcritv of 
contemporary South African writers in the field of RE. 
The justification for giving a resume of a system that I 
believe no longer has anything like the influence it once had 
is that the three principles outlined above will be challenged 
later in this study and alternatives to them suggested when 
concluding remarks concerning a suggested methodological model 
for RE in South Africa are made. I have been guided in doing 
this by empirical evidence gained from questionnaires and 
interviews which were administered to serving teachers. The 
principles which will be challenged can only be understood in 
the context of the larger system in which they were formerly 
grounded, while an appreciation of the worth of new models is 
enhanced by viewing them in the context of the principles they 
are seeking to replace. 
1.2 Alternative approaches to religious education. 
In contrast to what Gluckman (1981) characterizes as the 
Calvinist based and white oriented approach of CNE all the 
current educators to whom I will refer in this thesis, such as 
Stonier (1993) and Rossouw (1991), have attempted to address 
the oroblems and oooortunities that present themselves in the 
context of the multi-cultural nature that has come to 
,_ho: <::\L.. ;_'='; ize much ,:::f the school landscape in this C:OLll: try. 
including Df course the religious diversity of pupils. 
F~rthermore, and in keeping with the movement away from CNE 
with its justification for having RE in schools that was based 
on exclusive religious and political grounds, the attention of 
recent publications such as the South African Teachers' 
Association (1993) and the Namibian Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Youth and Sport (1991) have concentrated their 
attention on instructional and, to a much greater extent, 
philos6phical models. these models have attempted to meet 
the criteria of sound education. In line with current 
educational thinking the low view of the child and the 
excess1ve1y high view of the teacher have been questioned 
since it was realized that meaningful dialogue between teacher 
and pupil could not take place with such views in place. 
Without such dialogue the child was precluded from playing a 
significant role in his or her own education. In addition, no 
"special pleading" has been attempted on the grounds that F:E 
deserves a protected place in curricula by virtue of the 
alleged Christian nature cf the country, as had been the case 
when CNE held sway. Recent publications by educators and 
institutions such as those mentioned above have also sought to 
make RE a socially responsible subject that seeks to justify 
sound citizenship practices from a moral standpoint among 
pupils. 
In short the debate concerning RE in schools has moved out cf 
the realm of ideology and a narrow religious perspective to 
one in which educational and civic considerations are given 
pi-ominence. Rather than impose a philosophy on the child the 
child's needs should dictate strategy and content, according 
to post CNE writers. This has given rise to the recent growth 
in this country of what has been termed child-centred 
education. in contrast to the Bible-centred approach which was 
characteristic of the CNE era. Vet? in tr-;e legitimate debate 
that has centred around a more general rationale for RE in 
South Africa, the more specific issue of methodology is not 
being addressed adequately. This lack will be demonstrated in 
some of the ,:::,on tr ibu tions to the debate concerning the fu tLv1-e 
of RE which will be described briefly below. 
1.3 The future of :::;,c:-• -.L... n 
A recent short- publication by the South African Teachers' 
Association (1993) and one from the Namibian Ministry of 
Educ a ti.on, Cu 1 ture ~ 'loL1 th and Spa-:- t for grades G, 9 .and 10 
(1991) are examples of a philosophical rationale that 
encapsulate the child-centredness and civic responsibility of 
the approach described above. The Namibian document is by far 
the most comprehensive of the new approaches that will be 
dealt with in this chapter. It has a section devoted to its 
rationale, broad goals, curriculum objectives and learning 
objectives. It is a~le to specify content since it is 
avowedly Christian oriented and also addresses the issues of· 
scope, sequencing, time schedule and assessment, as well as 
having a section devoted to implementation and training. In 
terms of this study the most significant part of this 
particular syllabus is that it is the only one of the new 
approaches in Southern Africa to devote significant space to 
methodology. This it does on the assumption that the 
teacher's main task is not to be the purveyor of information 
that more-or-less passive pupils imbibe. Instead it views the 
/ 
teacher as the facilitator of participatory learning 
activities in which pupils play a vital role in their own 
education. Thus the teacher· s app·,-oach should be to "pose 
problems .... and to assist learners in developing problem 
salving sti-ategies"(1991 :6-7). With reference to the main 
concern of this st0dy teachers are advised to keep in mind 
pupils' developmental stages in selecting assignments. 
•; 
:'iost othei- conb-it:eutions to the debate that de:i.ls !i'J.ith the 
future of RE have given an overview of what they consider to 
be the most viable rationales or broad approaches to the 
On investigation these are seen to exclude a 
methodology or details of content. One such contributer is 
Stonier (1993), who, writing on behalf of the Open Schools 
t~sscc ia tion 1, gives the advantages and disadvantages of four 
op tj_,::ins .. The first of these involves the retention cf 
Christian based Bible Education, the second entails the 
elimination of the subject altogether from school curricula 
while the third involves teaching parallel programmes that 
cater far the different belief systems that may be represented 
in schools. The fourth option entails the teaching of a 
mLtlti-religion i::r,-Dg·,-amme t---Jhere the 2.ppn::iach is stated to be 
educational rather than the nurturing of the pupil in his or 
her own religion. This assumes that nurturing is not· 
educationally appropriate without providing a justification 
foi- this view. This last programme is favoured above the 
·,-est. As i~Jith the o-ther approaches mentioned earlier there is 
the stated belief that the best of the programmes mentioned by 
Stonier also has the ability to foster sound citizenship 
practices in pupils as well as to foster empathy for beliefs 
other than those with which pupils may be familiar. 
The Independent Forum for Religion in Education (1994:5-6) has 
adopted a similar stance to the above two contributions to the 
debate. It puts forward a philosophical rationale for RE, 
desc·,-il:iing this r,::itionale as pertaining to "bi-oad state policy 
and structures, not to practical implementation at local 
schoo 1 level", No methodology is therefore suggested. This 
document also contains the option of four models that are 
identical to those proposed by Stonier. The Forum goes 
further than have the other two contributors to the debate 
mentioned above by proposing that two examinable subjects be 
implem,2nted ,:i.t scr-,ool 11:::>vel. Consistent t---Jith its attempt to 
provide a philosophical rationale only for RE, the authors 
(J .. .., 
confine themselves to a definition of these subjects in terms 
of a broad description and the aims that may be realized 
t1T:-oug h them. 
Very similar sentiments to those mentioned immediately above 
are expressed in a discussion d6cument issued by the Core 
Syllabus Committee for Life Orientation of the former Cape 
Education Department (1994). It goes further than any of the 
proposals mentioned thus far by describing teaching-learning 
content as well as teaching-learning strategies or 
methodologies. Both of these are sketched in broad outline 
only a~ evidenced by the use of such non-specific terminology 
, .. .ihen describing s tr a teg ies as "learning depends on the . 
learner's observations, perceptions and impressions and 
should therefore be empowered to observe, perceptualize and 
e>:perience learning ccntent"(1994:7). No attempt is made to 
describe methodology or content in any detail,.but rather to 
provide very broad aims which they believe future syllabus 
planners should attempt to realise. 
The absence of anything more than a cursory glance at 
methodology in the above-mentioned documents is not to provide 
a criticism of individuals but to point to a gap in the debate 
concerning the future of RE. The compilers of these documents 
may have had no intention of dealing with methodology at this 
stage of the debate for what may be sound reasons. The 
point is merely being made that the question of methodology is 
hardly being addressed. 
One other exception to this tendency to exclude methodologies 
from the debate are the points made in a recent publication of 
the Institute for Comparative Religion in Southern Africa 
( 1 '793 ) • This book does not include a justification for any 
rationale but instead provides input of a nature that makes it 
a pr21ctical "hands on" .=1.id to the F~:E tf?achei- ~·,1ho, it j_s 
claimed. does not need to be an expert in religion to be able 
to use it effectively. This is achieved by designing the 
programmes to be applied by teachers acting as facilitators 
for pupils' exploration and research, an approach which is in 
line with current educational thinking. Such an approach will 
find expression in the views of most of the educational 
writers referred to in particularly the last chapter of this 
,:;; tudv .. Together with the Namibian document this is the only 
recent Southern African publication to make an attempt to 
orcvide for needs of a more practical nature in the multi-
cultural classroom~ such as syllabi and a list of suggested 
Together with the former Cape Education Department 
and Namibian documents it is also the only recent Southern 
African publication to make specific suggestions for 
methodologies or practical "approaches", as it terms it, to , 
teaching and classroom activities. As was stated at the 
beginning of this chapter it is this dearth of information 
concerning methodology to which this thesis will be primarily 
devoted. 
Of the writers who have attempted both a philosophical as well 
as an instructional rationale for RE Rossouw (1991:6) has 
suggested an historicist paradigm for_ the subject that follows 
closely on the model suggested by Troeltsch earlier this 
centui-y. Though it too avoids an emphasis on content only and 
contains laudable getieral aims and a methodology that might 
otherwise make it acceptable in most curricula on purely 
educational grounds, I have pointed out serious deficiencies 
in the instructional aspects of the model that I believe 
render its use in schools problematic (Kleyn:1993). There are 
other problems in the realm of the philosophy of education but 
these are incidental to the issues that are addressed in this 
study .. The practical problems are content related and centre 
around the difficulty that teachers would encounter in 
acquiring th~ sort of intimate knowledge of other religions 
that Rossouw believes they would need to teach an RE that is 
not solely Christian-based. He calls for an understanding of 
:to 
c::thei- ·:-eligions that- 1.::. not rr,e1-ely' factLtali~l based o·,- 11 co.ld 
and clinic.3.lH~ but tt-,at displ.=t·ys an intima.te .. spi·,-itLtal" 
knowledge of beliefs other than one's own, including the 
nuances of practice that do justice to a living faith 
( 1991 : 1 7) • But gaining sQch knowledge is beyond the 
capabilities of most if not all teachers of RE given the lack 
of preparation time by which they are constrained and the lack 
of incentives that they suffer under. Therefore Rcssouw's 
views are unworkable and make no contribution to a possible 
methodological debate. 
Summers (1990) is another writer who has attempted to point 
the way forward, also by describing four philosophical 
rationales, of which three are similar to the ones proposed by 
Stonier. While Stonier does so by implication Summers 
specifically precludes the elements of devotion and 
evangelization from his rationale for what he believes tc be 
the best of the options. He differs from Stonier however in 
proposing that one of the options should be to al low a school 
to be ,;;i iven the -:\Ll thor i ty to design its own s--:.1 l labus according 
to the cLtltLli-al composition of that particula1- school. No 
mention is made of methodology. 
1 .4 Teachers' strength in methodo ic:igy. 
Having asserted the need to address the issue of methodology 
in RE the question remains regarding what teachers are to do 
with the content of beliefs in state schools where 
Christianity no longe·:- has the preeminence it once had. 
Clearly the multi-faith aspect of our schools has to be 
n?f lee ted in teaching and debate. I have argued in another 
publication (1993) that school teachers are unlikely be able 
to do justice to beliefs and practices othe·:- than their 01.-m 
since they are unlikely to have sufficient knowledge of the 
complexities of a living faith. I have also argued that many 
teachers would not be able to display the degree of empathy 
i i 
with beliefs other than their own that would do justice to 
such beliefs. I have furthermore suggested that the only 
people having such knowledge and empathy are the adherents of 
faith groupings themselves, of whom many are likely to be 
found in the very c lassro-oms in t~Jh ich teac he1-s practice their 
craft. Having such a wealth of expertise at their disposal, 
teachers should be in a position to do what they are better at 
by virtue of their professional training and experience. This 
is to act as facilitators and guides in analysis and 
discussion that would follow exposure to content. They should 
not, it is.suggested, attempt to be experts in the field of 
con ten i!.. In this process it would be the adherents of various 
beliefs themselves who would provide the content of lessons. 
This point will be argued at greater length in the concluding 
chapter of this study. 
This study will be developed on the assumption of teachers' 
lack of mastery of the contents of various types of beliefs 
that are found in the multi-faith, multi-cultural classrbom on 
the one hand, but their strength in the practical issue of 
methodology on the other. As has been stated the specific 
methodology which will be focused on in this study is one 
which involves teachers' understanding and use of a stage-like 
development in the beliefs of the pupils they teach. The 
model does not deal with content, nor, I am suggesting, should 
teache1-s of F:E. 
For specific recommendations to emerge, however, that may be 
relevant to the more practical needs of teachers who may want 
to use such a stage appropriate methodology it is necessary to 
discover their orientation toward this model of growth. 
Without a scrutiny of and response to what teachers think 
about this model any recommendations concerning methodology 
would take place in a vacuum and have very little relevance to 
what actually occurs or might occur in the classroom. My 
12 
described in chapters six to eight of this study, of 
questionnaires and interviews that were administered to 
serving teachers of RE in both senior and junior schools. On 
the basis of the strengths and weaknesses thus revealed 
teachers mav gain insight into their own attitudes and values, 
which for some of them may have been tacitly held and 
therefore not open ta their own scrutiny. The weaknesses thus 
revealed mav also on reflection be seen as impediments to the 
effective utilization of a guiding methodology they may 
otherwise have wanted to use. An examination of the results 
revealed by the interviews and questionnaires may also expose 
areas of weakness to those involved in teacher training. 
A number of writers will be shown in the following chapters to 
be dealing with the development of faith or meaning that they 
believe to be a universal human activity, thus fitting it as a 
methodology for use in the many heterogeneous classrooms that 
are found in South Africa. Na other South African writers in 
the field of RE have proposed using a methodology in the 
mLtlti-cultLt.ral classroom based on f.:1.ith stage theory and Moore 
(1985:182) is unaware of any syllabus planning in the 
international sphere that is based on a theory of faith stage 
development. This being so this study is dedicated to the 
development of such a broad guiding methodology that is 
applicable to all the different forms of meaning making that 
teachers are likely to be confronted with in the pupils they 
teach. It is a suitable methodology since, it is claimed, the 
process of meaning making is independent of Whatever content 
is entailed in the belief .;and sl-101.AJs sb-uctural stages that an? 
constant in form as well as in development. This makes 
prediction of the likely growth in faith of the individual 
possible. It is reasonable to assume that from a knowledqe of • 
haw meaning is made in these stages there could flow 
universally-applicable methodologies that would be appropriate 
for teachers to use in each of the characteristic modes of 
:t3 
and others have identified. For educational planners this 
means that the development of a methodology does not have ta 
wait for the settling of the question concerning rationale 
since the methodology 1s independent of the form RE will take 
in the f u. tu-:-e . This methodology is especially valuable if 
has to do with overarching life principles or beliefs that are 
not religious in nature, as I have found to be the case 
amongst the majority of pupils I have interacted with over 
more than two decades of teaching RE. 
The model has value in other ways. Unlike cognitive models, 
it claims to be describing the progression in belief of the 
whole child, including growth in the affective domain. It 
encompasses unconscious structuring processes, the growth of 
imagination, the use of symbols, the ways in which people's 
response to their meaning environment leads to personal 
development. The model also has a social perspective since it 
includes the influence on the individual of the striving of 
others as they too seek to find or to make a meaning to live 
by. The model claims to be giving a truly holistic 
description of the growth of human faith. 
The following chapter will describe the origins of Fowler's 
model. It will also explain two elements of his work that 
have an important bearing on RE. The first is his preference 
for the term faith to describe humanity's attempt to come to 
meaning in life, when others such as Moore (1985) and Moran 
(1983) believe he should have used another term. I ..-Ji 11 
explain the reasons for my agreement with his choice of term. 
Chapter two will also explain why he believed it to be a 
universal human endeavour, the second of his educationally 
Chapter two will also explain how changes in 
·faith occw- . The contributions of other writers working in 
1. 4 
A critiaue of the model and 
sT r2lat2d work 0ill oe civen oart}cularlv from the 
It is necessarv that the 
~xolainea ~u th6t it might become accarent exactlv what 
. =: 
:.· . ...! 
~- Stages OT develooment of faith. 
2.1 Literature review. 
rl~ was 3tated in the orevious chaoter this study will be 
concerned with teachers' oerceotions and uses of the model 
that claims that develooment in faith or meaning-making 
follows a stage-like progression. It is us~ful to know this 
so that the information teachers have offered through the 
cuestiDnnaire and the interviews may guide syllabus planners 
who may wish to incorcorate such a model into their curricula. 
Teachers too may find the resoonses of other teachers illumine 
their m'Jn attitude to the mode 1. An analysis of the answers 
to questions that teachers were asked will be given in 
followina chapters. 
The for mu la t:i.on of t.hese ques tinns 1f'.las guided b-y· the research 
findinos of several developmental theorist who h8ve 
contributed to the debate concerning the crogress of faith and 
developmental stages of growth. Chief among these is James 
Foi..J le·, ( 1974, i 98 i , i 982, 1 ?85, 1986) :• i..-Jhc·se interest has been 
in a type of meaning-making that transcends religious borders~ 
and John Peatlino (1973, 1975~ 1982>, who in his later work 
followed in Fowler's footsteps. Ronald Goldman (1965, 1966), 
whose interest has been in meaning-making among children in a 
broadly Christian context, has crovided valuable comment from 
a soecifically educational perspective. 
Fowler's views it is necessary first to consider the work of 
concerned with cognitive development related to the physical 
sciences and to mathematics and to whom Fowler acknowledges 
his indebtedness. Watson (1987), Slee (1986)~ Dykstra (1986) 
Moore (1985) and esoeciallv Moran (1983) will provide 
~ricicues of some ~~pectc of the s~age development model that 
has ceen constructed bv Fowler. 
Quite naturallv what unites all these theorists as 
develoomentalists is their oercection that change is 
does not refer to stage development of faith the sociologist 
Berger (1973) will be referred to briefly since he, along with 
' Fowler. attemcts a rationale for the univer~ality of faith- or 
1T1ei:.-=tn ing-rna king .. 
l will now oroceed to describe how the above writers would 
have us understand the develooment of faith and also to 
provide a critioue of their viewpoints. Throughout there will 
be an emphasis on the value of the model and of the critiques 
of it to Religious Education, particularly of its claimed 
ability to include all the shades of meaning-making teachers 
are likely to encounter in their classrooms. 
2.2 Fowler's indebtedness to Piaget. 
Fowler's claim for the universality of the process of faith-
making is one of the cornerstones of his workp describing. he 
claims, a uniyersal endeavour to make sense cf reality. 
Because it is universal he prefers to use what for him is the 
broadi'i'lr ,,.,,01-d "f,:1.i th II rather than the m,::n-e n:s ti- ic: ted te;-m 
.in th .is c hao ter. The educational value of Fowler's preferred 
term will be explained. The stage-like develooment that the 
oroqression of faith follows will also be explained~ as will 
the claimed independence of the process from any particular 
content to which faith may be tied. This chapter will briefly 
explain the educational value of the indeoendence of the 
In general, however, detailed 
educationai recommendations will not be made in this chaoter. 
lea~ing that task to t~e last chioter of this studv. 
A certain amount of overlao occurs in each stage between faith 
development. intellectual processes and what Laurence Kholberg 
reference will be made respectively once again to the work of 
Jean Piaget and, more brieflv, to that of Kohlbero. 
Fowler w~s guided in the construction of hi~ faith-stage model 
by the French educationist Jean Piaget. Piaget (1955) was 
This he did in terms of s~veral characteristics OT 
children's attemots to come to cognitive understanding of the 
physical reality with which they are confronted. 
within each stage the various acquisitions or internalized 
understandings will be constant so~ for example~ the 
acquisition of the notion of volume always follows that of 
weight; secondly, each stage is characterized by an integrated 
struc tu·,-e {J-f cogn j_ tion that is unique ta i t; thii-d 1 .. t the ..... ;~ ~ 
15 tr uc tur e of one stage becomes a pai-t o·f the s ti-uc tur e of the 
ones~fourthly~ each stage has its moment of preparation 
followed by the moment of its accomplishment=lastly one can 
distinguish the final state when equilibrium. or the child's 
satisfaction with the results of his or her cognition, will 
have been reached. 
Fowler's (1981:98) understanding of stages of development 
follows the Piagetian tradition in that he believes the 
process to consist of three aualities closely related to those 
that characterise the stages of development of Piaget. The 
first of these is that each stage is built on previous ones to 
form what is to all intents and curposes a hierarchy of 
stages, in which later stages subsume orevious ones. 
·• ,~-. 
. LCJ 
since thev describe the form and not the content of stage 
develooment. the claim of universality is made for =+a~~ 
dev~luument. Fowler deoarts from Piaget. however. in his 
belief that change is nof initiated solely by biologically-or 
genetically-given factors as Piaget held it to be, but rather 
that it was strongly influenced by the individual's social 
Nor did he believe in a hierarchy of value being. 
connected to the progression of stages. Furthermore he was 
concerned to show that meaning-making involved affective or 
''i::lass.iDnal'' .;:;(ctivitv as mu.ch as .it did cognitive .::z:tivitv. 
Finallf, he was =oncerned to describe and explain the 
develooment of faith not just by the child bu.t also by the 
adu.lt. It is on the child's reaching to faith that this study 
will, however, concentrate. 
Those ·::\spects of the ter·m "stage" that ha\te a. be.:!";-ing on the 
ccmcerns of this stLtdy need to be defined, howeve1- ~ before the 
tei-m "clevelooment" is dealt 1rJith. To do this we must turn to 
Piaget, who defines stages in terms of a development of 
unders t.01nd i.ng or "ope·;-a tions of the mind" as he tei-ms it. 
is necessary to include this aspect of his thinking in a study 
of faith development since without cognitive operations of 
some sort there can neither be content to a faith nor can 
there be a process, however rudimentary, bv which it is 
I will not confine myself to cognitive operations~I 
will also include affective ways of knowing such as the use of 
imagination by which Fowler and others believe oeople attempt 
to make sense of reality. 
Fowler (1981:49) ouotes Piaget's characterization of each 
·stage Df cognitive deve le omen t c\S h,:;.v ing ctn" 
integrated set of ooerational structures that constitute the 
tf-10Ltght pi ur_.~~':rt=!':- Of 2'. r-:,e·i-501! -:3.t .:?.. gi\/ET": i.:iine' 1 
=t~L=d~ a stage is the characteristic way in which the child 
comes to cognitive knowledge durino a carticular time af his 
·~ 
·; .: .. {; ··~ 
j_ J_ i t::: 11 
of how knowledge is gained by describing it as a relatively 
stable way of structuring the constituent carts of an 
experience into an integrated whole that makes logical and 
existential sense ~o the-child. This wav of making sense of 
reality is unioue to the stage with which it is associated. 
The central characteristic of this structuring process which 
we call intelligence or knowing~ is to transform rather than 
merely to contemolate. Agreeing with this viewpoint Emling 
(1974:65) maintains that to gain knowledge is to change some 
aspect of reality as it is recresented in one's own mental 
This can be done by modifying something we wish 
to understand either by taking it apart to explore how 
constituent parts fit together or by enriching it with new 
There is concern therefore in Piaget's thought 
with how cognitively {or via rational thought} children arrive 
at the sort of knowledge that enables them to adapt to their 
physical environment rather than with the content af any 
systems of knowledge they may have. Piaget's and Fowler's 
emphasis on process rather than an content will be followed in 
this ·:3tu.dy. Following Piaget, Emling (1974~63) believes that 
normal children are able to arrive at knowledge since they 
have at their command an integrated and coherent cognitive 
system with which they organize and manipulate the world 
.:_:;..round them. More specifically genetic epistemology, as 
Piaget (1968:v> describes his work, aims to discover the 
psychological structures that underlie the formation of 
concepts fundamental to science. Emling regards this as the 
unifying element in all Piaget's writings. 
Piacet avoid~ the claim of being able to pinpoint how one can 
perfectly arrive at knowledge by avoiding static categories of 
descriction in favour of dyn.s.m j_c 
cognitive development as being constantly empowered by and 
aiming toward equilibrium, which occurs when the cognitive 
..... ; 
c:\J. J. 
structures children have acquired allow them to make sense of 
progress toward eauilibrium as consisting of a series of 
active comoensations by children to changes or 
adapt schemata or structures in the light of these 
disturbances SQ that conflict! error or gaos in knowledge 
between the schemata and the environment are eliminated and 
understanding is reached. Piaget (1952:68) assumes everyone 
is born with the desire to achieve this. 
(1983:26) believes that since everyones enviroriment is 
constantly changing in some way or the other equilibrium can 
never ~e finally reached. What is certain, however, is that 
change toward equilibrium will take clace in a secuence that 
(1971~202) believed that, given one stage the next, more 
adequate stage can confidently be predicted. The incn,?as ing 
adequacy, though never fully realised, comes as an inevitable 
result of change because it was already there in an earlier 
stage, albeit in a latent or epigenetic form. It is on this 
latent ability that increasing complexity and adequacy of 
thought are later built. The equilibrium thus reached, Piaget 
(1971:356) believed, is ch2u-acte1-ized by "opening 11 ,, ~·Jhich is 
an increased range of abilities acquired by children as they 
gi-cw a Ider, and "i.n teg·1-a tion", v,1hich i.s the i·1- increa.s ing 
independence from their environment . 
This i.ndecendence gives children an increasing power to 
determine the path their own affairs will take. :3Ltch an 
increasingly adequate way of dealing with reality leads to a 
hierarchy of stages, the child developing the schemata in each 
one so that they become successively more comorehensive, 
differentiated and ccmolex. The order in which these 
acquisitions are made is constant. 
understanding of volume always follows that of weight, as 
indicated earlier. An effect of this increasing mct~Lery uf 
the environment, Piaget believed (1955), is that the child 
others and with the self. I would add that this further 
suggests the possibilitv of a path being opened to= 
relationship with a decisive or perhaps infinitely g1 ~dle1 
Since there is always a reaching forward to new understanding 
tne metaohysical idea of finality is replaced by the 
scientific concept of telemony, a term transliterated from 
This describes a movement whose course can 
broadly be mapped~ rather than a static state. By his 
description of ecuilibrium as not just the goal but also as 
the ongoing process of life Piaget avoids giving final 
answers, replacing them with a description of what is more and 
what is less likely to happen. This is in line with science's 
stressino of the tentative nature of its findings. 
to Gardner (1974:57-59) this is possibly why he chose to view 
everything through the metaphor of action, action being a 
process whereby children do not relate passively to their 
environment but rather actively transform it. Moran ( 198:3 ::52) 
agrees with Piaget that interaction is an apt term since it 
accurately describes the give-and-take between individuals and 
their environment. On the one hand children are the dominant 
factors in imcosing their own mental constructs on reality 
{a J. be it the .ability tc:i do so is depend.::1.n t ,::in the emerqence of 
genetically- or biologically-given structures}, yet it is that 
\/er·y :-t:?a l i t"'f that c:,:1 I :Ls ·for th the adaptation. Children 
however, as Emling (1974:62) has pointed out, are able to 
overcome whatever constraints this biological structure might 
otherwise have imposed due to the elaboration of new mental 
structures 
~arh stage is cumulative, building on the insights of the 
previous one but reworked, containing an anticipation of new 
problems that the new insights suggest will occur. 
~t: w~Lu, di •-d·w• -= in anv particular stage are found. Piaget 
2.3 ~taoe shifts 
While in~ stage cnildren 3ttempt to assimilate into their 
structures of thouaht or schemata what ther~ is to be known in 
When these characteristic attempts at 
dis~osal prove to be inadequate there is a crisis, a struggle 
given capabilities on the one hand and the failure to 
knowing on the other. Emling (1974:60) describes the 
integration of new ways of thinking in terms of the mere 
matLtre structure gr.ach .. tall-y "winn~ing over" the pi-evious stage. 
Amongst other consequences of a failure to do so the 
individual may, in the area of religion and faith, begin to 
doubt his beliefs. This may occur~ as Allport (1964:10) has 
pointed out, in the crucial area cf the understanding of 
imagery and symbol and, according to Hough (1986:123), in 
perceived contradictions in belief. 
the dil2mma by generating new ways of knowing;a stage 
transition occurs when enough accommodation has taken place to 
require a transformation of the entire operational pattern of 
kno1,-Jing. If it is successful this transition may be 
~:u~1 ct~t~d, painful and dislocating, or normal accommodation 
may be' i:•.bcn-ted-FO!t'Jlei- calls such ,::\ stage being"-an-e·sti2d"--in 
which case the individual reaches a state of equilibrium 
h~twPPn his ways of knowing and his environment. It is oni)/ 
has reached a state of .. , . . . eq Lt .1 .L .1 o·,- 1.:_tin that th1:? 
j ::.~j-.-;: ;-.. ;._: ;._ - 1-i~ 2.n\/ st,?-.ge c~.T"i t··~ tjefiried:: ... ;l2t ,::?\/en J..Ti s1-tch 
if only in embrvonic form. 
- .. ua.\/ .1i::: Au.~:.Ltbe 1. 
described a orocess of ootential growth involving the 
existing structures, while Kohlberg's (1969:347-380) stages of 
moral reasoning and Erikson's (1959) psycho-social stages fall 
into a similar category. Piaget and Fowler are therefore 
dealing with a orccess of development that has achieved a high 
ciisc:iplines. 
2.4 A critique of Piaget. 
The conceptual separation of cognitive ways of knowing from 
affective ways referred to earlier represents, for some, a 
signi·ficant ,~ap in Piaget's thoLtght. Yet Piaget acknowledges 
the importance of feelings both in life in general and in 
operations of the mind, intending instead, 
Fowler (1981:38), to concentrate on cognitive operations, 
which exhibit logico-mathematical structures and reveal a 
person's capacity for scientific discovery and insight. These 
constitute Piaget's main concern. Given this explanation, 
Fowler (1981:101) believes it was oermissible for Piaget to 
However, the absence of reference to affective paths to 
knowledge is of little worth in a study of moral reasoning and 
faith develooment~ which involves valuating actions and their 
consequences as well as evaluating the self in relation to 
one's own exoectations, the expectations of others as well as 
that of a decisive other. It is similarly impossible, Fot.-Jler 
believes, to evaluate faith using the criteria that are used 
in testing levels of the more restricted way of knowing that 
Instead t~e two logics? which Fowler 
logic of conviction~ do not negate each other but Torm a 
in faith as a balanced interaction between the two . 
Following closely on this is the second maJor deficiencv that 
Fowler sees in Piaget as a source of knowledge about the 
crocess leading to more general understanding. This concerns 
his lack of attention to the role played in adults by 
imagination in coming to knowledge. A notable figure such as 
Einstein (1964:961) shared Fowler's belief in the importance 
of imagination, believing it to be more irnoortant in science 
th2<.n kno1rJ ledge. Though not a social scientist one assumes he 
had valid insights concerning the road to discovery. F:e lated 
to this lack is Fowler's (1981~103) criticism of Piaget·~ 
neglect of symbolic understanding and the related lack of 
attention to unconscious structuring processes. Fer Piaget 
imagination in children is fantasy play and in adults it may 
manifest itself, far example, in making ideological 
constructions, but both have little to do with knowledge as 
Piaget uhderstood it, since knowledge is focused only on those 
phenomena which are capable of being empirically investigated. 
Fowler does not take issue with Piaget's denying that 
ideological constructions, which Fowler identifies with faith, 
are knowledge, ·but he does deny that knowledge as defined by 
Piaget is always necessary for one to know something. 
Fowler wants to understand what type of knowing faith is and 
to describe its chara~teristics, since he believes that faith 
"in some form is neces~.ary and inev i t:•.b le ·for human beings" 
( 1 981 : i (}4 ) .. To this end he focuses attention on the more 
aesthetically oriented right hemisphere of the brain and the 
ecstatic and imaginative modes of knowing that are associated 
i,'.)i th it• This is a brand of knowing to which Piaget nas given 
no attention for the reasons indicated above. 
cognitive exoianatian as a route to fQllow to understanding 
how faith is arrived at will be continued in this study. 
Faith is here understood as a means to understand and relate 
to any non-material reality which is oerceived as being of 
j:...t~=- tice u An emphasis on the orocess leading to faith thus 
d,=?fined , ..... 11.ll b,2 unde·;-tak,2n becau·5e of .its 1.AJide applicability 
in a variety of classroom settings where th~ content of 
personal beliefs may vary greatly {including non-religious 
meaning making}, b0t where the process, as will be 
demonstrated later in this study, is very similar. 
2.5 A Critiaue of Stage Theory. 
As has been mentioned earlier, Piaget believed children who 
were not able to understand more complex conceptual issues and 
advance to a following stage failed to do so because they had 
not yet acquired the biological structures that permitted this 
to occur. However, Watson (1987) disagrees, alerting us to 
the fact that what we interpret as being an inability in 
children to understand more complex religious issues is not a 
consequence of biological/genetic lack. It is rather, she 
believes, a reflection of the inadequacy of their language 
and/or exoerience which may itself be a reflection of the poor 
quality of their religious education. She challenges the view 
that children do not have religious experiences and that they 
lack the cognitive tools to reflect on these experiences, 
quoting a series of experiments carried out by Margaret 
Donaldson of Edinburgh University. Using simole variations of 
some tests devised by Piaget, Donaldson found that children's 
understanding improved significantly if the coritent of the 
tasks interested and made sense to them in the light of their 
Barrett (1986~73) similarly found children she 
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meaning-making are not established. Another valid criticism 
concerns the difficulty of pinpointing the characteristics of 
any one stage since each one comprises a combination of seven 
elements, each with their own internal components, some of 
which lag behind the others when a stage shift occurs. Fowler 
sees this without appearing to acknowledge its implications 
and the difficulties these imclications oresent. He ( i ·?86 : 33 ) 
puts it thj_s. ~·Ji:1·/:" •••• transition will be une···./(en .:::1nd 1-agged, 
with first one sector leadin¢ and then another catching up or 
ci-eating .::;1 'd·:-ag _. on the tot.,:d pi-oc:-:,::iss".. St21qe·:3 -::(re therefo·,-e 
not visible until they have become the resting place for the 
individual for an extended period of time. \l,? t Et t SC hoo l 
level, particularly during puberty, it is as likely that 
children should be experiencing stage shifts as to be in 
periods of equilibrium~ rendering large parts of their school 
life incapable of analysis if only a descr~ption of stages is 
u.sed. 
2.6 Applying Stage Theory to RE. 
In addition to the explanation given by Piaget concerning the 
acquisition of knowledge and the stage-like progression by 
which knowledge is attained he has made two further general 
points that have more direct bearing on the awakening 
religious and meaning awareness in individuals, 
focus of this study. The first can be seen as something of a 
warning that should alert religious educators to the need to 
be discriminatory in their choice of material. Piaget (1958) 
claimed much religious content is beyond the understanding of 
yoLrng children, since"the higr-, level ab<,:5t"t-actions abounding 
in religion are well above the mental horizons of the small 
child". With this vi,:elA! Fc:,i;,.JlE2·,- u·::;ig1 :252) and Goldman 
(1965~48) concur, given certain reservations, as do some of 
the other theorists in this study, though Watson (1987:161>, 
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is concern~d =roceeds from t~is ooint. 
th2t his analysis of children's' understanding of Bible 
stories and religious . . . . . .. oractice does not Cridge 
believes that Goldman's conclusions about the inability of 
children to understand certain Bible passages may in fact not 
be related to their alleged lack of cognitive ability but 
religious and the profane. 
Furthe~mor8 tne questions from the Bible which Goldman asked 
were presented without a context and in a modified form that 
Watson (1987:162) believes encouraged the kind of naive 
literalism the children showed in their answers. Believing 
children to be capable of far more than Goldman believed his 
studies indic.2ted Wa.tson (1987~163) refe·:-s to the :~.,.1.thoritative 
cognitive theorist Jerome Bruner (1966) wh,:::i maintains" .••• 
any subject can be taught effectively in some inteliectualiy 
honest form to any child at any stage of development". 
2.7 Fowler's faith stage model. 
In his excanded understanding of the meaning of faith beyond 
t·cc:1.ditiona.l crn-istia.n lines Fc,wlei- (198i:4:,32-33) i'".J.:t.s 
·fo 1 io"'i ing in the theo logical footsteps of H. Richard Niebuhr, 
Paul Tillich and W. Can hie 11 Smith. \.\Jh i l,:? the 
osychaanalvtical and depth-psychology work of Erikson and Jung 
are acknowledged by Fowler (1981:38) as important influences, 
it is the structural developmental tradition of Jean Piaget 
and Laurence Kohlberg which he has acknowledged (1981:98) as 
having had the most profound influence on his work. It is 
this which identifies him as adopting a social scientific 
apcro2ch to his war(. Among those concerned chiefly with 
moral develocment_Kohlberg's (1969) influence is paramount. 
He too built his 1 ~sedrLh on the stage moae1 rlev~lnnerl by 
·-::-, ·j 
._.; .!. 
__ .... :~ -
Piaget~ but extended it beyond an individual's wavs OT 
which moral develocment takes place. A develoomental model is 
~pprooriate, Kohlberg believes, 0=Lct~=~ the construction of 
social or interpersonal reality, from which moral judgements 
are made, shows a similar ~~ou~nr~ of stages to these 
described by Piaget. 
Th~=~ influences, together with an analysis of his empirical 
e\/ .tc:lenc1~ ~ have led Fowler (1981:5) to threS main conclusions. 
The first is that while the beliefs and oractices of faith 
take on a wide variety of Terms~ the.structural patterns are 
predictable and universal in terms of form and sequence of 
,j ::~\/e 1 o prr,en t ., The second is that each stage is built on 
previous ones to form what could be understood as an hierarchy 
of stages were it not for his insistence that no greate~ value 
be assigned to any stage when compared to a later one. I will 
explain shortly why I believe Fowler actually was describing a 
consequential development he believes, with Osmer (1985~174)~ 
that there is no possibility of any one being skipped over, so 
The theorists on whom he has based his work as well as his own 
research have led him further to claim that the rational basis 
for the development of faith should be seen as a consequence 
of the interaction between a self bent en actively making 
sense of its experiences and the stimuli with which the 
ind iv idu.a l i·s confronted. Since this desire to make sense of 
reality refers, amongst other activities, to a process oT 
logical understanding his identification with Piaget's model 
of stages of cognitive development is understandable. 
(1981:78-79) also derives his descriptions of social 
perspective taking and forms of moral judgement from Piaget, 
though Tor these he draws much more heavily on Kohlberg. 
: i!U.S .. .it i~. no·t a.ct ;j \/!: 2.iTI iC .::;i. 11 -y· bLt t the 
influence of their environment is equally important if one is 
how meaning is made. 1n this way Fowler 
claims to be combining the behaviourist and humanistic schools 
c:;f thoLta ht"' 
He differs from Piaget however in that he does not believe 
that stage shifts are precipitated by biological changes 
alone, but that they are strongly influenced by the 
individual's social envivironment. Hence structural stages 
are attained at varying chronological ages, though most 
individuals of normal or above intelligence find satisfaction 
in stage two or above~ which will be described in chapter 
integrating and grounding trust in a centre cf value and power 
sufficiently tAJo·,-thy to give oltl- lives unity and me,:mingu, as 
Fowler (1981:5) has it. 
Fowler (1981 :92-93) defines faith most comprehens.i'vely as 
being "people:.' evolved and evolving ways of e:-:per ienc ing 
self, others and world {as they construct them} and of shaping 
their lives· purpose and meanings, trusts and loyalties, in 
the light of the character of meaning, value and power 
determining the ultimate conditions of existence {as grasped 
in their operative images-conscious and unconscious-of them} 11 • 
More than merely a belief or a confidence or a dependence 
faith could be described as a total life orientation to an 
object of ultimate concern, which is seen as having the power 
to guarantee qLta l i ty surv iv.al . As a t9ta l 1 i fe 01- ien ta tion 
faith is seen to be the over-arching principle of life. For 
the educationist whose interest lies in educating what has 
of ten been described as the 11 1 .• ...iho l•? 11 child there is a.n obvious 
value in knowing something about a orocess as holistic as 
Fowler describes faith development to be. 
·-=··-::. .. _•....; 
-........._ 
I 
alert us to the fact that Fowler (1974:208) is claiming that 
added to a cognitive exolanation of the process should be a 
recocnition of the imoortance of affective means of meaning-
making such as are made up by imagination and intuition. The 
:Tra k i.ng .. Others such ~s Kohlberg, who is oarticularly 
concerned with the development of moral reasoning in 
personality development, would add to cognitive processes the 
elements of valuing, the use of imagination (particularly the 
ability to manipulate symbols), in~uition and other affective 
~,;.::1ys c,'f knov-.1.ing. This is particularly true when the unknown 
an individual is wishing to uncover includes himself, a point 
emphasized by Teilhard de Chardin (1964) .. They would also add 
the importance of response to whatever the knowledge is that 
is gained, as an adequate description of the holistic nature 
of faith-making. The inclusion of the related issues of 
response and commitment tb the object of faith explains 
Fowlei-··s (1974:210) assertion that "faith as doing or being 
includes and flows ·from faith as a kind of kncn"Jing". This is 
done in the company of those who are like-minded, giving 
recognition in turn to the social nature of faith making. In 
summary Fowler is describing what he claims to be the most 
inclusive activity with which humankind can be concerned. 
Fowler (1981:27-31) believes that faith need not necessarily 
be religious though it is usually referred to in these terms. 
Religion, as a cultural phenomenon, is faith shaped and 
e ;·:pressed . Since it is culture that carries language and the 
meanings that are embedded in it, variety in the content of 
faith is partly constrained only by the limits of culture. 
Those belonging to a revelatory religious faith would add 
self-disclosure by God as another basis of faith, or more 
accurately, their perception of that disclosure . 
. : .. ·-:· 
T ... ~,= ,-__ · ... _=_•,,-, ... ,.-_ ..• ,- '·-'·.·,-.,..L~' .... ,~,.-~.---. .L'l·~._·:·.··' -:··~··,- 'r~- -,--w,--.-- ,~~ ·m--r~-- --1··~-i:::: -~ ·== _,....., _ _ ·- ! , '= ;... : _ ,.:::. =;j ::::· .-. , : 1 =:::: -~. 1 1 J_ l l y ·--: n ci r:. J. 1 i y , 
whether it is defined in soecifically religious terms or not, 
is supported by Goosen (1973:40)~ who believes that oeople 
c:one < i 9'75) 
g,~~L=~L uower to contribute neqativelv or oasitively both to 
the developing image of tne self and to the meanings that may 
Both Phiri (1993) and Roux 
(1993) concur with Fowler in their contenticin that faith is a 
universal ohencmenon. Given his belief in the wideness of its 
consequence of the universal human burden of finding or making 
This is probably why he insists that he 
is dealing with human faith • In following Fowler this study 
.-;ill then=~fon~ not follow a "gi-ctesqLtely speci·:"ic" line, as 
Wilson harshly describes Goldman's interpretation of religion 
in a specifically Christian way, nor will it necessarily 
include the elements of awe and worship, which Wilson 
(1982:63) believes define religion. Moore (1985:104) also 
believ~s it is inappropriate to confine our understanding of 
faith to a response to or relationship with God since faith's 
boundaries are so fluid, making an adequate definition of it 
exclusively in theistic terms very difficult. 
Faith -::'IS defined by Fowler ( 1974 ~ 208) and "trJcn- ld-v iEH·J" cannot 
be used synonymously though they both describe a unified 
understanding of the environment that subsumes other, mare 
limited explanations within them. This is~ firstly, because 
world-view emphasizes a cognitive approach to understanding, 
whereas faith additionally describes valuing and other 
i::on\1 ic t.ion ii :. In other words the faith relationshia involves 
the whole person, faith acting as an integrative force, 
drawing together the various elements making up an 
3~5 
individual's life. Secondly faith refers to both the content 
of that which is believed as well as the orocess by which that 
faith is achieved. This process essentially takes the form of 
response to the perceived call of the object or cause of 
transcendent value and power, and includes meaningful, 
oositive interaction with others. This is why Fowler insists 
correctly that faith is always relational. On the other hand 
world view refers only to the results of this endeavour. 
Finally, the individual who exercises faith as Fowler defines 
it does so in a community of believers;defined as such faith 
is tri-polar, involving the self, other members of the 
community of faith and shared centers of value and cower. 
While a world-view may be shared by others it is not essential 
to the nature of a world-view that it be shared (1981:17). 
Mann (1994:24) has pointed out that this third characteristic 
reflects the specifically Judaeo-Christian religious tradition 
from which Fowler comes, a view with which Cumpsty (1995) 
concurs. Herein lies a problem for those teachers who would 
attempt to use an expanded definition of meaning-making, for 
this notion of a necessary community of faith does not 
describe the reality of the majority of those whose faith is 
specifically not religious, who often take pride in the very 
fact that they believe themselves to be independent thinkers 
and who, even if their thinking is not as independent as they 
would perceive it to be, certainly do not belong to a faith 
community of any sort. 
By adopting the simple expedient of substituting the influence 
of the meaning environment in shaoing the individual's faith 
in place of Fowler's claim that faith can only be exercised in 
a group of like-minded believers, we would retain not only the 
sociological nature of meaning making to which Fowler is 
oointing us but also its universality. It is possible to do 
this since meaning is always a oroduct, dL least cartly, of 
human social endeavour. I believe that such a substitution 
36 
would leave intact the salient features of Fowler's model. At 
tne same time it would allow teachers to be guided in dealing 
with all attemots at finding 6r making meaning among the 
pupils in their classes, whether they consider themselves to 
be religious or not. 
Fowler's claim fer the universality of faith is given supocrt 
by Cox (1967:18) who, despite finding in a survey of 2278 
sixth form ouoils in England that many regarded themselves as 
agnostic or atheistic, believed that in the answers he was 
,:;iven by them there was ;,abundant evidence th.at the se,:u-ci-1 far 
the me.:trning of life is univei-sal" 
The sociologist Peter Berger (1967:29), in a much broader non-
religious sense, describes the process by which individuals 
attempt to ~mcose order on their experiences and thus 
cons t.i-Ltc t a meaning environment or names ,:i.S "endemic". It is 
only when the nomos attains the quality of being taken for 
granted and when its meanings merge with those meanings that 
are perceived to be the fundamental meanings inherent in the 
universe that religious faith is born, but only for some~ 
according to Berger. For others meaning making remains 
i:::ona l,j Goldman's ( 1966 :9) use of the tei-m "re 1 ig ious th in king" 
to describe normal thinking that is directed to the divine, 
-:::rnd not ::1. "sacred 1-.::\tionality" that is -i,..Jholly divorced f·1-om 
ordinary mental endeavour, is close to describing the 
universal phenomenon of faith making that Fowler claims it is. 
One would merely have to avoid using religious terminology to 
be describing an activity that encompasses both religious and 
non-religious paths to meaning making. 
In similar universal vein Hough (1986~156) uses the term 
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religious deveiooment also. Kohlberg (1984:14) believes that 
- . . . . . . . .. 
Taitn is not~ing mare tnan :?. confidence in 
ultimate signific2nce of morality 
Powers 2nd Kchlberg (1981) are~ however. using faith and 
religion interchangeably. As was mentioned earlier Fowler 
exolicitly denies that this is the case, the concectual bv-
passing that has occurred rendering their criticism invalid. 
Mann (1994:61) believes that the reason Powers and Kohlberg on 
the one hand and ~owler on the other do not effectively engage 
e2ch other is that the former have misunderstood Fowler's use 
of tne ,term faith because he uses . . . SLlC l'1 ·='t ~"\I .le! e 
2.8.2 Gabriel Moran. 
Moran (1983> takes issue with Fowler's use of the word faith. 
~ 
This applies particulc1i-ly as it refe·:-s to two of the stages 
identified by Fowler, namely stages five and six, though less 
so.when he refers to stages one to four. It is with these 
eai-lier sta.ges :,.Jith which this study is cc:mcei-ned since 
children at school are likely to fall into these categories. 
Since it is with the concept of faith with which Moran's 
criticism is concerned and not with the details of each faith 
stage, these details will only be dealt with in the next 
Moran (1983:122> prefers instead to see faith in a much more 
restricted ·,-eligiou.s sense as a gift to ~"'-lhich an individual 
may respond. An offering cf any gift presupposes a giver. 
When such a giver is able to impart not just any gift but a 
powerful~ life-changing one such as faith to anyone who asks 
for it, then th~ giver is here being identified with the 
MLlS l iIT:. This interpretation is ccnfirmed wnen he =t2~~= that 
individual has resaonded to God's call. 
Moran's (1983:123) theistically oriented understanding of the 
to sustain a developmental model that can usefully address the 
cls·f.initi~l\l nc:t on C3od .. s ·side" .. I believe that Moran's 
understanding of the term faith would preclude its use as a 
simole divide that he believes separates people. Quite 
obviously also his use of the term precludes its use in 
helping us to understand non-theistic attempts at making sense 
of reality, but his definition makes it quite clear that he 
believes Fowler should have used another term if he wanted to 
describe a wider type of meaning-making. 
Moran (1983:123) agrees with Fowler that faith is neither 
merely an assent to truths that are not known by reason nor 
merely a reference to the objects cf our belief. He 
disagrees, however, with W.Cantwell Smith, to whom he believes 
Fowler is heavily indebted for his understanding cf faith. He 
understands Smith to assert that faith does not include 
meanings such as assent to truths and references to objects of 
belief, pointing out that while it ic more than them it also 
inc lLtde~. t!-:e:T," He nicely counters Smith's (1979:35) 
contention that the content of belief lies outside the ambit 
.·-,+ 
1~ I c:i. discL1ssion of faith··-"Th,:,;,t i-i:,::ligious people ai-e e:-:pected 
to be l .ie·,./e ~.o,ne tf-, ing is .:i :T1ode:-n abe·,-i- ~- tion ;1 ·-b·y c la iin ing tf-1a 1: 
re1i(Jious faith does have a content~ "That only n,~ligious 
people are expected to believe something and that religious 
people are expected to believe only something is a double 
This claim can quite easily be 
accommodated in an expanded definition of taitn since it 
merelv means that not only th~ process by which a faith is 
arrived at, but also its content, should be subjected to 
critical scrutiny. This is vital if pupils are to discern the 
cood from the bad in the ccmoeting voices that call for their 
2.8.3 Further critical comment. 
In my view a Cct1 ~~u~ is revealed in Fowler's thinking when one 
considers his insistence that no one stage is any better than 
others 1 might value one stage above another when describing 
different stages. Vet, if words mean anything he was indeed 
attaching greater value to later stages by describing them as 
bein1'd "more inc lt.tsive" !' "more satisfying" and. as enabling the 
individual to function at a higher level of complexity. 
Furthermare 5 Fowler (1981:31) describes a later 
concep tua 1 i :za t.ion of r3od as being "more :1dequa te" since it is 
And, since later stages have 
have less of this presumably positive attribute. Transition 
from one stage to the next is described as ac~Jrring when the 
individual is confronted by a stimulus or stimuli with which 
cognition in a present stage cannot deal adequately;the next 
stage is arrived at when accommodation occurs and older 
structures, precisely because they are less adequate, have to 
be improved or jettisoned if the individual is to deal more 
adequately with changing circumstances. It seems reasonable 
to suppose that a state that enables the individual ta deal 
more adequately with his environment is a better state to be 
in than one which does not. Not only Fowler but quite 
naturally all developmemtalists such as Osmer (1985), who has 
collaborated with him, select those thinking and experiencing 
functions which hav~ a developmentai character~they all 
describe the movement from lower towards higher levels of 
Again, one would normally a=sign a positive value 
tD tf°·ie :f!•._,v,:::=:::i;.·n t thu.s 56) 
correctly notes that the imclications of Fowler's normativity 
one is reminded that Fowler (1981:98) himself acknowledged the 
ii(ji:7.·c:L·:::.i\/8;; ccJntr.ibLtt3..cin t:-rat the rrsode1 ije\/eloped t, .. / F'i,3.get, 
with its clear value judgements of different stages, has had 
on his own formulation. 
Although Fowler and Piaget built their theories on an 
extensive empirical base the samples that both were using Ldffle 
from mainly white, western populations. This could exclude or 
limit the model's use in analysing third world, non-
industrialized communities. As was mention~d earlier~ both 
Cumpsty (1995) and Mann (1994) believe Fowler's model is 
applicable only in a Judaeo-Christian context. 
2~8.4 Basil Moore. 
Moore (1985:172) is in agreement with Fowler that religious 
faith is an example of the much broader process of meaning-
making with which all people are engaged. He proposes however 
that we weigh the merits and demerits of two other substitutes 
i:Je]..ieves that "f,~.ith" is so char-ged ,,..Jith i-eli,;Jious meaning 
that it cannot be broadly appplied. World view he rejects as 
implying merely an intellectual response whereas both he and 
Fowler, together with others such as Peatling and Moran, 
insist that faith involves a more holistic life stance that 
integ·,-.::d:es all the facets of life, .including the affective and 
i,T,a.,~ j_na. ti\/!~ II It is for this reason that Moore (1985:172) 
prefers to use ~nether term. gestalt, for its primary meaning 
.is tc, ·-; -- -L .LW~t::! qaps thir,gs as Moore explains 
iL 
While agreeing with Moore that gestalt has a sharper 
. - . . . . .. 
02T1n1tian ~ne word the problem of lack --" Wi 
familiarity and therefore- is less likely to be used by 
If the imperative of matching teachina to stage 
develaoment is ever to develop into a debate that is going to 
engags teachers' minds and hopefully the practise of their 
teacning, then everything must be done to help them both ta 
to believe that the literature the\1 .:i·:- e i i ke l \/ 
' ' 
to consult as they seek to be better informed is relevant ta 
their needs and problems. It must not seem in any way to be 
esotei-j_;=· A bettei- choice would be to e;-:pa.nd the meaning of 
an existing, well known noun to make it more inclusive than to 
use a word with which most teachers are unlikely to be 
familia.:-. "Faith", in my viei,..J, is just such a word. 
That others are thinking along the lines that I am suggesting 
is evidenced by a discussion document sponsored bv the Islamic 
Academy of the University of Cambridge (1990). This gfoup has 
allied itself with other "faith communities", to quote theii-
document, such as Christians, Jews, Buddhists, Hindus and 
Sikhs to check the perceived advance of the secularization of 
British education. That representatives from these faith 
communities are co-sponsors of the document referred to 
indicates broad acceptance of the term when it is used, as the 
,jocument states, in a mLilti-faith, multi-cultu1-al ·5ociety. I 
believe such a description accurately describes the nature of 
the Sou th African society in ,,-Jhich this study is anchoi-ed. In 
the document the term faith is used more than any other to 
describe what is admittedly a religious endeavour. For 
e>:ampi•? the tei-ms "faith-gi-oup", and a "faith-bas,?d educE\tiein" 
are used and "faith" and "spiritual consciousness" are used 
synonymously to describe icnom- tcin t aims of educe:~ tion. 
carries all the connotations of trust, care, loyalty and 
commitment that one associates with the word faith and has the 
additional advantage of being readily applicable, if properly 
defined, to a non reliqious world view. 
Fowler's (1981:xii> wide-ranging definition of faith as a way 
of making and maintaining meaning in life that involves the 
intellectual, affective and social aspects of a person's life 
is able to offer useful commentary on a process that is likely 
to involve all ar nearly all the pupils teachers will interact 
with in their RE classes, whatever their religion or even 
whether they regard themselves as having a religious outlook 
cm life or not.· It is possible to be used in an analysis of 
all shades of meaning-making because Fowler, together with 
Piaget, has separated the content of faith from the way in 
which it is made and maintained. Fowler (1981:9-15), echoing 
Smith, claims that it is possible to identify in everyone 
certain common strands that are separate from the specifics of 
symbol, behavioural codes and rites that are peculiar to any 
one particular religious belief system. 
definition of faith, to use Fowler's term, it is less likely . 
that they would use the large body of educationally relevant 
research that can illuminate divergent attempts to make sense 
c:if reality . It also prevents them from entering into 
meaningful dialogue with what may be the majority of pupils 
they are likely to encounter in their classrooms. 
dialogue is to occur then pupils must perceive that the 
subject in which they are engaged has relevance to their 
strivings, fears and the many other issues they regarc as 
being important to themselves. This applies especially to 
non-religious puoils since they may in many RE classes make up 
a subject th2t h2s any relevance at all thev must be shown 
that the process cf meaning-making is a process by which 
everyone is linked, whether they believe in God or not. 
Furthermore, ~xposure to specifically religious meanin~-making 
r3nge of insights that may be of worth to them in their own 
personal oilgrimages. If a free int~rchange of ideas is 
encouraged then teachers too ~an benefit from being exposed to 
the range of option~ on display. 
The astute teac~~r would use the universality of attempts to 
mak~ sense of life to point out to pupils who are not 
reiigious that many of the criticisms they do and should feel 
free to voice concerning religious faith-making 
turned to thei··- own forms of the process. This 
should be 
is impm- tan t 
given the ease with which young people often accept 
uncritically the information that is directed their way, 
whether this information is secular or religious. It is 
especially important when information is internalized by the 
sub-conscious, as may occur when people are attracted to the 
life-styles of the rich and famous. The attitudes and values 
that this may engender are then tacitly held and, without the 
teacher's help, not subject to any kind of critical analysis 
~..,.ha. t.:::ver. 
If the wider sense of the term faith is not used then possibly 
also excluded from participation in our research and in 
classroom activities would be pupils holding to basically non-
revelatory religions such as Hinduism and agnostic religions 
such as Theravada Buddhism, as well as the making or 
maintenance of meaning of a host of non-religious endeavours 
that one is likely to encounter in many pupils. 
could include the commonly Sncountered secular humanistic 
outlook, the equally popular hedonism or nnlitic~11y inspired 
forms of meaning making. 
45 
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the model af a stage-like growth in faith it becomes necessary 
to orogress to the details of the characteristic modes of 
m2aning-making that children at school employ. 
ta.ugh t then they will have arrived also at a perceotion of 
The opposite is, of course~ also true. 
make t~is evaluation teachers would need to Kn9w exactly how 
the model claims children arrive at faith. 
find the model to be relevant then it could form part of the 
range of teaching strategies that they may wish to employ. 
Details of the first three of Fowler's stages will therefore 
be given in the following chapter since, according to Fowler 
(1981), pupils at school level are likely to display the 
characteristics of the first three stages only. It is ;,..ior th 
noting that Goldman (1966) and Peatling (1975) generally 
concur with Fowler's description of how children at school-
going age arrive at meaning. 
The implementation of the model in the c1assroom would, 
however, be facilitated if it were preceded by teachers' 
having some idea of the ways in which they themselves are 
·to c;·,- ha\/8 beer, to the model~ especially - .... ct ,_ 
an unconscious level. In having some idea of how teachers in 
general have responded to the model other teachers m~y have 
their own responses illuminated. Later in this study an 
analysis of teachers' responses to my questionnaire and 
interviews on faith development may provide such insights, cu~ 
first I turn to a detailed description of the first three 
-- - .. ____ -
1 ·='·"- ~·...;, =- ,:3. :5 h :i. ··;;; t to ·:;;.taoe f r:Ltr 
Tew ouoils will enter this stage while ~hey 
2~i-e 2 t =:.c r:oo .!. " 
. I 
• •'1<•: OM 
..;;; ... 
:J .. j_ /\ ,..;;;,_.: - -
!"'f J : ,,i..i_.={ ii 
Fowler conducted their studies among mainly white, 
industrialized children and adults respectively, it is 
necessary to reflect on the aoplicability of the model in the 
South African teaching environment. This is especially 
nee essa·ry fc:;r t,:Ect•- i,,~·,<::. in most of :Jou th ,0i-F·;- ica :,....Jh~?·1-\°'2 many 
children come from non-literate societies in rural areas or 
have experience only of the non-formal sector of the economy, 
conditions which are very different from those of Europe and 
North America where the investiqators who have informed this 
study conducted their research. Many of the assumptions and 
conditions prevailing there may not be apolicable in the South 
Af·,- ican con te;-:t sines~ ch.i ldren in this country come fi-om a 
fundamentally different culture characterized by different 
values, social structures and identities, to mention but a few 
Yet one cannot be critical of a model, be able to 
apply it or be able to assess its educational potential 
without having some knowledge of it. This chaoter will 
therefore attemot to fill in whatever gaps may exist in 
especially teachers' knowledge to enable them to know how much 
of the model is useable and how best to adaot it to their own 
teaching-learning environment. The description will reflect 
critical input from Moran (1983) and Moore (1985), together 
with further comment from the different but significant 
persoectives of Kohlberg (1969, 1981)~ Holm (1975)
1 
Goldman 
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more recent writers mentioned but also the characteristic 
modes of meaning-making found in each of them. 
each lending weight to the findings of the others the similar 
F~::,oh~~tS-i::S gi-.../:?n to int.ellectLtal g·,-oi~..i·!:h p(Ji·nts to the ~.trcJng 
interdependence of cognitive advances and the ability to make 
meaning, especially where it is abstract, whether it be 
~ . . . ~e11gious or not. This view is supported by Peatling 
th .ink ir:g 
Yet tnis emphasis on the importance of cognitive ability could 
have placed a question mark around their conclusions. Is 
there net a blurring of distinction in them between the 
ability to reason one's way to meaning {one must remind 
oneself that Goldman's tests involved an examination of 
concectual advances} and actually making that meaning personal 
so that it involves the whole being of the individual and not 
just his or her cocnitive faculties?If one realizes, however, 
that the writers who deal with faith as a universal phenomenon 
define it in terms that include personal commitment~ 
intu.iti·;:m, imagination, and cthe·,- affective elements, then the 
gap that could have existed between being able to make meaning 
and actualising this potential in these holistic terms has 
been b·,- idged. Fowler's delimitation of the ages when stages 
occur represent the average minimum age at which these stages 
manifest themselves. 
3.3 Fowler's first three stages. 
3.3.1 Preliminary comments. 
Moran (1983:114) correctly points out that the theorists who 
principally inform this study concur when it comes to 
delimiting the characteristic ages when these s~~g~~ occur, 
·-.f . . _,·._; 
though Peatlinq's (1982:15) studies indicate a lengthier 
This unanimity could be of immense practical use to classroom 
teachers who wish to plan their teaching taking development 
stages into account;imclementinq this information could save 
them from what Piaget and Inhelder (1966:21) called 
understanding of children to adult-level cieties, theologies 
Even though faith stage two and three may only 
manifest themselves in many cases when the individual has 
r2ached adulthood they are, with rare exceptions, the ones· 
Moore Gi985:173) believes we will find most well represented 
,c\ t schoo 1. leve i. 
Peatling's (1982:7) studies have shown that there exist 
periods of rapid and slow growth in abstract religious 
thinking that appear to approximate plateaux, as specified in 
Piaget's theory of cognitive development. F:apid growth 
appears to indicate times of change from one such plateau to 
the next higher one. This would appear to approximate 
Fowler's description of stage shifts. 
According to Dykstra and Parks (1986:15-42>, each stage is 
structured as a unified whole in each of which there is a 
development of the following dynamically interrelating 
elements;the form of logic that is used, the level of role-
taking that is assumed, the location of authority, the way 
symbols are understood, the bounds of social awareness, the 
forms that moral judgements take and form cf world coherence. 
As indicated in chapter one it is teachers responses to and 
this model tha.t +i- . ·-• I l.S study is attempting to 
I have assumed, as will be explained in chapter 
five, that teachers' personal religious belief may have a 
bearing on whether or not they accommodate their teaching to 
the different stages of faith in which their cuoils may find 
::=:i 
It is assumed that some te3chers may regard their 
puQ11s stage of faith, if sucn - thine ~xists at all, as holy 
In other words the attitude to God's sovereignty will 
inevitably affect both teaching content and methodology. 
being ~o it is necessary to know what it is that teachers may 
perceive as being inimical ta the divine will. 
practice as suggested by the respondents in the research 
comoonent of this thesis, as opposed to their theorizing aaout 
it, may be compared to what is generally regarded as 
appropniate methodology for each stage. Finally the choice of 
factors tested in the questionnaire that are thouqht to 
influence teacners' attitude to the very notion of a faith 
stage model onlv make sense in the light of same knowledge of 
the CfJn teri t of these s ta.qes \l 
The detailed description of the modes of meaning making 
characteristic of each of the faith stages that follows can be 
used by teachers of RE to identify normal age-appropriate 
res~onses in children. Critical questioning, which is often 
experienced as an irritating pupil habit, is sometimes wrongly 
identified as being unacceptable or abnormal behaviour, but 
Fowler and others believe it to be entirely normal. :<noHing 
that such behaviour is regarded as usual can make such habits 
in children less of a threat to teachers. Teachers can also 
use critical questioning to point pupils to what may be for 
many of them more adequate ways of making sense of the myriad 
stimuli that call for explanation and integration into their 
system of meaning. 
3.3.2 Stage one:the intuitive-projective stage. 
Fawler calls the earliest =+~ge intuitive-crojective faith. 
It occurs typically in children between 3 and 7 to 8 years old 
and correlates verv 58) - .. c 1 cis.e .L \.: :1 
oointed out, with Piaget's ore-ooerational or intuitive staae. 
Similarly Kohlberg (1981:223) has shown that there is a high 
correlation between earlier faith and moral stages, citing 
ShL\ l .i k ·· ·:::. tes ·ts i: These show a high correlation of 75 
between independently made ratings of moral and of faith 
Moran believes, however, that by stages 3 and 4 they 
becin to diverge (1983:115), though this is less significant 
for this study when it is remembered that only the first three 
stages ars characteristicallv found among school level 
Moore (1985:223), since he believes his term gives 
greater clarity, as will be seen below, orefers the term 
disconnected/ego-centric to describe this stage. The 
cocrelation thus revealed in the findings of indeoendent 
researchers indicates that teachers can expect, with a high 
degree of probability, to find that the descriptions of these 
stages do indeed match the characteristic modes of meaning-
making in their pupils. This makes possible the planning of a 
diversified teachind programme to meet the specific needs of 
most of those they teach. 
Thinking in this stage is not yet reversible-young children 
cannot mentally retrace their steps-and there is a poorly-
., J.. • '- • re 1a t..J.Ons, rJ.p between cause and effect so that they 
cannot yet organize their experiences into a logical sequence 
of even ts. Their thinking is disconnected and focused an only 
one of the details of the story to which they are relating, 
that is they 2,1-e "monofoca l", to use (3o ldman 's terminology. 
This results in an inability to understand similarities or to 
formulate a coherent and consistent world view, and gives rise 
to an easy movement between fact and fantasy, and explains why 
a child at this stage has an answer to every question. 
Logic, er the lack of . +. .l '- !I plays no part in his formulation of 
An element of this phantasy world is 
artificialism, or the belief that natural phenomen~ are human-
made. 
time and is used rather than logic as a powerful and oermanent 
force bv which children orient themselves, coth intellectually 
and affectively, to~~~ beings/images that copulate their 
r .. .-;.,:, \I .'i.1 · i .... i n iT1e 1: t_ :f Goldman (1965:78) believes that imagination is 
both the means by which children compose an ultimate meaning 
~::::n\1 ir oniTien t -=~ T': d ti1e l:\ia ·y tr-:e·~:l ;, f r=:e l :; the .ir ~o\.Ja\/ to Ltnd e·,-s tand ing 
While conceding that there is no evidence that 
the child thinks religiously as adults would define it 
(religion is part of a fascinating adult world which the child 
does not understand) Hough (1986~52) believes there is the 
Rau:.: 
(1993) believes that every child has a religious potential, as 
does Moran (1983), who believes this can take the form of a 
powerful moral/religious awareness, especially the sense of 
good ,::i.nd e\.., i l .. He believes this explains the centuries-old 
popularity of the great fairy stories of western civilization 
in which characteristically the triumph of good over evil is 
highlighted U9:33d1b, 61). Eve~n in those ·=hildi-en in i,.Jhom a 
specifically religious awareness is found Goldman (1966:24) 
believes that a clear differentiation between God and all 
other reality, including the dragons and giants of his fairy 
stories, does not occur. God is seen rather as the greatest 
giant or whatever other being the child has focussed on. The 
divine is especially not seen in this stage as another person 
(anthropomorphism). 
( :L 9'.:3:3 : i U::i ) has 
Where God is not seen as a fairy tale 
.... 
.l ,_ '* In short there is typically an 
intermingling of the concrete and the fantastic in thought. 
Emling (1974:61) and Barnard (1966:367) describe this as the 
magical phase;the latter believes it lays the foundation for 
later religious development, where such development occurs, 
while the former sees magical explanations as taking the place 
This personal meaning approoriation occurs in large 
bv heroic :i~0: ~= who r2scu2 others. 
turn identified bv children with themselves. (3;~d fTIEt·~./ be SU.Ch 
an heroic ~igure. 
Children's acorcori3tion and oersonal construction cf images 
3nd primitive symbols. here understood to mean words 
representing objects rather than higher concectual thought, 
are uncredictable? giving them an attractive, refreshing 
But at the same time these images and symbols 
are longlasting and capable of calling forth powerful 
affective resoonses in later life. Piaget (1951:61) sees this 
but there is unlikely to be a concomitant increase in rational 
understanding or conceptual ability. Children need first to 
have lived through experiences in which they associate the 
understand either the full import of the word er to have a 
real perspective of the time or space associated with the 
As has been mentioned this is a view with which Watson 
( i 987) concu.1-s. This view is also supported by Smith (1949) 
who coints out that this applies similarly if an analogy or 
meta.phrn- is u.sed to describe an e:-:pei- ience. Children must 
also have lived through the metaphor. For example the ongoing 
conflict between the Jews of the Old Testament period and 
their ~eighbcurs would have little meaning for a child in +-~ . ,_, 11.S 
stage. One of the consequences of this lack of understanding 
\(et s··y'mbo l ic 
functioning does begin now. It is a crucial cognitive advance 
not only since it paves the way for the creation and 
manipulation of the world cf ideas~ so necessary in making 
personal meaning out of the world of objects and events, but 
it also makes fantasizing possible. Thi5 itself makes 
possible the inclusion of animism as a feature of pre-
conceotual thought (the attributing of life to inanimate 
-.-. -··~ 
- ""--·- - - -'::· LUI J..<:=·:=. .. 
the middli~g teens characteristically love action-accounts of 
what peo21e did, rather than being told what they believed. 
:h~~ mav be recounted by adults as well as reoeated by their 
oeers, and are the most significant means by which younger 
children are able to understand the world and their 
The child identifies every other person with himself or 
herself since others are seen as basically extensions of tha 
self. Goldman (1965) maintains that self-centredness means no 
Similarly 
Emling (1974) sees the child as believing that the whole world 
is created Tor him or her. Wenar (1971:328) maintains that 
this takes the form of the child believing that his wishes 
alone cause events in the external world to occur, while 
Emling (1974:59) believes that a child at this age believes 
that everyone shares his thoughts, feelings and wishes. There 
is, however, the beginning of a realization in the child, 
through awareness cf the consequences of same of his or her 
actions, of the need for behaviour to become less self-
centred. l<chlberg (in Fowler 1·:;i81~73) calls this mutual 
interpersonal perspective taking. Put another way, Piaget 
claims that the child gradually frees himself or herself from 
this egocentricism through play becoming more and mere 
"sac .ia l ized". This is one of the external sanctions that 
Havighurst 1973:409) analysis of the way morality is shaped in 
this stage of the child's life. 
Th is p·i-ocess of becoming p1-og1-,:?ss i-..,...-e 1 y less tied to the 
satisfaction of the demands of the self outlined above enables 
the child to reach the socialization stage in which he or she 
oegins to understand the logic of proposition and outcome. 
Meaning or faith-making is achieved by imitating tne behaviour 
and speech in which significant adults in their lives make and 
exoress their own faith. The influence of these examoles can 
be oowerful and longlasting. 
role in that it is they who as th~ representatives of 
While they are thought 
of as having divine-like qualities such as omniscience and 
omniootence the child is nonetheless beginning to discover 
that they are not altogether infallible. There comes a 
dawning realization by the child that he or she has to change 
his or her oerception, to accommodate ,n Piagetian terms, if 
he or she wishes to overcome the cognitive discomfort that the 
clash of old beliefs and new insights causes. 
describes the coping mechanism employed by the child to deal 
with the disillusionment that this brings as b~ing a process 
~-.Jhen?by he o·:- she moves from. "deifying his or hei- pai-en ts to 
pi::•.rental.ising the deity". Whether this is true for all 
children, especially those who have had traumatic 
relationshios with their oarents, is debatable. 
Notwithstanding this slow realization of fallibility the child 
accepti almost everything he o~ she is exposed to by adults. 
Literal understanding, as described earlier, forms the 
cognitive base of this acceptance. 
3.3.3 Stage twa:the mythic-literal staga~ 
The main factor precioitating a shift in the child to stage 
two, Piaget believes, is ·the emergence at about age ten of 
genetically-triggered concrete operations {Piaget's term} and 
the ability and need that follows that change to clarify for 
themselves the distinction between fact and fantasy. Emling 
(1974:63) acc:0L1.nts fa·,- this in the "solid cogniti·y·e bed·,-ock" 
which the child in this stage possesses, enabling him or her 
to structure the present in terms of the past without the 
Fowler u~es the term mythic-literal Moore 01 e·f~,s the term 
·= ...... , 
narrative-literal ~w rle~rribe tnis =tao~. Goldman (1965:47) 
. .. . . 
writes of this as _uc. ~--~i~u= s~ag~ 
truths are frequerttly reduced to literalisms and thus lose 
much of their meaning. Yet, Goldman (1966:20) believes that 
the ability ~o think concretely enables the child to classify 
information as .well as to reverse his or her operations. This 
means that generalizations that have been made about objects 
parts from which the generalization was made. P1nd, be· ing ab le 
to think operationally, the child can now understand logical 
connections between phenomena outside oresent observations, 
but only if he or she has experienced concrete examples of 
them as analogies. This ;;dlows the ci""1ild to reconsb-uct 
plausible intermediate steps between these phenomena, and also 
enables them to make inferences regarding cause and effect. 
For Piaget (1958:245) this is intelligence without 
qualification. 
Hough (1986:63) adds to this description of understanding the 
, ability to make sound value judgements and the ability self-
consciously to form and express an opinion. 
The sum total of these advances is that the child, using his 
or her newly-acquired ability to reason both deductively and 
inductively, is able to understand and construct a world 
{"bind ,::::;:per iences" is Fot-J ler 's. term} •=c:ins is ting of oi-,jer l y, 
linear stories by which understanding is reached and through 
which the child expresses his or her own meaning environment. 
Meaning for the child in this stage is thus expressed 
primarily through narrative, especially when these stories 
tell of the formative experiences of significant groups to 
which he er she belongs and which explain the nature of the 
child's connection to them. By contrast with the earlier 
stage when the child was interested in individuals as isolated 
entities, he or she is now able to conceive of individuals as 
0~~01v meaning is embedded in these stories. 
the child's inability to conceptualize renders him or her 
unable to draw generalized conclusions, to step outside the 
flow of life and experiences as it were, and to view them 
Closely related to this is the fact that the 
child's thinking still begins ,:1.nd ends with 
. . . 
·!..,.Jna. t .1.-:. or 
been physically accessible. This has three consequences. The 
first is that intangibles such as symbols are either consigned 
to the world of make-believe and illusion or are dismissed as 
nonsense, and are therefore not assimilated into the child's 
cognitive map of the world. The second is that the child has 
a ooor concept of time, making systematic and chronological 
exposition of, for example, the flew cf Biblical history, 
difficult. The third is the great potential for 
misunderstanding and later rejection when figurative 
expression is incorrectly converted into a literal mode. 
Goldman (!965:54) warns that for adults to insist on literal 
interpretation for most if not all Bible stories and to 
preclude critical thinking about it is to run the risk of 
creating "pn?ma ture fundamen ta 1 is ts II of chi ld·:-en, who 'J'J i 11 in 
later life reject not only the Bible but all religion since it 
will be seen as childish. Critical thinking, he maintains, 
must be exercised while the child still believes, and not 
after faith has been last. 
The child struggles to come to terms with paradoxes in this 
stage;he cannot hold two ideas in tension. For Moran (:i.983) 
this particular ability is a crucial determinant of what 
constitutes the meaning-making of adults . 
Children's ability to classify enables them increasingly to 
sort fact from fantasy as they scrutinize their meaning 
environment. though to helo them to do this they will insist 
on demonstrations of proof. By this time fantasy is usually 
confined to the world of olav and is, whether found there or 
im2,.ges of God by 
the child's emerging ability to take the persoectives of 
known characteristics of significant adult friends and 
relatives, but it also creates a need for a more.personal 
relationship with God. This is possible perhaps 
because the child is able to transpose the child-carent 
relationshio into the religious realm. If this is so it would 
not be likely to occur where the idea of God as an intimate 
father figure is absent or poorly developed, such as in Islam, 
Hinduism, Buddhism or Judaism. 
The child is typically so committed to fairness and 
rec ipr,:ic i ty that foi- the child groi.-J ing up in a Ch1- is tian or 
Jewish environment even God is bound by the lawfulness of His 
cr;?ation. The child's belief in "natural" justice m2.kes 
heaven and hell quite acceptable to the child who lives within 
a Christian frame cf reference, representing ~sit does just 
reward for a life of good or evil. However, nuances of good 
and evil are not successfully dealt with;there are no grey 
areas between the fixed nature of right and wrong. 
The fact that children operate continually within the ambit of 
their peer group make this group vitally important to them as 
a frame of reference. Though morality is therefore exercised 
within the peer group its authors and those on whom the child 
depends far authority remain significant adults in his or her 
:li·fe. Thev play a powerful role in the child's construction 
of a developing faith, ty~ically giving stage two faith a 
decidedly authoritarian slant. Havighurst (1973:409) follows 
immediate communitv. 
Peatling·s (1973:537-540) studies among cupils at Eoisc~calian 
supported schools in the USA have shown that the shift from 
than either Piaget or Goldman indicated it would be. Instead 
he found it to occur through a steo-like progression via an 
identifiable intermediate stage that began e3rlier and ended~ 
with the dominance of abstract religious thinking having 
Laabs and Peatling (1975:107-115) found not 
only a similar progression among pupils at Lutheran aided 
schools, but, given the differences that are to be expected 
from school systems that differ in their degree cf 
conservativeness, they reflect a similar developmental 
A Finnish study undertaken by Tamminen (1976) used 
the same instrument of measurement that had been used by 
Peatling and Laabs to-discover that the same plateaux of 
thought identified by the Americans existed in Finland also. 
However, the American samples were both taken from private 
school systems, charging significantly higher school fees and 
drawing from higher socio-economic groups than would be found 
in the state school system in Britain or America. This places 
a question mark on the validity of their findings for the 
majc:n-ity i:Jf children in a country l.ike :3cJLtth Af1-ica, as 
suggested at the beginning of this chapter. One needs also to 
bear in mind that all these studies, as well as Piaget's and 
Fowler's, were undertaken in First World countries. This 
casts further doubt on their validity in describing the 
religious development of the majority of the children in this 
country who come from the Third World sector of the economy, 
with its reduced access to learning and, especially in recent 
years, almost daily exposur2 to intolerance of the views of 
!....! tf~e;-·::::. =: The major problem could~ however! be that they come 
The oossibility that his model may not have quite the 
universality he may have initially thought it had is something 
ackn~wledged by Fowler(1982:126), who prefers to call ~.: ·-: : ..t. ~~ 
established theory, pending the completion of further 
longitudinal research and cross-cultural studies . 
3.3.4 Stage three:the synthetic conventional-stage. 
;, p:1 ·1-~::.on.:3 . .1 i z;=.,d ./c<JJl\/i"E:n ticJn.:·a l ,; c It is found typ ica 11 y in the 
ages 11/12-17/18 or later. In this stage of adolescence the 
child an,j young adu 1 t is dependent on the op in ions of trLlS ted 
or significant adults to enable them to judge the worth of 
their own personality;it is on them that they depend for the 
fo·:-mation of their de.v,2loping identity by pi-oviding a min-or 
by which they may, it they are fortunate, be able, as Fowler 
U913l:i5:t) puts it, to " .•.. fall in love 1,.,ith a. fo"i-ming image 
o·f th(c? ·se 1 f". Paradoxically, since power lies usually in the 
hands of adults, it is also the time when the child or young 
person is attempting to shake off real or imagined controls 
over his or her life, and establish his or her own independent 
usually by taking on a perceived adult role. This 
explains the rebellious rhetoric common at this time. Y,:=t it 
is a conformist stage, being acutely tuned to the demands and 
expectations of significant others, especially, but 
decreasingly, the indidvidual's peers. They have not as yet 
established sufficient confidence in themselves to be able 
consistently to maintain an independence of opinion, but 
increasingly, Kholberg (in Havighurst 1973:409) maintains, 
moral principles are based on individual conscience and 
This is the age of formal ooerational thinkino which allows 
the young person to reflect on his or her thinking~ as it were 
to step outside the flow of his or her life and view it from 
the river bank, to continue to use Fowler's (1981~71) apt 
This allows children to generalise and to discern 
8atterns arising out of their past exoerience, that is,~ 
~torv of their stories, or to formulate a growing personal 
f i~ ,_: t " It also allows them to compose a myth of their future, 
'::~ .i. ,_; ,e,- ,,,Ji th -fa. i th that .i. t 1.-J i 11 ;::iccep t th,2rn or dre:i.d the:"\ t it 
v,,; :L l .l not~ leaving the :ind .iv idua l igno·,-ed and' und iscc,··ve-:-ed. 
~ormal oper3tional thinking makes possible other advances; it 
2llows 1 the individual to appraise a situation or problem and 
zo formulate a variety of solutions to it as well as to 
generate methods cf testing these solutions. 
stage when proof, whether it is viewed in experiential, 
historical er scientific terms, becomes a cornerstone of faith 
or, more usually in its absence, a lack of faith, 
particularly religious faith. This ap~lies particularly to 
bO\IS .. Goldman's <in Cox 1971:45) research, albeeit undertaken 
in a predominantly white society with a Christian background, 
reveals that by the age of twelve 23% of boys were critical, 
sceptical or agnostic about Christianity, whereas the figure 
for girls was 8%. 
1t is a stage when the ability to think conceptually enables 
increasingly to work successfully with propositions 
and to free themselves from a world consisting only of 
tangibles 1, Confirmation of this in a Christian context comes 
cnce again from Goldman's (in Cox 1971:44) research, which 
shews that BOX of thirteen year olds interpret the Bible 
li.t,,zff,:1.lly 1.•Jhen~as trre -figun~ drops to 57. 5% foi- fifteen yea\-
,-, 1 oi \": n This conceptual ability enables children to formulate 
ideal people and states of being;they can be harshly critical 
of deviations from these ideals. Berau~~ unlimited 
alternatives become fairly suddenly available to minds that 
were oreviously limited to the world at hand, the moody 
rebellion and endless debating may result from tne mental 
confusion that the wide alternatives cause. 
adults give reasons for thinos being this way and not that way 
may, Moran (1983:6~) believes, be part of the problem of 
grappling with indecisiveness. 
may be a consequence of the fairly sudden realization by the 
individual of his expanded capacities and the desire to show 
these off as a sign of adulthood. 
The individual's capacity for abstract thought permits 
children to develop further their ability in mutual 
:Lnterper!=.ona.l perspectiv,e t2i.king, an abil:i..t-y that :sti:irted to 
emerge in the previous stage. Far some young people this 
manifests itself in acute embarrassment prompted by the 
thought that everyone is looking at them, yet moderated by 
their knowledge that they are looking at others also~ and in 
some depth. One of the consequences of this is that their 
concept of God undergoes an enriching for just as they see 
others as increasingly complex so tao 
they begin to see Gad as having inexhaustible depths. 
Symbols, when they are expressions of deepest loyalties and 
beliefs are usually interpreted literally and remain tied to 
that which they symbolize~ They do not represent ultimate 
reality~ they are ultimate reality, so that if such a symbol 
is trivialized or debunked then it is not only the symbol 
which loses its power but also the divine for which it may 
;:;ta.nd, \,\1hich, in being &?mp tied ai' meaning, is "lost" to the 
ind iv idua 1 • Even to demythologize symbols .• c: .... ~ usually a 
threatening experience far a stage three person since faith 
here is a possession, not to be reflected upon but rather to 
be jealously guarded. 
Earlier the importance of adults as the individual's principal 
means to self-assessment was mentioned. But it is not only 
they who have significance for the stage three person, for 
~nis is also the age OT conformity with ones oeers or the 
11
COfCi:TI(Jn 1-!i::'l =Di:'·? v'Jh.:?.t F'a·i-k5 (:t·-=t:3<)) C,::!l:Ls .in its f"i"l-:=i.l1=?\/CJl•?:::Tit. 
authority and expectations that the young oeople in stage 
sically appeals when they appraise their own 
attitudes, values and beliefs, the lack of independence and 
them from reflectin~ on their judgement as critically as they 
would wer9 thev to reach stage four later. 
reflection bv the individual on his Orner own faith results 
typically in an interrelated system of beliefs no~ being 
its in te,-na l lc~g ic une:,-:amined. In fact to examine critically 
one's beliefs may be perceived by some as doubting God. 
Notwithstanding these more dominant characteristics the orcwth 
toward personal responsibility and a critical appraisal of 
faith begins in this stage. 
Though he or she can conceive of an individual as having a 
cultural and historical b~ckground, a stage three person 
typically relates tc others as if they were merely an 
aggregate of individuals, not members of a group which has a 
culture and history of its own. In other words society as a 
whole is perceived as being merely a grouping of these 
individuals, without a network of laws, roles and 
systematically determined patterns of behaviour. 
evaluated in terms of perceived personal qualities and not in 
terms of the diverse influences that shape them. 
Meaning is defined in this stage chiefly in terms o7 
interpersonal relations and the images cf power and value in 
such meaning are extensions of these qualities as they are 
experienced in interaction with others. This was referred to 
earlier in the emerging relationship between an individual and 
the idea of God as father. It is thus evident that faith in 
this =~ci~= is chiefly affectively oriented:it is oerson-and 
·- - .i..' -·-i ·:::i. !_/ fl::'I than reflectively oriented. :3 ince 
peoole dwell in their most deeply held beliefs~ not on them, 
this means that most beliefs, as opposed to the events 
mentioned earlier, are still often tacitly held, especially 1T 
the individual has grown-up with them, rather as described in 
the followino statement attributed to the philosopher George 
But we can be sure that it was not the 
3.4 Factors leading to stage four. 
I , 
At the end of this discussion of those of Fowler's faith 
stages that are likely to be found in pupils by the time they 
reach the end of high school, it is necessary to look at those 
factors that are likely to precipitate a move to a stage four 
type of faith-making if teachers are to understand and perhaps 
be of help to those few pupils who do make this move. The 
follo~ing factors may apply to some still at school: serious 
dis,::.greement over matt1::r,-s of principle with accepted autho·,-.ity 
figures;a perception of hypocrisy in these authority figures; 
significant changes in policy, speech or action by leaders who 
had been accepted by pupils as authoritative; experiencing 
reasonable points of view that are sufficiently different from 
one's own to throw into sharp relief both their relativity and 
anchoredness in one's own culture;an understanding of the 
historical and cultural influences that have shaped one's own 
-faith .. 
Fowler goes to some lengths to point out that ~e does not 
regard a further stage as being in any sense superior or more 
desirable than any preceding one, though his use of ~1jectives 
earlier ones suggests the opposite. 
This could ea0ily be avoided by using the 
66 
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the tacitly-held nature of faith, which is viewed as a 
possession to be guarded rather than as a belief to be 
Some teachers may be in one cir another of these 
= :_~yi::: ==· " If this is so it is probable that they will view the 
teachi~g of RE, especially if they perceive it to be a 
religious endeavour, in the same unexamined light as they do 
They may similarly view the 
Bible as something that is not to be critically examined, 
esoecially if they are religious. A belief like this may lead 
also to teachers discouraging a critical discourse concerning 
faith and the Bible among the pupils they teach. The fact 
that Fowle·:- belie-,,-'es f<:1.ith in this stage is "je.alously" 
guarded may even lead to some teachers feeling threatened by 
critical questioning concerning faith and the Bible. Fowler 
has pointed to the close identification of symbols with the 
object for which they stand and the threat that is felt when 
the symbol is attacked or trivialised. He has pointed out 
that it is not the symbol which is perceived as being under 
attack but the very object of worship itself. It is pDSSible 
that the Bible may be perceived as not a symbol for or a sign 
po in ting to1r,,:;u-ds God , but as ha\1 ing the same s t,::1 tus as God. 
Self appraisal, the uncovering of what may be dimly perceived 
values and attitudes, may help teachers to cope with such a 
perceived threat. It may also help them to teach better 
qener 2. l ly. To discover in some detail how teachers view the 
model I will proceed in later chapters to analyse answers to 
questions that have attempted to lay bare their attitude to 
1 iq r1 t 
.· :-, ;:::, / 
10 ~rh~=v 0 this end the views of~ 
sample of teachers was elicited by means of questionnaires and 
The guiding principles behind the formulation of 
·;,_!:,::::-,o,e 1::,.'::!.:::1 n :S D f g .3 tr:er- :i_ n r3 .inf orm.,'3. t j_on \•.Ji. 11 ::,,.? ,:::i e•::.ci- i be,j i.n thf2 
-.-. -·- ; !==·=·=t: !_ ! j .. 
·- The hvocthesis. 
thi~ ~hdu~=r ~ will exolain both the arinciples as weil 
as the smaller details of procedure that guided my empirical 
To begin with the hypothesis that this study sets 
out to test consists of an assumption that observable 
regula7ities exist among teachers as they perceive their 
teaching styles and reflect on the factors affecting these 
oerceived styles. This perception and the oractice it gives 
rise to are to be viewed in the light of the model of a 
stage develooment of faith referred to in previous chapters. 
Knowing whether there is a lack or misconceptions in 
tea.chei-s' know ledge concerning faith development is 
important since, as was suggestid in chapter one, the use cf 
a developmental model such as this one could enhance 
educationally the status of RE in schools sufficiently to 
help to justify its inclusion .in fu tun,? curricula. In 
chapter two I argued that the model's main educational 
benefit was its ability to describe accurately the process 
involved in manv different kinds of faith-making and so to 
provide teachers with the tools to construct existentially-
relevant lessons that would find meaning among most of the 
cultures and beliefs represented in South African schools. 
Given tMat such a benefit does exist then an unwillingness 
to use any such model or a significant lack of knowledge 
concerning one as indicated by the teachers polled in this 
study would point to the need for remedial teacher education 
since such knowledge throws light on not just a theoretical 
orientation but alsci the sort of lesson planning that 
inevitably issues from a theoretical standcoint. :3u.c f-: 
lessens may or may not be appropriate in ~ne light of the 
~arious abilities the model claims are characteristically 
pupil:::; .. - ·- .. -·. -··,/ -;;.". i .. L Li Lt;::. 
the emcirical evidence indLtc ti \/e··-
deductive research method in order to ascertain teachers' 
attitudes to a faith developmental model. Cohen and Manion 
(1985) point out that this method follows accepted practice in 
the social sciences by moving in a systematic and controlled 
fashion from oersonal observation to hypothesis. Hypothesis 
as a dialogue between the possible and the actual~ or between 
two voices, the one imaginative and the other critical; In 
the case of this study the hypothesis was yielded by way of an 
analysis of the relationship between practice and reflection 
on that practice and theory. The hypothesis will also provide 
Using a.n 
hypothesis puts in the hand of researchers a powerful 
conceptui:il tool as it allows them to get ".::;utside" themselves 
and the object of their study. Once having been ar~ived at 
the .implications of the hypothesis are then compared to both 
accepted theory, and, after possible revision, to the validity 
of the hypothesis in the light of the empirical data that has 
To be valid therefore it not only needs to be 
systematic and controlled but it needs to be empirically based 
so as to be a check on findings which might otherwise be based 
merely on opinion and anecdotal evidence. Since the evidence 
and the imolications are related to the world cf shared 
experience and are open to scrutiny by fellow professionals, 
they are subject to corrective criticism or corroboration, 
whichever is appropriate. 
?aw data was ootained from twentv teachers who were 
i~terviewed and from sixty-five other teachers who returned 
The auestions were formulated on the basis of 
·- .. ,:; , __ ; l the theory which has equioced me to be 
Secondly. I have 
re~lected on commonly held views and attitudes to which I have 
hPPn Pxnn~~ri in more than two decades of interaction with 
~hich I believe would cast light on teachers' attitudes to the 
I have attempted to discover the role played by these 
factor9, which are described at the end of this chapter by 
the 0se of several questions posed in the questionnaire. Aiso 
to be described at the end of this chapter will be three more 
general questions, the arswers to which, I believe~ adequately 
summarise the role clayed by the eight factors. Tile use of 
only three questions in the interviews was deemed tc be 
necessary because of the time constraints imposed by using 
this method to gather information and the belief that the 
free-ranging nature of interviews would bring to light other 
information without my having to ask so many questions that 
confusion might have resulted. 
in analysing the answers to the questions explanations wili be 
advanced that will begin to take the shape of theory. The 
theory will attempt t6 describe systematically the nature of 
teachers' attitude toward and actual use of the concept of a 
sequential development of faith in their pupils that is, 
broadly-speaking, age related. 
resconses of different teachers' rather than merely showing a 
whether a causal relationship exists among these responses 
various 1ctC~u, ~ which may have influenced teachers 
perceptions and use of tne iaitn development model were 
These consisted of a wide range cf possible 
influencing factors but always included among them some that 
importance cf this model vis-a-vis other influences. I ·f ,_, on 
analysis of the answers~ causality is found among the 
the pnenomena, which in this studv consists of the knowledge 
and behaviour that teachers of Religious Education have and 
display concerning the possible development of the faith of 
Put another way an attempt was made ta gather 
see1T1 ini:Jil-...i iso la_ ted J3nd Ltn;-1=! la i:ed t~rnfJ :L·:- ica :t pher:OlTieT,a e\nd to 
organize them into a coherent conceptual framework. AS this 
organizaticn took place the hycothesis and the research design 
which was based on it changed. The findings will be 
provisional until they receive sufficient validation or are 
modified as a result of further studies. 
4.2.2 The quantitative aporoach:the questionnaire. 
The data has been gathered using both questionnaires and 
(1985) has shown that as both methods have their own inherent 
strengths and weaknesses, as explained below, both are needed 
to complement the other. Each one is an example of a 
µre~~1: ~d methodology for the social sciences which, while 
insistino on the rigours of the scientific method. has 
The first. traditional method is known variouslv as the 
positivist, behaviourist, quantitive or 
determinist approach and seeks to uncover universal, natural 
1aws (net Just measures of association) that lead to 
are the views of individual people which make it up. 
\/ i<-?!rJ II The only way to reach this level of theorv is to 
.; ....... ,-hie= . . .'.. ·-
sense it is external to and subsumes the particular 
manifestations of human jShaviour. Because it accurately 
describes all these individual manifestations the theory can 
also be said to exolain human nature. This assumption 1~~ri~ 
to an emphasis on men. and women as responding mechanistically 
to their environment, in other words being conditioned by 
whatever external and internal stimuli they may have 
ancountered;the cause of their behaviour therefore lies in 
their personal past. 
This method also seeks to discover and analyse relationshios 
and oarticula~ly the regularities or trends-which it expects 
to find in these re la tiansh i;:,s. The . 1 soc .1a.:. ~;c ien tis t irJ i th 
th!s bent focuses on those asoects of human behaviour which 
are repetitive, invariant and predictable. 
Though knowledge begins with the actor the fact that this 
kno,,,.Jledge is "hard" 01- e>:ternal to the individual~ having a 
life of its own, puts the researcher into the category of 
disinterested observer, if it is possible to be so, and 
strongly suggests the method he or she should use to collect 
A method which proceeds from this approach, though its 
outcome is determined by the type of (subjective) questions 
that are asked in the questionnaire. It v, i 11 be used .in th is 
study for a number of specific reasons. These are that it 
provides .information with a high degree of reliability since 
the anonymous nature of questionnaires lessens the problem of 
bias and threat by removing oerson-to-person cantact;in an 
.interview situation a respondent may feel obliged to give 
answers ne or she feels the interviewer wants to hear while 
the perceived threat of another oresence may prevent answers 
.i .. - ._ -
! .•• i_i U!:::! oersonally embarrassing, 
I 
=, ! d ::i. t.s. Li, .. ~.;_ ----::..ti ·....Jt::: s~ <J;_:~·;::j·=e;_i ensuring that if trends do 
to the cisccvery of a universal law as referred to earlier 
the fact that answers can be µ1 u~====d 2~ leisure 
1essens ~ne li\elihood of-overlookinc relevant information 
believes enhance the effectiveness of auestionnaires were 
The covering letter clearly indir~t~n the purpose cf 
the questionnaire and thanked respondents in anticipation for 
contributing information that was claimed could significantly 
improve the quality of religious education. ., t"'"" ,1- ::i 
given in the Aopendix. Tc put respondents in a relaxed frame 
of mind and tc induce a positive attitude to what was to 
follow the first questions were aimed at eliciting non-
threatening personal and professional bicgraohical 
Youngman believes people like dealing with non-
threatening personal matters that are also well known and 
therefore easily answered. Questions concerning respondents' 
qualifications were not included to avoid possible 
embarrassment caused by a perception that these might be 
considered inadequate. 
Neither pages nor questions were numbered to avoid the 
perception being formed that the questionnaire was long and 
answering it would be a tedious process. ~!ear spaces were 
maintained between questions and between questions and 
instructions and general instructions were separated from 
specific ones, which were placed immediately above the 
questions to which they referred. Answer boxes were 
consistently positioned throughout. 
Preliminary readings were T,r=~ undertaken ta suggest a rough 
plan cf the theoretical issues which needed to be considered 
After an idea oT the 
formulated accordinc to this design. A pilot study was t~en 
administered to a few teachers in order to discover 1T any of 
these cuestions needed rephrasing to remove ambiguities or 1T 
they took too much time to answer Ambiguous questions 
usually result in random answers which prevent the emergence 
Long questions or statements were broken down into 
more manageable ones and other changes were made where 
No double negatives or double questions were 
Ltsed 5·:"::i.n e;<p1.it-:.it fflc.illl:t=t- CJf qLtestior,i·ng l.AJ.:t:. rnaintaine,j 
throughout to allow respondents to become used to the method 
of que~ticning employed. This enabled them ta marshal! and 
express thei~ own thoughts mare effectively. Sui tab le ,':°\nsi,.;ers 
were never suggested. Literary finesse was sometimes 
sacrificed to keep questions short. Respondents were not 
asked to give their opinions concerning other peoples' 
attitudes since misinterpretation of something as nebulous as 
the opinions of others is probable. Rather~ when opinions 
were required and this occurred frequently, the most effective 
judges of opinion were asked, and these are the people who 
themselves have them. To avoid adding an intelligence 
variable questions were kept simple. 
As an adjunct to more factual ones open-ended questions with 
adequate space for full comment were also used. 
designed to allow as much elaboration as was needed to remove 
the likelihood of resentment being caused by respondents 
oerceiving that the questionnaire did not allow them to do 
justice to the depth and complexity of their opinions. 
same end a form of question that allowed for the expression of 
subtle nuances of opinion was frequently used. 
of question teachers were required to rescand to statements or 
express an ooinion on a multi-point scale where the 
differences between alternative answers or degrees of 
agreement with the statement were both fine as well as 
A variation oT this type of cuestion dispensed with 
.:::r.qr-i=.·eroen t .. CJ f f=l LlE"~S t ion 
. . . -
to tne success oT ·t-\/ :-ir-- .. · ,:- -
were the clear instructions tha.t were given~ especially those 
regarding the meaning of the numerical link. 
revealed a wide range oT answers that also allowed for easy 
t.::ti:i1._llation .. Statements to which respondents were asked to 
respond were kept short. The questionnaire itself is given in 
A major weakness however lies in the inability of 
questionnaires to lay bare those elusive, intangible qualities 
th~t a~e often the hallmarks of the complexity of individual 
rather than coroorate human behaviour. It is felt that this 
approach leads to excessive abstraction from the hopes and 
desires of peoole, depersonalizing them~ leading to Harre and 
13ec:on,j (i?7i~) (rffyly pleading that '"'e should "for scientific 
pi_t·:-poses i.Tr=-Et t people as i ·f they were human i:ie ings". To 
uncover this more elusive data it was necessary to use the 
interview, one of the methods espoused by the anti-
positivist/qualitative/voluntarist school. 
4.2.3 The qualitative approach:the interview. 
The strength of the interview method lies in its personalness, 
in its ability to capture the uniqueness of an individual's 
attempts to create, modify and interpret his or her world. 
Put another way the emphasis is on attempting to arrive at 
results with greater validity though perhaps with less 
quantity of data. The knowledge that is celieved to be 
behaviourist school and resides within the individual rather 
than being external to him;it is subjective and unique. Deing 
individuals tc understand the subtle differences of thought 
and behaviour between them. In fact, it is cl~im~d oy 
n=yr~alng~=t~ such ~s Buhler 2nd 011en (1972) that meaningful. 
shares, through the interview and other techniques. tne 
come to an understanding of such a cerson in his or her 
:.:~:,-::,~;i:~·c·:=:. :.::,.: ~u i3 ·t:.F?\/f:?T:~- < :l '7';S7) n-,a . .in ta. in tha. t .~.s peep le h.~,.-..1e self-
awareness and language they cannot be studied in the same way 
as one studies in the natural sciences;we must use, they 
believ~, ourselves to understand others and others to 
understand ourselves. Nor should we expect ta find, it is 
maintained, laws and regularities governing human behaviour or 
any sort of ultimate truth;all that it is possible to arrive 
at is a way of making sense of the world by demystifying the 
social forms humans have created, in other words by explaining 
understanding which is usually implicit. Such a goal of 
social research descr~bes accurately the purpose of this 
study~ which is the laying bare of what may be tacitly held 
values and attitudes among teachers. 
With the individual taking centre stage, this approach sees 
action ·as intentional and future oriented, though the past in 
small-scale societies may provide guidance for that action. 
The individual, since he or she is self-monitoring and can 
exercise personal responsibility and individuality, freely 
shapes his or her own environment rather than merely 
responding to .; + .,_ -. Thus the emphasis is on a world of meaning 
actively"created by people, for to understand what people do 
the researcher needs to remember that they act on the theories 
about themselves and the world which they themselves have 
en what people think they know since they may be wrong fer a 
number of reasons. that nobody has complete 
knowtedge must be partial. Similarly the emphasis on episodic 
study may ub~cu1 ~ a wider network of causal relationships. 
Added co which, unbeknown to them, individuals may have the 
Critics of the behaviourist school claim that a11 of this 
means that systematic, scientific research with its armoury of 
conceptual tools stands a better chance than the subjective 
individual of making sense of that which is known only in 
oart, and arriving at a comprehensive body of knowledge having 
universal reliability. 
4.2.4 Synthesising the positivist and voluntarist approaches. 
In summary the fact-that meanin~ is often more than we make of 
it and partly external tc individual perception should lead us 
to a balanced interpretation cf social reality that is able to 
move from the analysis of one situation to a wider theoretical 
analysis and so on. The issue is not whether to use 
questionnaires so as to arrive at a mass of abstractable· data 
or to use interviews to get inside the world of the actor, but 
to use both to supplement the other. 
The Etbove is theoretica 11 y t-i-Lte but needs to be ::tPP lied to the 
study at hand, which is to discover the attitude teachers of 
RE have toward the staoe model of the process of changes in 
·?-3.i th n This information was sought by putting a number of 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7 the influence of church/mosoue/synagogue instructional 
models on teaching: 
factors was also sought by aski~c three more general questions 
in the interviews. 
influences that shaped their own teaching. To discover what 
their attitude was to these influences they were asked to 
evaluate a professional use of developmental stages in 
relation to personal faith and its mediation by the 
injunctions and practices of their religious community and the 
sacred texts that are a part of such a community. Of 
particular significance was the possibility that some teachers 
may have felt that even the idea of thinking let alone working 
with a psychology of religious experience could in some way 
rob the sovereign work of God of its significance by reducing 
religious conversion, belief and growth to being no mare than 
one psychological phenomenon among many others. To a seer ta in 
whether or not teachers believed the use of the model would 
infringe on what was properly God's domain questions 
tested professional or educational attitudes to a 
• .i..L.. - ...... I...! ~d. ,_ 
developmental perspective on teaching were inserted among 
"re 1 ic;; ious" .influences and others of a man:? genera. I na t,_n-e so 
that respondents would be aware of the juxtaposition of these 
influences and in this way be able to judge the influence of 
the one against the other. It is of course true that most 
practice thi= is an ideal probably not realised at all times. 
The questions in this first section were formulated on the 
8(~ 
2ssumpt1on that most teachers are able~ at least 
theoretically~ to separate their religious Tram their non-
!ne seccnc of these Taccors whicn was believed to illuminate 
teachers' attitude to the concept af stages of growth was 
their oerception of their pupils' stage cf faith development. 
This question was asked on the assumotion that a negative or 
little ar no knowledge oT such development 2nd if, 
:-!_1.1 :_~i~:! tT!Ot e, ti-tis lack of krrcJi.aJledge i·:::. not \/ie1_ ..... Jed .a.s a 
This was attempted by testing their choices of 
·--1::1rious teachina st,-ategies for their "fit" witr-, tr,e ag,2s. or 
stages generally deemed in the literature to be appropriate to 
The third question concerned teachers' perceptions about 
themselves, since it was felt that if t~achers' answers 
revealed an awareness of developmental changes within 
themselves~ and moreover viewed these changes positively, 
they were more likely to expect it in their pupils and to be 
ready with a methodology appropriate to their pupil's stages 
;::,f development. The opposite would of course also be true. 
The questionnaire itself is given in the Appendix. 
assigned the teaching of RE to teachers who were prepared to 
teach the subject. This makes an import~nt point about the 
state of personal belief of respondents since it is inferred 
that only those who have a measure of personal belief would be 
prepared to oerform a task made arduous by the fact that it is 
non-examinable and therefore held to be unimportant by the 
That they do so is probably 
because they see it as an outworking of tne1r faith in 
Manv of the points proceeding from an analysis of 
.-. ; 
•:J .!. 
assumption it was felt that to enquire whether or not 
respondents believed that they oossessed personal faith might 
be perceived as being an invasion ct privacy and so negativelv 
This item of information was therefore not 
:::.c1 1 .ic .i teci .. 
The following three chapters will describe and analyse the 
in the interview and questionnaires so as 
illuminate more precisely the way teachers are affected by 
these factors and allow the drawing of some general 
conclusions concerning teacher attitude. 
:._: i ·1 A J·-· i !::. i·•.'. :::;; 
tnecrv on t~achinn. 
An ana1vsis OT ~ne answers to the questionnaire and of the 
There were sixty-five responses to the quesfionnaire. thirty-
nine from high school teachers and twenty-six from primary 
scMool•ceachers~ to seventy-eight questionnaires that were 
sent, giving a return rate of 78. 2%:Youngman (1982) believes 
that a response cf less than 50% would be likely to yield 
information of dubious validity. Of the twenty-two.teachers 
who were approached for interviews~ two declined to be 
No attempt was made to select respondents 
according to a measure of their personal belief, though most 
would probably perceive themselves as being believers for 
reasons mentioned above. No attempt was made to test teachers 
in DET schools because of the danger of going into the 
townships as well as the difficulty of making contact with 
teachers in these schools. In addition cultural differences 
were perceived as being too great to be adequately addressed 
by any questionnaire that the author could have formulated. 
1n this chaoter an analvsis of the questionnaire and the 
interviews will be given to ascertain teachers' perceotions of 
the value of two influences that were thought would h~ve an 
impact on them a.nd thei·;- teaching. The relative imoortance of 
these !nfluences will also be sought. The ones chosen were 
the influence of God and developmental theory since these were 
felt to be reoresentative of religious and educational 
influences resoectively. The questions that were posed were 
designed to test teachers' evaluation of the value of using 
ether ceeolv-held beliefs and influences. 
. . . 
p·:- J..liC l;J~-t 1 ·::, .iT"id ica ted 
had assigned the teachino of RE to those they had identified 
as being members of the three great monotheistic faiths in 
This fact can lead one to a number of obvious 
conclusions concerning the beliefs of RE teachers. 
is the dailv expectation of divine intervention or a da11y 
call to loyal servi=e, according to the measure of commitment 
of God is the belief in another~ and that is a belief in the 
sovereignty of God. This cermits the divine to perform any 
action seen as necessary, independently of any human intention 
It was assumed that these beliefs would 
powerfully impact on teachers' attitude to the model af 
developmental theory with which this studv is concerned. Yet, 
at the same time~ teachers are subject to other, non-religious 
They have been professionally trained. they have 
have their own experience in the classroom to reflect upon. 
This chapter will explore the relative influence of the two 
factors mentioned above through an analysis of answers to 
selected questions in the ouestionnaire and an analysis of 
relevant carts of the interviews. 
5.2 Answers to the questionnaire. 
Question number 15a asked respondents to state whether or not 
they as teachers should attemat to identify their pupils' 
state of faith, when, it was suggested, only God knew their 
pupils state of faith. The reference to God identifies this 
. . . ceen ccnver~ec to a~rcent2ges. 
follc~ing views among high school teachers. with a 3% non-
~tro~gly ~or~~ aqree neutral disagree stronqly disagree 
15 
; .--,.;.l 
.~ ._;; /+ CJ-f the thirtv-eight rescondents to t~1is :;ta temen t 
indi~dted that they were in agreement or in strong agreement 
tnat only Gcd has knowledge of an individual's state of faith. 
By inference we can assume that this means that teachers 
should not attemot to delve into this matter and by further 
inference that teachers would therefore not even attemot? if 
it were shown to be possible? to apply different kinds of 
tea.ch ing s t"!-2. teg ie<.::. in accordance trJ i th the ·= tage of faith 
evidenced in the lives of their pupils. The 31% of 
resoondents who indicated a neutral response to this question 
should be added to the first figure as together they 
constitute -=1.n a.ttitu.d-e by tea.chers !J'Jhich denies the importance 
of an application and knowledge of faith stages in pupils. 
Someone who is unwilling or unabl~ to judge the value of 
somethino is unlik2ly to take the trouble consciously tc use 
A tota 1 negative response of indicates -::1 sign.if ican t 
theoretical lack in this aspect of RE teaching as well as, by 
implication~ in the portfolio of different teaching strategies 
~~a~ nno would naturally expect to acccmoany developmental 
Among primary school teachers the responses were as follows, 
with an 8% non-resoonse rate 
strongly agree agree neutral 
i i 
.l. .!. 27 :t5 
;35 
disagre2 strongly disagree 
31 8 
. . were no~ arepared ex~ress an opinion 
the figure becomes an even more significant 53% when comoired 
respondents felt strongly inclined to ·:::.(: ,· 
to a still small 15X among high school .· - .. - ' -·- -;_;_:;:.:::\i_j it:::!I ~ 11 
As well as indicating an unwillingness u; all the teachers to 
use what could have been a valuable part of their teaching 
theory, the figures for primary school teachers are surprising 
in the light of the fact that primary school teacher education 
clearly acknowledgesthe arimary school child's scholastic 
career as being characterised by marked changes in 
perception and cognition. Thes~ responses indicate that this 
knowledge has not filtered through to actual classroom 
teaching, that it is perceived to be toe difficult to 
implement, or that RE teachers have disagreed with it in 
tf°"i20'f"" \/ n 
ln question ~~ e teachers were asked to evaluate the effect on 
tf-:{~.ir- te.::.-=tch:Lng c1f r::)f'1e a·::.pec:t af ;'·::.ec:Ltie..)- '' tea.ci-::i.ng theor-\/ :1 
that is children's general development as opposed to faith 
citf!\/E2 ltJp:T1en t,. This ouestion was used to ascertain whether the 
absence of a reference to God and to religion would alter 
their response to what is felt to be a sufficiently similar 
inf 1.t.terrce. This was done so that. when a comparison is made, 
one can infer the relative importance of the two influences 
Among high school teachers the resoonses were as follows~ with 
0 
ine vastlv different BOX positive ~asoonse would aooear to 
indicate a dichotomy in the thinkino cf RE teachers that 
points to a false distinction beinq made between the sacred 
and the divine, as if RE teachers believe th~t to be good 
servants of God they need to apply oifferent basic educational 
principQes to similar problems that present themselves in 
responses to the questions and the inte~views that will be 
, dealt ~·Jith in this and the ·fallcH·Jing ti,Jo chaptc?rs will 
indicate whether this prelimin3ry finding is true or not. 
Among primary school teachers responses were as follows, with 
an 8% non-response rate: 
strongly agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 
20 52 8 8 4 
The r.:iosi tive i-esoonse of 72~1~ is close to the f igun:? i-et.u.n·,ed 
by high school teachers, and as such is significant in adding 
weight to the comments made above, escecially those regarding 
the failure of RE teachers to apply a developmental theory to 
One would have exoected junior school 
teachers to be stronger than their senior school counteroarts 
in applying a developmental theory. 
Question number 17 tested the inT!uence of obedience Lu the 
Bible or the Khr'an on the method emoloved to teach religious 
and other strongly-held truths. In the same question the 
influence of the following factors was souoht simultaneously 
. . . . 
\/ :,_s·--:=t.··-\/ l.S tt"i2S.,:? 
influences:cressure of ether school work. a f~ar of abuse of 
power bv the teac~er and the fact of everv ouoils 
ind i ... / .id1-ta lit·:-/. 
,-r .J. ;::! ! i ·-----. :::.: __ ! !l_!!_j, ... 
CJ -f 
text as follows, with a 12% non-resconse rate: 
f"r ig h aq·,-eejJ,;::,n t 
1(> 24 36 
Since Go saecific teachina method, as ooposed to content, is 
crescribed by the Pihl~ er Khr'an it can be deduced that the 
belief among 60% of respondents that they are following a 
method enjoined upon them Cy their sacred text Cother answers 
in the questionnaire indicate that this is mostly the Bible) 
teaching RE if they can make this sort of mistaken connection. 
A possible reason for this error, especially if the trend in 
answers to previous questions is being maintained by the same 
respondents, is the belief that whatever hapoens in an RE 
class must be informed by the teachings of the sacred text of 
the taithfLtl believer since RE is a "-;-eligious" endeavoui-, 
and following such teachings satisfies their very natural 
desire to be true to their faith. Such educators adopt what 
will be referred to in chapter seven as a Bible-centred 
approach. Of course they may simply have confused content and 
Among junior school teachers the figures on the same five-
point scale were as follows, with a 2% non-resconse rate: 
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The significance of the answers lies rather in the degree to 
which agreement is given in each case. that is, whether it is 
significantly higher in the case of agreement with the 
to please God or higher with respect to the needs of the child 
and his or her stage of growth. In other words the question 
seeks to ascertain whether the professional or the religious 
influence is the greater. A statistical comparison will be 
made very shortly. 
Among junior school teachers responses were as follows, 
everyone responding: 
low ag"i-eemen t 
i '+ 4 35 
high ag ·,- eemen t 
12 
47% of these teachers indicated that they did take pupil's 
individuality into account. 
No oattern was discerned among either sets of teachers to link 
those who indicated that they were highly influenced by the 
Bible er Khr'an with a low score on the recognition of pupil's 
individuality~ though bm out of the only three higi-, school 
Bible/~=::rn- 'an < 101.rJ influence) indicated ='· "five;' on thei:,-
recognition of pupil individuality (high influence). This may 
point to a greater sensitivity on their part to the 
differences between cupils~ but the size of this sample is too 
small to permit anything other than a very tentajive 
conclusion being reached. The significant ocint that clearly 
influence described above. and confirms the trend that was 
n:::)t.ic2c .in i:::!:TiW,-·:/I..J11.;_L. ·fo·:-:Tl in th!~ f.i·:-·:::.t ClLlestion dP.~i+- : ..... ;itJ-1 .in 
aesire to olease God. High school resoondents answered in the 
followinc way? with a 12% non-response rate: 
1oi,•J ,:<gr eemen t high agi-eemen t 
8 8 13 26 33 
59% of these rescondents therefore indicated that their 
methods were influenced or strongly influenced by a desire to 
olease God, a figure identical to that indicating obedience to 
the Bible/Khr'an. The concern of these questions is merely to 
gauge the extent of these two influences. 
The primary school teachers responded in the following way, 
t,<1ith a 14 ~~ non-response rate: 
loirJ agreement 
8 () 12 8 58 
66% of these respondents therefore indicated that their 
methods were influenced or strongly influenced by a desire to 
o leas;;.,~ Gc,d. 
If the figures representing obedience to the sacred bcok are 
added to those representing a desire tc please God then we 
arrive at a composite figure which describes the religious as 
ocposed to the strictly educational influences on the teachers 
polled, though of course there is overlap between the two. 
teachers is forty-six out of sixty-eight, or 67. 
.. ._ -
!/·.J l !t_l ;,_; !:::~ ~;-l!fPI...JI ; __ ·::t.i:i_t= 
thirtv-seven cut oT forty-seven. or 78. 7%. giving a combined 
total for both sets cf teacners of eighty-three out of one 
hundred and fifteen, or 72.1~. 
The combined ~iyu: = representing their assessment of the 
influence of everv oupil's individuality on the other hand was 
thirty-five out bf fifty-six, or 62.5%. The puoii-centred 
approach would be an example of an approach where the 
Bible-centred aoproach would be one in which reliaious 
inf lu.i~rtces e::-~e·i-t· a gi 2ot'::::, inf ltter:ce .. Both of these 
chapter of this study. 
The fact that this figure is almost 10% lower than the other 
quoted figure supports the contention made above that purely 
religious influences are more important than purely 
education-=tl ones:, especi-:=1.lly -:1mcfn,:;i junior school teachei-s, 
though of course the two influences tested in question 
seventeen are not in direct opposition as were the influences 
·tested in ·QLte:. tio:1 fifteen .. 
. :3.1,•Ji::u-eness" ~·.as -:1lso intended to measure the influence of 
another educational influence, that of .l- - - - . - ·- - .. Lt:.1 <::t.L i lt:;J ~ 
of the religious awareness of pupils, but after the 
questionnaire was administered it was realised that this would 
probably be interpreted as referring to teachers' perceptions 
of their own religious awareness, thus invalidating the 
It was accordingly not used. 
Question number 19 dealt with the influence on teaching 
methodology of the teaching methodology emoloyed in the 
High school teachers 
,.':.j::::, 
- . . . 
T 1.··-./e-pc) :_:; t -- - . -':=-L~.:...1. .... '= th,~ ;-,,/ ~"\ ..;; i~· 
3~) 13 13 32 
43% of res~ondents were not or hardly influenced, while an 
3lmost identical 41% were, showing evidence in this latter 
group of a lack of judgement by almost half of the resoondents 
of what is apcropriate in a school environment. These a.ns1 ... Jers 
were felt to be indicative of a lack of discernment concerning 
by-and-large undifferentiated according to individual ability 
or stage of development, is aimed mainly at an adult audience 
and takes the form almost exclusively of a sermon 
unaccompanied by discussion. In practice little use is made 
of audio-visual stimuli and there is little or no individual 
or group activity from the congregation beyond listening for 
sometimes extended periods-a poor example to follow where 
often restless youngsters are involved. This would indicate a 
similar over-reliance on religious influences, as was 
evidenced in answers to preceding questions. It is assumed 
teachers would not think of the Sunday School as a place of 
wo·;-ship for themselves;; 1r,hi le the question n:>fen-ed to "place 
of v-Jo·,-ship:•, which also precludes other interactive 
structui-es v-Jithin a faith commLmity where the teaching styles 
may well be appropriate to a school setting. 
Primary school teachers answered thus on a five-point scale, 
with a 6% non-response rate: 
27 7 12 36 12 
influenced. while 48% were. This is a return which is much 
mo~e imoortant as a sign of inacecuate teaching methodology 
than the numerical increase on the high school figure would 
suggest since, as has been stated, orimarv school educators 
are dealing with subjects of whom most are far removed in 
conceptual ability. language proficiency and experience of 
life from the adult world of the service in church, synagogue 
i:J:r fTio~;qLte" Yet without these attributes, as well as practical 
group activities and hands-on experience? 
real understanding by junior school children is very difficult 
to ac h ie\/1~ II 
services in the place of worshic of rescondents on the content 
of their lessons;high school teachers answered is follows, 
with a 6% non-response rate~ 
high agreement 
:t5 5 27 15 
Put another way 20% felt that they were not much influenced 
whereas 47% believed they were. The first-mentioned figure is 
surprisingly high and the latter one surprisingly low in view 
of the fact that, suitably interpreted in the light of the 
learning capabilities and experience of their intended 
audience~ sermon illustrations, contemporary testimonies 
and scriptural exegesis suitably applied could provide the raw 
material for any number of existentially relevant lessons 
without violating any sound educational principles. 
Among primary school teachers the returns indicated the 
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1. () .·· .... , ''t' / 23 
expected from teachers witn a sound age-related approach to 
their teaching, though it is surprising from teachers who have 
given the type of responses as oiven to questions 15 and 17. 
However 1 it is very similar to the 80% recorded by this group 
development of children. A resolution of this paradox may be 
found jn the difference in terminology used and the meaning 
.:=tssigr;ed to th;=! two te·:-iT,s.. ..rf-:e ·ne1."Jness i=!f tr-,e CfJJIC:::?p t j!s tage 
of ·faith" -:-esults in it not being cc,mmon:Ly f,:::iund in e.ithei- the 
the educational literature, 
. . . . 
ff1.:::t.i<J .. ng 1.t 
suspect, and the fact that it deals with an issue as personal 
and sensitive as faith may make it doubly so. On tr:E· other 
hand the desir<:"1bility of teaching to intellectual age is 1,Jell 
documented, has the ring of sound pedagogy about it and is 
free from sensitive personal connotations. This coint needs 
to be born in mind throughout this study where the concept of 
stages of faith is juxtaposed with other :Less threatening 
terms, and serves to some extent to soften the criticism that 
has been leveled at teachers previously in this chapter. I~ 
also underscores the points made by Brenda Watson and others 
referred to in another part of this study concerning the 
imoortant influence played by an understanding of :Language in 
determining how something is understood. 
Prima~y school teachers responded in the following way. !/\Ii th 
a 6% non-response rate: 
4 8 24 4·:S 12 
influ~nced tv this factor. 1nis area is slightly surprising 
in view of the 2xoected greater sensitivity of these te2chers 
the need for differentiated teaching 
thouah the figure is higher than one would -Au--L gi,·en some 
iTt 
Question 21 a!so deals witn teachers' evaluation of ~ne first 
puoils' stage of faith. Responses from high school teachers 
were as follows. with a 12% non-resconse rate: 
·:=. I 
L..0 16 
As exoected, in view of the answers to questions 15 and 17 and 
the explanation oiven in the previous auestion, the fiqures 
indicating that teachers were influenced by this factor has 
dropped to 39% when compared to the previous question, but, 
significantly, those not wishing to commit themselves either 
way has risen from 10% when dealing with intellectual age to a 
high 26%, indicating a far greater degree of uncertainty of 
this concept, providing validation of the remarks made above 
;::oncern .ing the probable ef fee ts of the newness and sens .i ti vi ty 
of tt-,e cor,cep ta 
Primary school teachers responded in the following way, with a 





31% of primary scnco1 teachers were influenced by this Tactor, 
but, once again significantly, a similar (high) percentage 
were not preoared to commit themselves one way or the other 
... - ' ·-·-,:=ti::......: / i __ ; ! It 
that (adult) teachers could not understand the 
term~ once again lending some su~port to Watson and Brunner's 
familiarity with a concept rather than-cognitive ability is an 
When we come to tMe second of the religious influences on 
teach~rs that cuestion number the 
the fallowing way. with 
non-resoonse rate: 
101_ .... J .3oreerrjen t 
8 •:::iCi L..'-' 
The 47% who were influenced by this factor is much lower than 
the 691 who were influenced by their pupils' intellectual age, 
and seems to run counter to the earlier contention that 
religious influences are more important than educational ones. 
A likely explanation of this apparent contradiction is that so 
few pupils display any knowledge of their faith's sacred texts 
that this is a factor scarcely meriting attention as teachers 
p 12.n J.es.sons :I This may point to the failure of a Bible tanc 
perhaps Khr'anic-centred} approach, characterised as it is by 
the atteript to transmit and have internalised large amounts of 
religious information. This would add weight to the point 
made by Goldman (1965:7) that fewer, selected passages of 
sacred text need to be dealt with in greater depth. The high 
figure of 28% who were undecided about the influence of 
something with which they are probably very familiar, whether 
they are religious or not, supports the contention made 
earlier that too little reflection on their teaching appears 
follows, with a 10 % non-resconse rate: 
·Tr-:e .::+- ...... ~-~ ,_i-J!ILJ felt therr:~-el\/es to be 
·IC' . .:;:;._] 
inf lu.enc,:?d bv 
! 
th is. f :?.c: tor 
simil.2rl·-..; lower than the 58% who felt themselves to be 
is 
affected by their pupils intellectu.al age~ ~·Jhile the 35~'~ who 
were undecided is higher than the figure for high school. 
so manv•high school teachers are undecided about their ouoils' 
inowledge base, on which presumably they build the deveiooment 
of their lessons. are drawn from the responses of junior 
school teachers also. The apoarent lack of thought as 
indicated by the greater number of primary school teachers who 
were undecided is more disquieting given the greater time they 
soend on F:E teaching i-,hen comoai-ed to the greatei- emphasis • 0 
given to examinable sabjects in high school. 
Amono the factors that were suggested in question number 18 as 
possibly having an influence on teachers the last two~ namely 
training in developmental psychology and having God's insight, 
tested the ·,-e 12. ti\1e influence of educ a tiana l and "n? liq ious" 
influences on RE teachers. The latter is a reformulation of 
the first question asked in this chapter. 
Among high school teachers answers ta the question of the 
perceived influence of training in developmental psychology 
(most resaondents reported earlier in the questionnaire a 
marked l2ck in this resoect) on teaching were as follows, with 
a~% non-resocnse rate: 
i i 27 
! 
{31X} that academic tr3ininc does not enjoy the higher status 
one might have wished for it, esceciallv if one focuses on the 
five-point scale. On the other hand such a response mav 
indicate! understandably, an unwillingness by resoondents to 
commit themselves to a judgement based on a type of training 
to which the majority of them have not been usefully exposed~ 
a point brought home verv forcibly by respondents in .... ,_ne 
This would also account for the high percentage 
(27%) of r2saondents who ~ere not p1 e~ci1 =d to commit 
themselves one way or the other. 
Primary school teachers answered as follows~ with a 22% non-
.Lc1r .. 1 a.greE,rr,en t high agreement 
19 8 8 31 
There was a higher percentage of respondents who indicated 
that they were influenced positively by this factor {39X} 
compared to those who were not {31%}. This may be because of 
a more effective input at the level of teacher training than 
that received by their high school counterparts. 
them one could interpret the smaller percentage {8X} who were 
not ~repared to commit themselves to a definite position as 
indicating primary school teachers who are more conversant 
with developmental psychology than are their high school 
counterparts~ even if the answers to questions 15 and 17 
indicated that they had no specially high regard for it. This 
is a_position that the sizeable 31% who indicated that they 
were.not influenced by this factor would support. 
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attempted to realise this same aim by dealing with issues his 
analysed in the class were vetted and judgements passed on 
thr:~ff1 b\/ h iiT:se l f c,r, the bE.-ts i·:::- cJ-f ·='- iis1::;r t cJf C:h-:- i:. tian 
perspective''. The source of this oerspective was not 
rnE·n t:i.cint~d .. His puoils were encouraged to think through the 
i~~u~~ for themselves by taking part fully in these 
discussions, even if they made mistakes, for in tnis way~ he 
felt, the best learning took place. 
In-service training of one type or another was mentioned by 
three teachers as being of tangible help to them. Fc:n- one of 
these this was particularly that provided by team teaching in 
her school, which was often supplemented by peer supervision. 
This had the added spin-off of helpin~ her to get over fear of 
other teachers in the class, thereby benefitting from their 
But another was critical of the 
supoort given by her school, particularly the lack of back-up 
iili:1teric11. For the other one who was helped it was the input 
obtained by an educational course provided by the Roman 
have that guideline I think I would've been lost ....• I 
it. This teacher's allusion to 1acK cf other helc graphically 
reflect views expressed by many respondents to the 
qtte~. tionna.i·:-e. 
Only two teachers reported having had their teaching 
oarticularly shaped by their own self-initiated reading, 
Bible.: 
how she taught. as did her teaching of Englishi her other 
teaching subject. Also with reference to personal factors, 
from chatting to a friend about a cersonal problem, which 
enabled him to teach that much better than he had been able to 
do before this ex~erience. 
Surprisingly, in the light of the trends that emerged on an 
analysis cf the questionnaire, few teachers felt that tne1r 
churches had much influence on how they taught. 
felt that this was because she came from a formal church~ the 
implication being that this would have been unsuitable in the 
context of her classroom. Only one teacher felt that 
,=1ttendance at church services helped her with the "pLu-e 
content" of her lessons;she ,-eported this as being ,::,f use to 
her since she did not have the time to plan her teaching of 
RE. Another believed that both his content as well as his 
meti-:odology were positively infonried by his "Bible-based" 
chw-ch, whose influence, modei-ated by his pei-sonal V-::dues ·=lnd 
by educationally sound methodology, had effected an 
improvement en his previous middle-of-the-road approach, with 
which he believed neither he nor his ouoils had been 
sa. tisf ied. He expressed a belief that a definite point of 
view regarding God and salvation have to be adopted. 
However~ he recognised, without elaborating on it, that the 
church and the classroom are not the same. 
5.4 A summary of the analyses of the questionnaires and of the 
in te,--...,, ie~.Js. 
About half u: the resoondents indicated that they would not 
1~)3 
t~~rMina since such ~nowledge is the preserve of God. The 
stronger disinclination to work along these lines among junior 
school teachers is doubly surprising given the dynamic na~ure 
The markedly different 
response to a similar question when the divine was not 
to ti:::•.:?.ching ir1 a '1 ~::.ec:Ltl{?.°f_j; ·:;Ltbjec·t .::ts opposed to B. 1'1-eli1;Jio1_ts;• 
,;;;.ub jec t. This may be based on an acceptance of the Judaec-
Christian doctrine of ongoing revelation~ w~ich affirms God's 
sovereign right to show Himself to those who truly seek Him, 
no matter what their stage of faith. Revelation 3:20 in the 
New Testament is a verse which 1 nave heard often used in this 
way. And, in His omniscience, neither is He bound by the use 
or quality of teaching techniques. Teachers may believe that 
.,:"\ ·;-evel-::tion of God is a. more lik,:?l·y eventuality' in a.n F:E 
class but an unlikely activity in the Biblical sense in a 
Maths class, for example, even though there may be desoerate 
cries for help to a Greater Other in such classes!If this is 
true then in RE classes, many respondents believe, God needs 
little help in reaching those who truly seek Him. 
But even an acceptance cf the doctrine of revelation does not 
necessarily imply that teachers themselves should employ 
basically different educational strategies to deal with the 
distinction were indeed possible. The false distinction that 
occurs when teachers themselves think and work differently in 
these two types of lessens in turn has led, it would appear 
from the responses, to an unwillingness by teachers to subject 
thei·1-
11
·:-e i ig ioLts II edLtca tiona i th ink ir,g to the s2uT1e pedc:1gog ic 
s.c·i-u tiny they apply to the i-i- "secu iar" educational thinking .. 
The importance of the religious influence is maintained in the 
belief among about three quarters of the respondents that they 
follow a method enjoined upon them by the sacred text of their 
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the 
"':- .. .;_...;, .. _____ ..,;: 
l. '-' !/'.J J_ ; i i ..!. !_t ::=' ! ! '- i:=" W I thls factor acts in concert with the 
other influences that have led to the oerception among 
This~~ that when 
it ccmes to P~ teaching, the world of academic training and 
oerhaps also educational literature is irrelevant to the task 
thev oerform in the classroom, and, understandably, that they 
need to turn -1--wh-, ~ for help and inspiration. 
the good intentions of teachers can most often not be doubted, 
the ~·Jill ingness to i,~Jh.ich 
they look for guidance to helo them, doubt can be cast on 
whether that help is always educationally appropriate. And 
while personal exoeriences such as a meaningful conversation 
with a friend can provide a wealth of stimuli that could make 
a lesson existentially relevant, the very personal nature of 
such a source of lesson material separates the teacher from 
the breadth of experience, reflection and balance that is 
provided by sound research and reading. This can, however, 
also be provided by listening to the voices of one's pupils~ 
as confirmed by several interviewees. It can also be provided 
by in-service training, which was so favourably commented on 
by several interviewees, since this is often provided by 
often make them better equipped than academics to deal with 
the self-same oroblems encountered bv their peers. 
The nation that RE teachers are not sufficiently reflective 
receives support from the large percentage of respondents who 
indicated that they had been influenced by the method of 
instruction they had experienced ip church, which, as argued 
earlier in this chaater, showed evidence of a lack of 
understanding of what was appropriate in school. That from a 
sermons as worthy of aoplication in the cla=~rnnm is similarly 
indic2tive of a lack of reflection~ since, it was argued~ the 
bv the more than a third of resDondents who could not tell 
at their aerceotion of divine revelation and sovereigntv on 
tne one hand and develccmental theorv on the other. The 
followino chaoter will attemct to 3scertain the influence OT 
the second main factor believed to imoact on ~~~rher~· 
orientation to the model of changes ct faith under 
This involves understanding how thev relate 
toward both the conceot of develooment in general as well as 
their pLtpi ls. 
·-·. - ----:...:i-H-11-' i C!-.'. ,::J 
In tnis rhao~~r _ will analvse teachers answers to the 
the ooints thev made in 'T -r, ~·· 
order to ascertain the influence en their teaching of their 
more oaTticularlv cf their oucils' faith development. 
lT. on analvsis~ the answers to the ouestions dealt with in 
this chaater reflect the views and practices of teachers who 
show that thev are conversant with what typicallv constitutes 
the characteristics of various stages of faith and general 
growth in children then one can infer either that they are 
to its potential use. This conclusion would be strengthened 
if answers showed that teachers not only knew something about 
characteristic changes in their oupils but also disolaved a 
oositive attitude to these changes. This view would obviously 
be strengthened if similar sentiments were expressed in the 
Questions number 7-11. 14, 15d and 24 in the 
ouestionnaire were designed to gauge the extent of the 
influence of both oi the factors mentioned above. More 
oarticularlv questions 7-10 were designed to test teachers' 
saecific knowledge of age-aopropriate teaching, while 
attitude in general to age-related teaching. 
Questicn numcer 7 asked teachers when thev b2iieved pupils 
were most likelv to imitate admired adults. They often 
identifisc more than one ohase of schoolina as beino the most 
likelv ones wnen this might be expected. hence there was no 
correlation between the number of resoondents and the number 
of answers given. High and junior school teachers indicated 
that imitation would occJr during the following ohases: 
High School Junior School 
Pre-crimarv 9 19 
Junior Primarv 31 33 
Senior ~rimary 2'7 
Junior Secondary 19 
Senior Secondarv 8 2 
Accordina to Fowler, imitation of adults is most likely to 
occur between the ages of 3 to 7 or 8, which includes the ore-
and junior primary phases and ends approximately with the 
beginning of the senior orimary_phase. Teachers· lack of 
understanding of developmental stages is s~own by the fact 
that nearlv a third of high school teachers believe that 
puoils in both the secondary phases would disclay this 
tendencv. though this figure drops to 21% for junior school 
teacher. whose matching of behaviour to stage is therefore 
more accurate: the tailing-off of this characteristic which 
has already occurred in the senior crimary phase of the Junior 
school is orobablv why thev have been as accurate as thev have 
been concerning high school children. Since this is a 
characteristic that few high school teachers can often have 
come across. it is surcrising ~hat so manv of them have 
identified i~ d~ occurring at niqn school. It is unlikely 
109 
that the South African children OT whom the teachers 
cuestioned in this study have had exoerience differ so 
markedlv Trom those with whom Fowler has worked. 
1n1s term was chosen for its high level of abstraction 
ana hence the orobable difficultv with which it would be 
understood bv younger children. High and junior school 
teachers answered in the following way. 
Junior Secondary 
Senior Secondary 
- . . 








Fowler (1981:137) featling and Goldman (in Hull 1982:8) 
concur when it comes to the apcroximate age when abstract 
thought has become fully part of the child's everyday life 
this being at the age of 12 or 13, or the beginning of the 
junior secondary phase. Yet~ since 57X of high school 
teachers and fully 75% of junior school teachers believe that 
abstract concepts such as this one can be taught from 
significantly earlier than this we may assume that some of 
their teaching during these earlv chases will not be fully 
understood bv most of the voungsters they instruct. 
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Since tne emoiricai evidence suggests that it is likely that 
some children will be able to perform in this way during the 
senior cr~~ary chase the answers given to this ouestion are 
much mor0 in line with accented theory than were answers to 
previous questions. even though one should note that children 
in the senior crimary phase are only beginning to demonstrate 
this ability. Only 11% of high school teachers identified 
children in an earlier chase of schooling as be~ng able to 
perform in this way, whereas 21% of junior school teachers 
thought this was possible. 
It is worth noting that it is the identification of phases 
before which it is inappropriate to expect something from a 
child that is indicative of orobably unsuccessful teaching 
not the oermutation of answers associated with the later 
chases. During all cf these latter phases the issues 
mentioned can adequately· be dealt with~ given children's 
ability at those later times. 
Question number 11 asked teachers whether or not they 
associated a level of intelligence, which was identified as 
being a cart of faith. with a particular age. A neutral 
response in this question was not thought to imply ~nything 
unlike the neutral resoonse in ouestion 15 which was dealt 
.; -! .-, 
.:. -~ . .::., 
Hiqi, :i.5 /::,7 
Junior (; 
·='- r: s 1 ...\i e~ r ,=.· d . 





Fullv 82% of high school rescondents believed to varving 
degrees that intelligence as a cart of faith was age related. 
This f~gure droooed significantly but by this time one can say 
predictably for junior school teachers, given the high 
percentage of questionable opinions they gave in answers to 
ouestions analysed in pl-evious chapte·:-s ~ to just r.+87~ fc,r 
teachers at this level. These findings give~ new insight 
since they provide an indication of an overall attitude to the 
broad issue of the desirability and possibilitv of matching 
cognitive and faith development, ~ubsuming the conclusions 
reached about specific developmental issues that teachers were 
asked to comment on earlier in this chapter. Pm ar:2,lys.is of 
' 
all the questions dealt with in this and the previous chapter 
ccmfi·i-ms the gen<;cn-.::i.l disparity betw::?en the lack cf knoli'decige 
of and confidence in faith develo~ment as one type of learning 
and teaching theorv among teachers. I suggested in the 
orevious chapter that this was possibly because teachers were 
either unfamiliar with the concept or thev felt that by usino 
it they would negate the sovereign work of God. 
In question number 14 teachers were asked to assess the value 
as does the previous question, an overall attitude rather than 
an cpinibn about a specific item connected with develooment. 
The attitude being elicited concerns teachers' ocinions about 
both the desirability and the degree of difficulty of trying 
tc discover the ~+~0~ of Taitn ~n which a child may find him 
; ·I.·· . 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































influence. oarticularly as it is recresented by stage theory. 
11 mav suggest that reason is mere important than revelation 
and cause 2 negative resoonse. This mav be especially true 
since~ in ouestion 11, no linking of God with faith is made, a 
osrsona11v ~sligious. and who are in the majority of 
resoondents, would want to see. Question 14 on the other hand 
carries no such negative baggage. 
Question number 15d is the last of the attitudinal questions 
and ~s concsrned, as was the previous question, with teachers' 
perceptions of the desirability or otherwise of attempting ta 
identify the stage of faith in which pupils may find 
thei111=.e l \/es II It suqge:~. ts, hc,;_,.._;eve'"i-, that the in tensely pei-sona l 
nature of pupils' beliefs makes it an illegitimate subject of 
te.::<.t... i 11=: =· 'cun,_'='i n. No sugr.;ies tion is made that God may in some 
way be affected bv teachers attempting this identification. 
To this assertion high and Junior school teachers rescanded in 
the following way: 
disa.gree 
dis2.gree 
26 ·1 6 44 .L ii 
i7 i .-, (? 48 ..::, 
The Tact that this ouestion does not refer to the divine since 
it is not God but pupils who may be affected negatively~ may 
be resoonsible for the fact that similar low figures of only 
29% sf high and 30% of junior schnnl teachers were in various 
in otner words the absence of wnat could be construed 
high figure~ in comparison to the answers tc question 11. of 
55% ~ar high and 61% for junior school teachers who believe to 
various degrees that teachers should involve themselves in 
this area of their pupils experience of faith. 
suggested that this could involve some comoetition with God 
as it was in cuestion 15 a. which was dealt with in the 
orevious chapter, then the answers dropped by some 10% of 
tnos2 who thought using a model of the stage development of 
faith to be one to be recommended. The cuestions were 
similar, the difference being that God was mentioned in only 
6.3Respanses in the interviews. 
1n all cases teachers were asked whether or not they perceived 
the children they taught as having passed through any 
discernable phases or stages in the way they attempted to 
apprehend truth, and how their perception of these changes 
Children in the junior secondary phase and earlier were 
emot.ionally supe·:-ficial, c:n- display a "shallo11-J emotion.,::1.1 
level" as one teac hei- desc'i- ibed it~ at her school they ;,-.;ere 
either "immersed" .in Ch·1- is tian i ty Qi- \iei-y un feel .ing tov-,12.·:-ds 
the Christian faith. These emotions mainly revolved around 
themselves and their own interests. This single-mindedness 
means that they do not have a broad perspective;they are 
it. This shallowness also means that thev are quickly 
enthusiastic, as many teachers reported, and move easily into 
and cut of even strongly stated beliefs, sometimes with 
bewildering rapidity. One teacher described how one standard 
hear- t ;, = This shallowness, it was suggested by one teache~ 
was because children at this stage do not reason 
them:they are less able to make logical connections and 
continuity cf thought is lacking. While they do not reason as 
much as thev will do later neither do they reflect on their 
experiences and thinking, one teacher believed, taking a point 
of view well known to readers of Fowler and cognitive 
theorists such as Brunner and Ausubel. While they are able 
tyoicaliy unable to provide reasonable explanations of their 
origin and development nor to define them adequately. The 
lack of a reasoning component in their path to faith also 
results, it was suggested, in these children being easily 
influenced, right down to the pre-primary level. Another 
te2,ch<::ff said,, ;Jthe--:,1 don't even re,:dise the things tr;ey do", to 
explain how easily, through lack of reflection on their 
actions, children at this age hurt each other. Th is l-::1.c k of 
reflection on one's actions is a point well documented by 
Fowler and others, pointing, together with the other ooinions 
mentioned above, to observations by teachers that accurately 
reflect the characteristics of children's behaviour and belief 
desLi .Li.Jed t--~./ tt-,e thec11-:.1" 
Thc,~;;e teache1-s. who used terms. such ,:ts "~-ha l loi•.mess" or simi lai-
descriptions were viewing this characteristic negatively in 
terms of the non-permanence of the learnino that would take 
place, in other words educationally this characteristic 
presented oroblems. In contrast to this another teacher 
speaking out of a more fundamentalist religious perspective 
Tha.t ::.1_tch 
different conclusions could be drawn from similar events is a 
point made in the previous cheoter. There it was painteri out 
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! f.::{ I! U ::::- C!IJ activitv in the classroom was used a 
in addition to all tne 
junior schoolers. 
to har Std 3's:she gave them a background to leper colonies 
telling her pupils how they were treated and then asked them 
leoer, ~a encourage them to thin~ through the issue of what it 
feels like to be ill-treated. She did accept~ however, when 
questioned, that she had erred in believing that her oupils 
could ever empathize with lepers, since being a leper was 
totally outside their experience. Later, in answer to a 
question conc,arn .ing the different te.9.ch ing styles that e..\-e 
for junior and senior . . 1 . . primary pup1 s sne scoKe for 
a long time without seeming to come to 2 conclusion with which 
she herself was satisfied. Eventually she came to a point 
l-'Jhere she seemed to be 5 .. ::1 tisf ied by say .in,;i "every teache"t-
might follow a different approa~h .... though we're all aiming 
f,:ri- the same thing, t,\le might just c,::i-i-ry it •:::iut ,jifferently". 
I suggest that this vagueness points to a lack of knowledge of 
the distinctive teaching styles appropriate to the two phases 
Notwithstanding the last example quoted, all of the above is 
significant in thEd: it refiect-s an e;-:cellent ma.tching of 
teaching practice with the ways in which chiidren at different 
-rhe '.-1•~1 , ...., i ~.,.!::,-1 la.ck c1f .::f.bi 1.i ty cif th1=,c:.p ':·/OLtn!~s te1-s to 
understand higher levels of abstraction led most teachers to 
aporoach with c3ution more abstract tooics such as the Kingdom 
!/· .. ih .ic: h 
with at all below the junior secondary phase. 
as one teacher put it. 
by approaching it from the familiarity of 
known exaerience~ then understanding could take olace, cne 
it was doomed to failure. This is a similar thqught to the 
one exoressed by Watson (1987:159-160)and others, who believe 
th 2. t i t. 1 i·s on 1 v lack of e:-:pe·:- .ience , ..... , i th l:=1.nguage proficiency. 
and not an inability to conceptualise, that prevents younger 
children from reaching understanding of even complex issues. 
In contrast to this is the ocsition held by Dewey (1974) and 
Gthers who maintain the importance of having lived through 
sometning, in order truly to understand it and the language 
used to describe it. Yet I believe that it is possible for 
even quite young junior school pupils to have a working 
knowledge of many experiences and emotions, by which is meant 
the ability to distinguish them quite accurately from similar 
but different emotions er experiences without actually having 
This is possible because the child is 
imagine what such experiences ...:: i : eeJ. like by comparing 
them to similar ones that have b~en lived through. That 
imagination has the cower to perform in this and other ways 
was ~eputedly recognised by Albert Einstein (1964), who is 
cuoted as having stated that imagination is more important 
than knOlrJ iedge. 
T~ we turn our attention to teachers' comments concerning the 
end of the junior secondary chase and into the senior 
secondary phase then strong agreement was noted CGncerning the 
nave not challenged, such as the truthfulness of the Bible or 
many ethical positions held by the Church. 
a major increase in argumentativeness at this time and some 
teachers reported a great deal of difficultv, according Lu the 
sort of communitv in which they were teaching, in eliciting 
even a neutral response to RE. One teacher believed that this 
independence, while another believed it was because pupils 
By this she meant that they were 
star·t:ir,g to cit:2.s.l 1.Nith issLt(·?s. cJn <:'t ;;rr1i:J·1-e ~::t.r:.:tl·y,·t.ic: l(:?\lf21'' 
whereas previously, as another teacher pL.t t -i + ~ • ._\I they be 1 .ieved 
"tJ l ir-1d l \/ ii II 
The conversation with another teacher is interesting in its 
illumination of the dichotomy that exists in some teachers' 
minds between, on the one hand, reason, which includes 
educational theory, and on the other the response by pup~l and 
teacher alike to a revelatory God, in other words an affective 
This also became evident from an analysis of the 
ClU&?s ticJnna ire .. He was contrasting the receptiveness of 
juniors with the desire of seniors to reason things out. Thi: 
teacher had what might be termed a fundamentalist or very 
~onservative religious background. (The issue being dealt 
with at this point is not of course the relative merits and 
demerits of reason and revelation). 
'
1Y·c:i1._t can .. t i-{:ason CiLl t God .. He's beyond rea~on. II 
[Quest:Does He include reason? ..•• Can reason take us 
toward God without necessarily leading us to Him? 
Or are faith and reason two separate things?] 
with the philosophers, but in the end •..• in the end 
we either believe or we don'~ believe 
amount of persuasion 
ooint his sentence of 
thought to be followed.however~ by the story in the New 
Testamant of Lazarus and the rich man, who oleaded for God to 
send Abraham to warn his relatives of hades, a strategy, the 
Bible explains, which would not work. 
significance of the storv he added 
''E···./2r1 if :::.arr,2ane comes b2i.c:k f·i-c;rn tt-:e de2d 1, :.crr,e 
Vet, to be fair when he was pressed for a resolution of the 
perceived dichotomy between reason and revelation he was 
reason and faith, for he believed that someone could come to 
faith through reason. Conviction, however, was lacking. 
It was the ability to analyse~ one teacher believed, which 
inc 1.udes a1na lys is or 1--ef lee tion o~f oneself~ which eqLi ipped 
cubescents with the ability to deal with concepts, principles 
a.nd values .. At the same time there is growth in insight which 
permits pupils in the latt~r half of the high school to notice 
things, such as the falling away from faith by others, which 
younger ones miss. These advances permitted the holding of 
("j is;.cuss ions on .:::,. conceptual leve 1 • ·:::;uc h as the e>: is tence of 
God, as opposed to giving puoils only information. 
to see things proved, to reason things through. 
believed that it was sound practice to teach even highly 
conceptual issues such as the Kingdom of God so that it will 
be familia:,- latei-:, when "everything i,;.ill f.all .into place" 
even if they do not understand it at the time. i\!o mention ~,1as 
made of a build-up through proper understanding of language 
nor of the use of points of familiarity on which to build in 
order to achieve understanding. We are warned by Dewey 
(1974)cf the danger of oupils becoming over-familiar with 
information so that it loses the cower to enthrall and 
·I.-;.-, 
.:.:=-.::., 
This, therefore. oresents us with 
the only significant deoarture at the high school level from 
what is generally regarded as approoriate teaching theory~ and 
confirms that ~hen high school teachers approach teaching from 
an educational perspective they, like their junior school 
te.achinq . . . teer-in 1.qLtes"' 
One tea.cher in e>:actly the type of community in which 
response quite different. and here again we see effective, 
age-appropriate teaching approached from a sound pedagogic 
fOLlnda tior1 = He sav--i sl;lch a "1,•Jell ~of spi-:-ituality" in 
~dole~r~n+~ that he did not believe they are irreligious; 
rather it is organised religion they reject at this time 
which they see as existentially irrelevant •. citing long, 
boring synagogue services as an example. (At his school he 
remedy for him is to start with the children's interests and 
concerns, a methodology that many teachers believe to be 
effective, and that will be described further in the last 
ch2.pter of this study under the heading ",=Mild-centred 
edLtca. tior: ii .. In the same vein another teacher believed that 
that occur in the school such as theft, and yet another that 
teachers had to work to make highly conceptual topics such as 
the i<ingdorr: c:f i:3od ,;.:=.f=c:~ssiblEii tci '/OLtn,;!e·i- !T:inds. in the high 
The significance of these points lies in the fact 
that t~arh~r=' comments reflected sound, age-approoriate 
teacninq strategy. This is in line with the comments referred 
to in the previous oaragraoh. 
One rescondent exoiained whv Me h~1i 0 v=d many children reject 
re11g1on in earlv high school. 
fa2t that whii2 rnanv children are becoming sexually active at 
this stage of their lives and all are becoming sexually aware 
11 ;::irg.=tr1 :L:=.l?d :, ~-e 1 iq i{Jn h.:::\s m.sn\1 t.a.!:JcJa<.::. in this a.1-e.:a" i-f 1:? h ~3. ·:; 
found tha~ many cf his pupils regard themselves as being 
soiritual, though he was careful to accept definitions of 
~piritualitv that included non-religious ones. 
reasons he be!ieved that counter culture religion seems to be 
more accectable to them. 
'':-chool ,::h.i.ldi-':?n were very believing Dr "animistic" 2"v5 he put 
it. 
Standard six's, like those in junior school who share their 
mode of cognition and meaning-making, are still rather more 
interested in doing things than an reflection. An e }·~acnp le cf 
an une;amined? child-like view of Gad came from one teacher 
who reported that her standard six pupils depicted God in 
drawings as '' .... up there, a pure white, golden, shining 
C lc,u.ds II• 
We're down here, leaking up at Him ..•. sitting in the 
She taught at a school serving what she termed an 
underprivileged community. One notices incidentally the use 
of drawings, which teachers used a great deal in this standard 
.;.:1nd .LO!-·Je·,- cnes. a·s an e>:amp le of a "hands·-on" le-::u-n ing 
experience that is wholly approoriate to this age group. 
Standard six's were found to be markedly less independent than 
they will be after standard eight and constantly want 
6.4 A summar' of analyses of the questionnaires and the 
Analysis u: the cuestionnaires often revealed a poor matching 
of aoprooriate RE teaching to age in the hioh school as well 
d= the junior school. This apolied particularly to the 
teaching incorrectly in the ctr~d u·f knowledge of develoomental 
at the junior school level may have more important and more 
long-lasting results than what happens at high school, 
oointing to a greater need for change at this level. The lack 
of learning which must have fallowed these incorrect diagnoses 
has not, aoparently, been noticed. 
The reason for these teaLh=1 s employing such poor teaching 
strategies probably lies~ in addition to the comments made in 
the previous chapter, to the lack of linkage in their thinking 
This 
is b,:eca.u.se intell,2ctual activity is likel·y- ta be s;.een .':\·::; in 
some way inimical to revelation by - God. Despite this, the 
more positive attitude that high school teachers have to the 
subject of a stage theory of faith demonstrate that they would 
ha.ve a mo,-e positive a.ttitude to inci-e.,asing thei1- kno~~iledge 
about the concept, especially if it can be viewed as value-
neu.t"c,3.l in terms of their personal beliefs conce·,-ning the ·::<.cts 
of God. Recognition of the crucial importance of teachers' 
perceptions of their opposition or lack of it to the will of 
the divine is useful on two counts:firstly it resolves the 
anomaly of teachers perceiving an involvement in faith 
development positively when other perceptions of its 
involvement have been negative, and, secondly, it confirms 
conc1us1ons reached in the previous chapter concerning the 
greater influence of the divine/religious over that of 
strictly educational influences in the same teachers. 
That religiously-neutral and religiously-sensitive 
! . .:=: .::.·:-·! ___ ·--~·-./, __ ·-.-· .. .is.t ...... r.011(_~ t:.e.:3cher~- -:='.nd r;=:_,::=.1...tlt :i.n ,jiffi:2·1-inq 
analyses being made of the same phenomena was demonstrated 
of young childr~n was viewed. These very different analyses 
encaosulate the differences that one believes suggest 
themselves from an assessment of many of the answers in this 
This is that teachers resoonded 
differently tc similar questions when assessing them from wnat 
th:~\/ s-~.it--i a.s 2. ·:-el ig i!:=;LlS :3.S ccppo·::.c·cl to ~:: ed:_tc.3 tic:n.::t l 
standpoint. When cerceiving there to be opposition between 
the two influences, they most often chose to obey God rather 
tt-:.=t it fTI-='.T! .. 
In cont~ast to the negative remarks made above about the ooor 
match of teaching style with age that suggested themselves 
from an analysis cf the ouestionnaires, the sometimes very 
accurate, detailed and open way interviewees discussed the 
various stages in which they found their pupils indicated that 
L=~chers ~uuld embrace the stage model of H • .1..~ T-:;t. l. L, I as a teaching 
tool, but only under certain conditions. One of these is that 
the model should net be seen as working in opposition to God~ 
a condition that was probably realised in the value-free 
environment of the interviews. The seemingly successful age-
appropriate teaching that was described suggests the same, and 
confirms the t-cend noted eai- l iei-: 1..a.Jhen RE teache-:-=· .ai-e being 
guided by educational principles the practice of their craft 
as indicated by their responses~ is generally sound . This is 
.in no ~Jay a comment~ hoi...;ever, Dn the quality and 
appropriateness of their care for their pupils on a personal 
model tha~ serves as the basis of this study. 
th-:=t t. j_ ·5 
1.27 
..! 
ut.:: '·-'=P :_-'-on ,_,: i r: f .:=t.i th 
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' ' ' 
I • .i --: : :1 ! ·-··. ;·,.,': • 
change oeino refer~ed to. 1n comoarison to cne answers to 
manv of tMe other auestions in 
,-; .j .·-i 
·--l .1-• ... 1 
Cl .lCi 
·i .-·, .... ·=··' 
.L ,:.:J :: '"i" /+ 
··-.,I; 11_;....1 
the nu~stinn is short and contains no ambiguities, or. more 
likely, they did not want to deal with this question since 1~ 
had negative. oossibly oainful connotations. - . .. bv inTerence one 
assumes that. this being the case, this group would regard the 
same negative light. 
school rescondents resoonded in such a wav. A much larger 84. 
6X of junior school teachers could identify such turning 
coints and only 15.4~ were not able to do so. 
number of teachers who could identifv definite turning points 
is, therefore, high. 
The conclusion that could be drawn by inference from these 
figures is that junior school teachers are more likely to look 
for and find dne or a few steps in the orogression of faith in 
is a develaoment that the majority of them have noted in 
None of the respondents exoressed a negative 
attitude to changes in themselves, which was ta be Sxcected 
given the fact that crevious chaoters have alerted us ta the 
imoortance of a ~eference to Gad. Question 12 is neutral in 
this respect since no reference is made to God. It v·.,1.:3_·;::; ni:J ted 
in cha~ter six that teachers in both grades of school tended 
being in some way inimical to the divine will and the ways in 
which God mn=~ often gives ex~ressicn to it. CJ i-...,..- .. =:n t.h i·: 
auesticn lip~ in acknowl~dging ~he impcrt2nc2 of the 
qu.es t icJ:"i ffi-3. }::e~. • • R < 1.~ ~.1.3.ln it is dealing with the 
dev2lcoment of faith. thouoh it does not actuallv use tne 
term. and follows after another which exolicitly does so. 
than thev did in orevious =haoters. A r eso lL\ tion 
t~at junior school teachers differ in one imcortant resoect 
~i~h their pupils. I believe this difference lies in the 
greater emchasis ~laced by high school teachers on their 
transmission and their ouoils' understanding of the contents 
of the subjects thev teach. On the other hand, their junior 
scnool counterparts olace relatively more emphasis on their 
overall relationshio with the children they teach. The-y· 
inherentlv emoathise to a greater degree their pupils' 
affective development and therefore they acknowledge the 
cnanges to which the children they teach are frequently and 
naturally subject. This b~ing so it is ocssible to argue that 
their frecuent excosure to more observable change makes them. 
and not their high school counterparts. more ready to 
r2~ognise it when they see it in others and in themselves, and 
to Tegard it as a normal cart of human develooment. Yet~ if 
this were true, it did not lead to them replying affirmativelv 
to crevious auestions where the same conditions could be seen 
This calls the exolanation just given into doubt, 
leaving the anomalv of resoonses bv the two sets of teachers 
· _ _;_ne :-;o la ined. The generally shorter excosure to tertiary 
·t et .s. .Ls er c,-...1 :L,j e,j 
given and the conclusions reached to the next auestion. 
Gues~ion number 13 followed from the arevious one in askina 
served as catalvsts that ushered in staoes of faith; 
- . . . . 
T2 . .1. -:.r-: ~.taqes :f Resoonses from high school teachers were as 





From the above it can be seen that the high ~igure of 81X of 
high school resoondents either agreed or strongly agreed that 
these turning ccints ushered in a changed stage of faith {the 
te·.-m "stage af faiti-,il was specificall\/ 1-tsed}~ V·Jhile nor;e 
expressed any degree cf disagreement. By comparing this 
answer with the very much lower one given in question 12 we 
can confirm that. the high school teachers in the previous 
auestion were stating no more than that they were net able to 
deny in•:::J that such turning oo in ts i1ad Dr could t=-1 ke place. In 
other words. had they taken olace in their own lives~ thev 
would very likelv have ushered in a changed stage of faith. 
1 ·:;: 61 i2 
A hioh figure u, An~ of ~esoond2nts exor2ssed similar beli=f= 
t.o 
~,·:=-.!.. __ ,;_. 
3ame conclusions ss were drawn 3bove. 'Mls finding also 
- .. :..::,_:.:.::.:.· ·=- ! ..• _.., :....; l ! ., c::' .!.-.....J -i-- - - . -·- -:_i;:::.:=t_L_ ! i!;:;.': ·=· 
2bilitv to identifv the stages of faith their ouoils' may ce 
: =·=- f~:_::: S-.:.- ·,--.:'.ta : 
- ·-· .. ·- - -I ~,......, ! ' i ; r; ' 
3 :s 55 
While 18% OT resoondents aoreed to various extents that the 
l2c~ of osvchological training did orevent use of this model 
excressed various degrees of agreement that their lack of 
training did not prevent such an identification taking place. 
Even tnouah resoondents were not stating that they would use 
this model, the agreement exoressed reoresents at least a 
tacit recognition that a stage-like development of faith could 
occur and even that it had been dealt with~ which, however~ 
mav be seen at first glance to represent a somewhat different 
attitude 0hen c~mpared to the orevailing sentiments excressed 
i~ cMao~er six and seven. A resolution of this acparent 
dichotomv is seen to lie in the same way previous ootential 
dichotomies were resolved? namelv the absence of a perceived 
cl23~ with the will cf God. This, together with a reference 
and tGerefore at ease, would olace this question firmly on 
~eutr~! qroLnd in relation to the will of God? and prevented 
them f~om oer~eiving that a cositive response repr~=~nted 
: --~---=-
their hiah schooi counteroarts in recognising the strong 
crooabilitv of their being able to identifv the stage of faith 
their aupils may be in. even though. 
teachers mav have had little or no formal psychological 
That they lacked anything a~proaching adequate 
teacher training in soecifically RE was brought home with much 
force in the interviews~ as indicated in a previous chaoter, 
but this lack does not apoear to have constrained respondents 
in this oarticular area of interaction with the puoils they 
teach~ crcbably because obvious change is so ubiouitous in the 
ju.nio1- school. The issue being dealt with in this question is 
Question number 15 casked teachers to respond to the 
statement that identification of faith stages was too time-
consuming far the results it produced. Rs with the previous 3 
questions this ouestion was designed to be value neutral 
insofar as oerceived comcetition with God is concerned. High 
school teachers answered as follows, with 3 12% non-response 
"::; ;_: 0: :g l. '/ 
16 47 
:::!:;$/:. cJf the=-e ;_c.::f.Li~t=i =- indic-~.ted that it i···J.::\·:::. ::c,t tc;o t.i.ff1e"· .. 
:__1_:: l :.=.i_l!ll . .Li i :~ 'f to the 
~~er~inn. thev had no idea of the time involved in its use. 
Having establishsd therefore the reasonable orobability that 
tnese Qarti=ular answers represent true neutrality and do not 
~~=~ a stance that may favour agreement. the 16% who believed 
that it did need too much time to use is thrown into relief 
and shewn to be small. 
Junior scnoo1 teachers answered as follows. with a 12 % non-
·I '7• 
J.·~ 




,u varying degrees aimost two thirds or 63% cf these teachers 
did not regard its use as too time-consuming~ this high figure 
supporting the conclusion drawn earlier~ that the use of a 
stage theory of develcoment is sometimes seen as clashing with 
the will of God and sometimes not, and that where no clash 
with God's will is perceived, it stands a better chance of 
being incoroorated into educational planning, at least on a 
Of the remainder, only 13% took a neutral 
stance, while a rather larger 22% agreed that it was too cime-
consuming to use. 
Question number 24 required teachers to indicate how they 
would respond to pupils' dissatisfaction with RE. 
3p2cifically it attemoted to ascertain whether they would 
sometimes change either their teachino content and method on 
the one hand. in other words a professional change, or whether 
they would sometimes consider rethinking their own beliefs on 
in other words a cersonal belief change. 
~~ecuencv with which the latter course would be contemplated 
:i.::;s 
their ~ttitud2 to not only changes within themselves but. bv 
development, as oart of their reoertoire of solutions to 
problems that arise in ~ne teaching of RE. 
rethink their own beliefs as a possible means of ~ealing with 
ouoil dissatisfaction with RE, hioh school teachers answered 
on a five point scale as indicated below, with 20% 
ab·:::. ten tions. This large number is due to the fact that in a 
question if their pupils did not enjoy RE. 
Lo;,,J -:3.greemen t High agi-eement 
32 21 21 16 10 
To varying decrees 53% of respondents who answered indicated 
that this was a course of action with which they could not 
agree, while exactly half of this number indicated that they 
sometimes did rethink their own beliefs. 
resoonse represents a confirmation of earlier findings since a 
chan~e in beliefs is iikely to be associated with 
unfaithfulness to God. 
minds of teachers to the use of stage theory it is likelv to 
-- - ·- - -·--=-::' .::f. ;_ j ;t==: =· = 
-----. ~LliUU.!.. - ·- - - -~-::ti !:::' ·~=· 
i 3,_s 
i i 
10 varving degrees 57% of these resocndents who answered did 
not usually cbnsider rethinking their own beliefs as a 
solution to cupil dissatisfaction. 
reached for high s=hool teachers, ~Mi= indir~+Ps a grouo who 
were less likelv to reflect on their own beliefs than were 
their hiqh school counteroarts where oooositicn to God is 
oerceived to be involved, and indicates a grouo less likelv to 
~rr~nt that their pupils might do the same. A stage theorv of 
faith d~velopment would therefore be less likely to be used in 
olanning teaching. When compared to their high school 
counterparts a slightly higher 21t did sometimes rethink their 
be l i.ef,':-. 
The next part cf this question directed teachers' attention 
away from matters of personal belief to - . - . pr0Tess1ana1 issues, 
in requiring them to indicate whether or not they agreed that 
they sometimes changed their teaching methods as well as the 
content of their lessons .=1.s 2, response to pupil 
diss.=1.ti:.fa.ctio11" Though these two responses were dealt with 
separately they will be treated as one since together they are 
felt to represent a professional response that contrasts with 
the r2sponse from personal belief. On the same five oaint 
.scale as above? high school teachers answered as follows. with 
L_aw .::1.g1-eemen t 
2 2 27 5(~ •::,; 
These figures indicate a manifestlv contrary trend to tne one 
noted above in that only 4% of those from this grouo do not 
sometimes change their teachinc methods and or the content of 
dissatisfaction with their K~ lessons. 
·i ':"-,.,""? 
.!. -.:.:, / 
mare tnan what one wculd exoect most teachers to claim for 
themselves: wnether they would actually do so is another 
auestion en~irely~ but this aoolies to the previous question 
What is significant is the extent to which the two 
Clearlv matters of oersonal belief are 
Tar iess iikel~ to cnange ~han are orofessional matters~this 
What is disouieting, however, 
.1.S It CJ t 
reflect an what the interviews clearly showed tci be by far the 
The amount of progress in their 
+P~r~ing of RE that is likely to take place is, therefore~ 
The Tigures ~or junior school r=acMer~ were as follows, with 
High 2.greement 
10 :32 12 
The trend to a more conservative approach noted earlier among 
i·:; continued . . h . :.-n t at the figure for those who 
would not change to var~ous degrees their method er content is 
up on the high school figure to fully 25%, y~t the other trend 
to being more ready to change approach rather than belief also 
fellows the Miah school trend. 
Question number 25 focused on the extent to which teachers 
hPliPvPri themselves to be mostly under the co~trol cf a power 
or oowers outside themselves that was described in the 
question as rendering them relatively ineffectual in directing 
Those teachers who have a 
personal faith~ it was assumed, would interpret this power as 
this uu~~r is not an imoersonal ·:u1L2 out a Qersanal God. !t 
would Lh=1 efur~ be the outworking of the divine will which 
would render them mostlv powerless in both their religious and 
their professional lives. If they 2re thus relatively 
oowerless in their.own lives then they would be similarlv 
powerless in changing the lives of those they teach and oy 
inference they would be uninterested in "incoraorating o stage 
theory of faith development into their teaching. 
This auestion therefore focuses on the practical issue oT 
whether teachers would have any chance of success if they 
interverled in the crocess of the develooment of faith~ in the 
light the omniootence of God. On the other hanc the cuestions 
discussed in chapter six focused on the advisability of 
light of a possible perception that this was properly the 
terrain of God and that teachers would therefore be 
interfering with the outworking of the divine will were they 
. 
to incorporate a stage theory of faith develocment in their 
te'::ic:h ing. Beth questions were therefore testing the effect of 
religious considerations on whether or not a stage model of 
growth of faith is likely to be used. 
To the statement that peoole are relatively powerless~ high 
school teachers replied as follows~ with no abstentions~ 
·;:;trong ly 
5 10 j_() 36 
75~ of these rescondent indicated varying degrees of agreement 
that people are not powerless in directing the course their 
lives will take, and onlv 15~ thought that people are, 
implying a freedom for men and women to act on their own 
implies that ~h~~P teac~ers ~ould feel 11 =~ to use an aooroach 
/ 
to RE teachino such as a stage model of faith develooment. if 
This, however, may seem to run counter to the 
trend noted earlier concerning the distance that many teachers 
kect between themselves and this model when it was perceived 
ci~~ar~nt contradiction can be resolved simoly by realizing 
that teachers· oercections of their freedom from the oower of 
God in no wav implies that they are must therefore be positive 
about a ~tctge or any other theory since they would also be 
free to reject that as well. 
When wa turn to junior school teachers however, we note the 
following answers, with a 4% non-response rate: 
strongly neutral disagree 
~3<) 8 14 
strongly 
d is2,g1-ee 
Here we find the greater conservatism continuing, with a 
significantly large 38% of respondents indicating varying 
decrees of belief in their lack of freedom in the face of a 
power outside themselves, that, in the main~ they would also 
have identified as God. Compared to the figure for high 
school teachers a much smaller 50% believed to varying degrees 
that they were free to choose the course their lives would 
tctki::: .. The inference is that 40% of these respondent had what 
can be described as a fatalistic view of their personal 
their dependance on the power and will of God 
implying that they would be less likely to introduce a stage 
model of faith development, were this to be specifically 
suqqested to them. This is likely since answers to questions 
dealt with in earlier chaoters strongly suggested an 
opposition to this specific approach to RE teaching as there 
was often a suspicion that it ran counter to God's will. 
·- .. 
0uesticn number 26 required teachers to indicate their oegree 
'·-' ,,·· i_ / ! ·, :.· : __ •._~ ,,- •1 .,· •.:-; \•/ ,;..-_~ ·,:- ,.·.-_. ,,·-.·, .~_- .-, ,' ,-,_-.! ,.·.-.--' ·=-.""'. ~.: •• ,,·-1,~.--" _-L· ·,,- ~--· ,. ,-.--.• ·.:.· .·.=,_ ,.-_-·.' 7,- '': •. ! ·-='" -;"" ·"'.:. r,-. ,-1 i ,.., h1 ~ 1 I -, 1 ,-i - ·- - - \-; , , - -· a-\ - ::....y:..,:.._,;. .. i,1.J ..... '-:..~·!\. •. :_,,,•-1t::.'}t~l_!;_i)/ 
resoonding to the assertion that such changes were indicative 
of a wavering faith. Manv comments ~ere added in the s~ace 
realization that answers needed to be clarified since the 
question was capable of being interpreted in different ways. 
However, the question was deliberately keot imprecise and 
incaoable of being answered with accuracy without the addition 
of comments? in order to force respondents to tick spaces that 
reflected a consideration mare of an emotional response, the 
consideration providing the reasoning foil to the feelings 
that inevitably accomcany such an issue. An attempt was thus 
emotional considerations. High school teachers answered as 
follows to the statement that they should worry when their 
beliefs chance since such change indicates a wavering faith, 
with a 9% non-response rate~ 
agree neu trc:-1 l strongly 
.i (J i4 :l2 30 
55% did not agree that changes in belief recresented a 
wavering faith~ the comments that were added explaining that 
change~ when it involved growth and application of faith, was 
a normal part of one's resconse to the Almighty. 24!~ of 
respondent on the other hand agreed that change did represent 
a wavering faith;these teachers, it is inferred~ would ecuate 
steadfastness of faith t~Jith lack of change and would view . ' '-\."':.! J_ L1 I 
some suspicion a stage theory of faith development and would 
therefore not easilv incoroorate it into their teaching. 
Though much smaller than 61%, one out of every four teachers 
ncnetheless ! ~µ: ~~~n~~ ct significant prooortion. 
.:3g·,-ee 
·- - ·- -- --:.. ... ,~! !::::t:.:.' 
12 
,:-S8}~ c:i·r these i '='= 1._,, __ t! ii_!t=:, t did not eqt .. li:t t,=? Ct c hang .inq faith v-.J :.i.. th a 
v-.,av;:::, .i.ng ·fai ti-1" The larger percentage might have come as a 
surcrise since junior school teachers had hitherto shown 
school counterparts, and, as a consequence, where tne two can 
be shown to be connected, more cautious educationally. The 
comments that were added, however, showed these teachers to be 
interpreting change as growth, but high school teachers did 
A smaller 20% assigned a negative interpretation to 
a faith that changed, with the same implications as above. 
The reversal of the trend to greater conservatism among these 
teachers remains unexplained. 
Question number 27 was the last of the auestions that dealt 
with teachers' perceptions of their own faith development. 
that they should welcome a change in their beliefs since it 
could indicate personal growth. The explanation given above 
explaining the imprecise phrasing of the cuestion applies here 
alsc. Hioh school teachers answered as follows, with a 3% 
non-response rate: 
strcJng ly i:tgree neutral d isag·i-ee 
41 3 
The 13% who disagreed with this assertion are comparable to 
the 25% of high school respondents dealt with in the orevious 
t~.·i.~ rr1i ... 1.r._1~. •.~.-_rr,-.·-·.·.1.·.:.·.r.~, .. - · •. _.. ·- !.-i ... :.:.: l i._ t:::: : i !...·~. ~-:! i::;! :-1 :. 
themselves is something they would not readilv contemplate, 
nor inference is this something they would welcome in their 
oupils and alan for in their teaching. 
27 8 
The much larger 31% of these teachers who did not we1come 
raoresents a return to the trend noted earlier that Junior 
school teachers are mere cautious in their reaction to change 
in themselves, and by inference to change in their pupils. 
7.3 The interviews. 
The interviews showed there to be two periods when change in 
the way the meaning world was understood occurred with more 
force than any other time, and these matched closely two of 
the times which the research of Fowler (1981:173) indicated 
they would occur. The first, which was at the same time the 
most commonly identified turning point in thinking took olace 
between the years seventeen and nineteen, 
when resporidents left home to study elsewhere. 
agreed with Fowler by identifying as the reason for these 
changes the fact that she no longer had her family as a Trame 
of reference and.was forced tor the first time in her life tc 
consider alone her understanding of the social reality that 
This was described as a period of intense 
questioning of not so much values but of beliefs or doctrine. 
One interviewee spoke also OT n1s late high school oerioc ss s 
. . - . . 
·::: . . 1. tJ n :1- r .1 c -:='t n 1.~ in his c2se it did not 
time when the familv s influence markedly aecreases. ~ t. V·-Ja.s 
T~1.c combination of circumstances that made these interviewees 
ready to embrace new viewpoints. One other of the resoondents 
who identified a major shift as having occurred also at this 
time associated it with a time spent as a helper at a youth 
At this camp he perceived 
t1e in,::;; "f c!r-c:eci di:JV·Jr: chi l::.~·:-en -· ·:::. th·ccJ.:;:i, t:- ;, :: CEi.u.s .inr.J !? .11T1 t.cJ de\/f:2 li:Jp 
advisedly out it. Previous to this he described himself as 
h-::1.\/ inq t:!!;:? :Lng 1;qLt i te r-e l ig io1-ts in in·y :.:)JrJTt 1..4Ja·y· 11 II 
A similar degree of change but one moving into rather than out 
of religious faith was described by the following two 
respondents as having taken clace at the same time. Fen- the 
first one this occurred when, on arriving at university, the 
contact he made with the student YMCA led to a commitment to 
Jesus Christ and a conversion to the Christian faith, even 
though he had come from a Christian background. This 
experience and the teaching he received came to be seen on 
reflection as a confirmation of what up to that time he had 
one a similar commitment to God was reported as having taken 
place at about sixteen years of age, but after this she fou~d 
11 f1...1.mb ling D.round '' as she pt.t t .1. ·t, sometimes . . '-, 1.n T~ •• e 
group and sometimes not. But in late high ~chool she reported 
a very definite experience of comi~g to the realization that 
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he had time to ··rcfle~t·· as he out it ~Mnut the negative 
attitude he had had while at school. and in so doing began to 
develop a more mature attitude to life. He rc~urted that 
lives. the second aT the turning paints identified by Fowler, 
death of a loved one, associated these events with the times 
in their lives when, en later reflection, the most significant 
The reflection of one 
eve~t) of conversion, led to an inward look which resulted in 
her incrementally rejecting h~r sense of limitedness and 
slowly coming to a new under- stand~ng of her own self worth. 
"she said, "since 
this. the t,Ja\1 God has made me". With this change she also 
not on what they did, but en who they were. 
!Tiar·~-iEtge in·te·:-preted the ev·ent, or 11 inilestone 11 as she DL\t it!' 
as precipitating a movement toward a maturing of her Christian 
faith, which she described as being characterised by an 
also an increasing awareness of the extent of the complexity 
of relationships, including her relationship with herselt;she 
described this as a time leading to an upward and an inward 
look, as a time of self-discovery. The frequent use of the 
that there was an awareness of the importance of process in 
the development of faith. She r=rngnise~ that being saved 
from her former ways to the way of Christ was an ongoing 
event, ~hereas before her divorce she had placed all her 
,:?.+. S:- :=. 1-iE: pLt t it .. 
same category she piaced an attribute such as being abl9 to 
forgive, ~hich she believed can seldom be achieved as a one-
tJft i;::'\l'=:':1L.. The second rescondent to exoerience a divorce did 
so from the persoective not of 2 wiTe but from the persoective 
CJ': .s. chi. Id" For her the changes that she went through were 
symbolised using tne motif of colour, all the principles her 
mother had taught her and her mother herself being seen as 
wnite, but changing to grey afterwards. Whereas before she 
could not, she is now able to live with the ambiguities~ the 
less-than-perfection that these grey areas represent. i-la-.../ ing 
event occasioned she felt her belief to be more robust and her 
tolerance of others higher. 
Events which go unreported 1n Fowler as precipitating major 
change but which were identified as such by three of the seven 
married female interviewees and three of the ten married male 
interviewees was their marriage in the case of the males and 
both their marriage and the birth of their children in the 
case of the females. One respondent connected her change from 
a Protestant denomination to Catholicism with her marriage. 
Once again it was reported that the common denominator binding 
these very different events together was that they acted as a 
particularly, with regard to marriage and 
oa"i-en thood .. One of the resoondents recorted that this added a 
new dimension to her life and extended her as a person, 
particularly her affective side. Fawler (1981:152) had of 
to the crucial importance of reflection, ...-... -.'-Ji 
standing aside from the flow of events to view them from a 
distance, as it were, to lead to an appreciation of their real 
This in a sense was done for one respondent when, 
in about his mid thirties, he read the main works of the 
Austrian psychologist Victor Frankl, whom h~ described as 
having encapsulated and given coherence to and in t~i~ way 
~irmed his own beiie+s. Realisin~ that otners thcuoht as he 
did assisted in this orocess. The reflection which occurred 
short:y after the events aiso led to a new realization of the 
fragilitv a~d oreciousness o+ life when two of the resocndents 
~=1 ~ confronted witn tne death of loved ones. 
described as being of a radical nature. They consisted rather 
of a deeoening apcreciation of the complexity of human 
relationships and a broadening of their own beliefs to include 
Fowler (1981:199-
i ~suund~nt riocr~~bori ~h~ broadening or growth of her faith in 
inLu, µo: ~t= the similar faith exoeriences of other peep le with 
whom she had come into contact. There was also an increasing 
realization that viewing all moral issues in unrelieved tones 
of black and white represented a simplistic view of reality. 
Colour was a motif that was used by a number of interviewees 
to symbolise beth these changes in perceptions of morality as 
well as of peoole themselves, with grey reoresenting the 
' 
ambiguities that came in time to be seen as 3~~ 0 p+ab1~ if net 
oerfect belief octions. 
Insofar as the divine is coneerned the changes that occurred 
were also not of a substantial nature, with one exception. 
They rather took the form of a change of emphasis or nuance cf 
belief, as with two teachers, who came to see the importance 
at the same time holding on to a belief in a Gad of love. 
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in nis ciuOrod~h becoming much more deistic. 
Piaoet (1955) and Fowler (1981) would have 
described this change in terms of the inadeauacy of his 
previous schemata to deal satisfactorily with his new 
perceptions of reality. Reflecting back on his early perioc 
Though he pinpointed 
the period of change 35 accurately as his mid-thirties he wa5 
unable to pinpoint any event which may have precipitated i~. 
Interestingly, he does not regard himself as any less 
soiritual or religious than he had been e3rlier. 
The -tatws of the Bible and way it was understood~ wnere the 
Bible was viewed as a significant source of truth, also 
underwent change. Concomitant with his radically altered view 
of God the respondent described at the end of the previous 
paragraph inevitably changed his understanding of the Bible 
the most radically of all the respondents, knowledge cf the 
divine in the theistic family of religions being so closely 
linked to a sacred text. Whereas in the cast he had viewed 
the BibJ.,::2 "i:'-S if the dictation of God"!, i,e nm·J sa~·,1 it a·5 
"the intuition of spiritual men •..• infused with a great 
deal of wisdam ..•. overlaid with the readings and 
understandings of these spiritual men .... whc might 
have read into things .... it was filtered through 
Though the Bible was no longer regarded as revelatory in his 
previously understood sense and therefore came ta have less 
force than it had then, the writings it contains were 
nonetheless still regarded highly for all the wisdom they 
d isp },:':?. ... / ri Another teacher was able to claim that while she 
she was at th9 same time able to maintain her belief in its 
. .i.1 !i:-;:}j t -:::tl j! __ ;/ .• 
, ... .:.. UI I···"· 
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also answered in the main negatively. 
.in that was created .1. n the - -\/.=t 1u.e-1·cee 
interview situation, many descriptions of changes in belief 
were given that matched very closely the times and often tne 
substance cf the changes that the theory indic~+~s would 
CJCCu.·~- u And the amount of detail that often comorised the 
descriptions indicated mare than a casual dip into the past~ 
indicating that teachers had in fact spent time thinking 
d!~ep l\1 abcJLi. t ~-Jh2. t the·:./ had b:?=(~r: Li :1 wLt!~i i .. 
often used) concerning the changes they were going through. 
Interest lies in discovering the details of cerceptions of 
personal change, esoecially since they corroborate the 
findings of Fawler and others, and in discovering that change 
is not always away from faith but that it sometimes lies in a 
deepening of belief. However, the real value of these 
interviews lies in what they reveal concerning the value 
attached by interviewees to change within themselves. In no 
instances did they attach a negative connotation to the 
process of the personal development of faith, describing it as 
being no more than a normal part of adult growth. One 
te.:3.che-i-, in describing himself .:;1.s "open and f le>:ib le enough 
summarised the views of the other respondents. T h-::t t they h,::1.d 
spent quality time on reflection therefore suggests that they 
would not be negatively disposed to similar reflection and 
change taking place in their pupils, so long as it is not 
perceived as beinq at odds with the will of the divine. The 
suspicion with which some resoondents to the questionnaire 
viewed the model was entirely lacking ~n the interviews. 
stage model of faith develooment to be neutral with regard to 
the will of God it was viewed positively and is therefore more 
:LS2 
lik2lv to be used. In cuestion number l5b, Tor examcle~ ·~ is 
oT te2chers not being able to use this concept, leaving 
ootential oooosition ta the divine will completely unreferred 
ta. Sinc2 the object of o~position was soecified as not being 
0cc, both j~nior snd high school respondents perceived 
themselves as being free to express themselves oositively 
toward a stage theory of faith development. 
factor that could possibly affect its use. 
The trenci noted in previous chapters concerning the more 
marked association among junior school teachers of a stage 
theory of the growth of faith with opposition to the will of 
God is maintained in this chaoter, together with the lesser 
chance of its incorporation into their teaching. 
also significantly less positive about their personal freedom 
in the face of the omnipotence of God, from which one can 
infer that they believed their pupils' lives and faith 
development to be as controlled as were their own lives. 
A point that needs to be borne in mind, however, is that the 
connection that is being drawn between self perception and 
attitude ta others deoends on whether these teachers are able 
to apply information and attitude from one sohere of their 
knowledge to another. The question being asked is whether or 
not they are able to imagine that attitudes that they 
themselves have can exist also in the pupils thev teach, 
bearing in mind Bloom's (1956) contention tMat apolication is 
a high order cognitive skill and ~herefore not often attained 
by the majority of oeople. The success with which teachers 
are able to transfer information between themselves and.their 
pupils also depends on whether or not they are crepared to 
accept the possibility of an experience that they as adults 
have Mad as being capable of reolication in children, 
- ....i..;_._._ 
,._: '-! i!::: ~ r;":::SDEC t;; :• 
; i:::· -~ 
.:.. ... .;.:..-; 
, ... ("I:' :_:_n 
,_; :~;! ti-:e ,:_jJlE 
immaturitv with the oresent immaturity of her pupils, and by 
the many desc~iptions in the ·- . .c !,_, ~ immi::•. tur e 
- - ...J -:::'.!/!...! PLtpilSi: 
Havina dealt in this and the ~1 =viuus two chapt~rs with those 
factors which are believed to influence most powerfully 
summarize these influences and to relate them to the teaching 
The trends revealed by answers to the questionnaires 
and the interviews will serve as a guide in the making cf 
recommencations concerning the teaching of the subject. These 
recommendations will also be informed by the child-centred 
approach, one of the two aoproaches to the teaching of the 
subject which was dea~t with in earlier chapters. Tea.ching 
which is guided by the child-centred approach will be shown 
generally to be more effective than the Bible-centred approach 
A stage model of changes in faith can also easily be 
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·-~ i-::'c ·- ,_.-._! ..!.. .i l. ~~ orooosed are casec - - ·- .i.. •.. ;_!-;;'. i • • . . !::, !! ·:=\ i i 
~e3ching and cartlv bv an exolana~io~ of how child-centred 
how child-centred ~ . -- -CT qooc i .... :t:. .. 
been the ~ac~ 1n the cast. It will be argued that were this 
____ _;_ -
":::: '--·::i. \ [ i_J ·:::- '='· being given recognition 
~lanner~ since it is more likely tc be seen to be founded on 
sound ~ducational orinciples. This is oarticuiarlv true if 
is realised. as will be shown shortly, that a faith stage 
.... 
-k ,_ 
model can form an integral part of the child-centred aoproach. 
The above ~ims will be developed in the light cf the most 
8.2 Solutions to the problems revealed bv the data. 
Various authors in the field of RE such as Hough (1986) and 
Roux (1994)~ and ethers writing in related disciolines such as 
Berger (1973) and of course Fowler believe that meaning or 
faith-making is part of the normal growth of the individual 
and. where such an i~dividual is a child, that such faith-
making should be facilitated by normal educational orocesses. 
If religious awareness can be allowed to develoc as naturally 
and spontaneously as oossible and be related to the general 
develooment of children~ Hough (1986:19) believes they will 
the i1- l i-...1es. The result would then be that a growth of belief 
of some sort will be oerceived by them as being auite normal 
-3.nd .3.ccep tab le,,. Concurring with the view that children do not 
find it unusual to have a religious belief one of the 
'.:: D .i ':- i tu. -3. l i t \/ ; ' i.... •• .. '.{ the =uo11s ne taught and a willingness 
...... 'l 1 ·.' 
; ·-~ .i. ... "·r' .l.i: orogramme on the basis~ 
This ~eacher believes that he i~ Lduuing 
coint alsc made elsewhere in this study. Taught like this RE 
will not be cerceived 35 being forced. If the subject is not 
oerceived as being artificially imccsed then whatever changes 
or new oeliefs that are incorporated are less likelv to be 
Lasting faith cannot be accuired 
! believe that the acceptance of the normality of 
meaning~making will be facilitated still further if those in 
th2 RE classroom who do not consider themselves to be involved 
in religious meaning-making are shown that they too are 
involved in an activitv that is not that different in process 
from those who cractice the religious variety of it. 
Goldman is another author who believes tnat faith-making is 
mere likelv to contin8e if it is~experienced as part of 
acceptable, general growth and not part of a childish, 
religious chase that must be jettisoned as soon as mature 
understanding is reached (1965:11). This means, among other 
things. that the teacner must exercise much greater 
discrimination in the choice of the language, content and 
methodology of lessons~ ta reflect increasinq conceptual 
ability and wider experience. At the same time they must not 
teach above the cnild's ability, especially where content is 
And there must net be repetition of the same 
material even if at increasing levels of conceptual 
difficulty. not because ouoils will not understand what they 
are being taught, but because of the widesoread objection by 
fJt.Joj_}.s that the·/ t"-1a\1e ''al1-ead·y done it"', trje -.../alLte aT1d t!-:e 
subtlety of higher conceotuaiization being lost to them, and 
not without reason. Without attention to making teaching age 
and +aith related teachers can certainlv exoect a break in the 
develoQment o+ faith in the ouoils they teach, or it rculM 
children in their quest for o~: ~uncil meaning. 
Nor must RE oe viewed bv teachers as something to which the 
strictures of normal educational desirabilitv do not apply if 
i l: .1.S 
is a ooint that aooears to have been lost to the many teachers 
~ho showed by their answers to the questionnaire to be 
This was particularly evident in the 
different: ~=~uns~s to the question of the desirability of 
using the notion of a stage-like progression of faith when God 
either was or was not referred to. This was also demonstrated 
by the large oercentage of respondents who indicated that 
their lack of training in developmental psychological, real 
though it rnav have been , was not a hindrance to their using 
·=,1-tc h a. rn!::ide l .. Nor did a majority of respondents believe that 
time constraints were a problem, for the same reasons. The 
reason for such a positive attitude is thought to lie in the 
absence of a reference to God, an absence which facilitated a 
positive response since no opposition was seen to exist with 
If RE is to survive on the future educational landscape of 
South Africa then the dual approach adopted by some teachers 
jettison~ri since the secular society that the new South Africa 
has become admits of no criteria of judgement by which a 
subject may be included in schools' curricula save educational 
and social worth. This view has been out forward reoeatedly 
in numerous conferences, committees and workshoos with which I 
have been involved in the past several years. 
Revision Committee, of which I was a pa~t, that was entrusted 
G\/ ti:e c:a.p!:~ E~du.c-::i. t:iCjf"i - ·-....., -:::\ l I LJ 
reTine the RE svllabus that has been put in olace in Cape 
schocis in the cast two or three vears. 
. . 
. .t.:11 P'-J ! 1_~t, 1 t_ 1:;:· of :?E!:ji_tc.::i. t.ion <:":\ l j=:- i ter i3. h.:?.s .;; . .l sc, \1i=.,·,-·~·/ ·f 1-eqLten t l 'y·· 
been mentioned in the ongoing series cf RE workshoos ana 
concerned RE teachers has led me to believe that RE will not 
be Judged worthy of retention in the curricula of state 
schools in this country on the basis of its value in 
inculcating personal religious belief. However, it should not 
be judged problematic that teachers are influenced by 
religious beliefs. The deeo concern for their pupils that 
many re1igiously-inclined teachers evidenced in the interviews 
is a direct ccnseauence of their beliefs. irih:::1. t ti, is s t.Ltdv ii<?,·:i 
shown, however, is that these beliefs mav generate distrust 
and therefore negate the influence of sound educational 
principles, including of course a knowledge of a stage-like 
develooment of faith. Teachers' frequent matching of oupil 
behaviour with an inappropriate stage of development is 
testimony to this. This represents an educational response to 
a religious problem revealed by the data. A religious 
resoonse is also possible. 
In referring to faith as a response to a source of ultimate 
meaning teachers cannot ignore the fact that for some of the 
pupils oarticipating in RE lessons this response is going to 
be directed to the self-disclosing God of the Bible anc 
Teachers need, therefore, to recognise the place of 
revelation in the development of religious faith and give it 
the place in our educational thinking that writers such as 
Staples C1984>are pressing far it to have. If we define such 
faith in th~ Western tradition as an interaction between 
humanity and a self-disclosing God, then to ignore the changes 
in men and women that the development oT that relationshio 
causes is to exclude one half of such interaction. It .i·=-
imcrobable that anv relationship ~~ct/~ the same, unless it is 
.. ~ . . . 
oersonal ~e11g~ous reasons in the nc}ticJ:r (Jf 
stages cf faith. since thev believe onlv the divine has this 
individual·s res~onse to this self-disclosing God. Thi::; 
understandino or men and women views them as free agents who 
can acceot er reJect the divine initiative (John 3:16b). 
understanding of the Bible does~ however, recognise that the 
resoonses of men and women can be heloed or hindered. 
. . . . . -- - -: tna~ various 1nT1uences p1ay their D-::,u- t 
(3 i\f!:?n 
.. ,, ...... 
intervention~ by, for example teachers, may become necessary. 
This may be because such responses are inappropriate and need 
~u1: ecLiun~ or they may not be orogressing and need to be 
chail~nged to do so. This represents a religious answer to 
the religious problem revealed by the data. 
Pittenger taKes stage advance a step further in seeina an 
active fostering of growth in the pupil as an important goal 
Whitehead in explaining that life will be 
enhanced by the increase in rationality Che makes no mention 
of affective growth) that Pittenger believes is the most 
important sign of growth. -h . 1 . .. . .. ~.amcer.ain sees ~nis growtn 
necessary since it increases the options that will thus become 
open to the child at a later staqe in its life (1989, chapt 
row1er also sees growth in a positive light. but he is 
;1ar-!-...,,:.=t:;c~.-11, (a term he eschews) stages f.;:i.i th a 
instead to remind us that some people find equilibrium in an 
tn21r aeers: ~Y imolication he would therefore appear to~= 
~ow1er's thinkino between his ~tateci belief that fellowing 
s~ages are not to be judged superior to the ones they 
supersede, yet his descriction bf them using words that 
clearly denote suoerior forms of cooing with reality. 
one of the major objectives of a modern as opposed to a 
with the sorts of knowledae and rational skills so that he or 
she mav indecendently cope better with whatever thev are 
This includes? as Ashley (1980:4) and Peters 
(1972 :35) have pointed out, making sense of the whole of 
r·ea. l j_ ty ~ including the meaning environment with which the 
child will be confronted. Th is !:Je .inq s.o c:me can aqree i.Ai .i th 
Pittenaer that there is value in actively fostering advances, 
including stage shifts, if they do enable independent, 
effective coping skills to develop. Judged on purely 
educational grounds such a treatment cf the subject would, cne 
believes, win support for it from sec0lar educators since it 
encourages skills that have application outside a oarticularly 
religious or even classroom context. It is because they 
facilitate better coping skills that I disagree with the large 
number of respondents to the questionnaire whc believed that 
it was undesirable to attempt to identify a stage of faith~ 
and rather tc encourage its use among the more than a third of 
respondents who were undecided about whether to use such a 
This is not~ however, to confuse what it is 
exactly we are making a value judgement about, as some 
respondents may have done. !tis the child's coping 
mechanisms that we should evaluate and not the child itself, 
even if the child believes he or she is cooing quite 
,::1c:ii::1 i:JLt2 t;-a l ··j . . Lack of progress in any sphere of development 
~owever~ 1~ is as we11 to remember that. as noted in rhapt~r 
children~ =articularly oubescent ones. are as likelv to 
. - . . . 
·:-?G!_t J_ l J..:J":- lLt:11 c The obvious conclusion far the teacher of RE is 
:o r2211ze tnat a knowledae of what may trigger and what may 
. . 
retard stage shifts is .;;. ·:::. 1-::n ,::ii~J J. n !;: the 
of th~ narrative of creceding stages. To this the large 
numcer of resaondents who answered positively concerning the 
importance of intellectual and general deveiocment would no 
doubt ~gree;but the negative side of this coin is that it 
highlights the dichotomy in many teachers' minds between a 
oositive attitude to general development and a nega~iv~ 
A stage 
develocment of faith would not b~ seen by these teachers as 
being synonymous with a deepening of faith, about which they 
might well have proved to be aositive. 
If it is accepted that a stage development of faith is to be 
then problems that may arise in each stage must 
be addressed if the oupil is to develoo to the next stage af 
faith and not jettison the entire process of growth of faith 
or~ more likely, choose as object of commitment something less 
worthy but more popular such as ·hedonism. 
inherent selfishness, another reason wny this particular 
object of ultimate concern is thought of as beinq less worthy 
~= ~ne tact that it is usually an implicit belief and as sucn 
is unlikely to be subject to the sort cif revision and advance 
that may well come with examination. Rnd if unexamined. it is 
~y~ir~1 of stage two faith-making, which, as Fowler has 
oointed out, i= tyn~r~1 of those in the seven to twelve age 
' ,_ -.-· ... ·~;-
individuals who remain ina~oropriately stuck, given their age. 
i~ a~v stage of what mav be considered~ lrs~ worthy obJect of 
If this aoplies to ouoils then it aoclies with greater 
f~: ~~ Lu t~~~her~. to whom many oucils 100K for guidance. 
Though almost a third cf respondents to the questionnaire 
majority equated change with growth and did not equate it with 
a wavering faith. The fact that a majority of respondents, 
albeit not a large one, believed themselves to be in control 
of their own destinies is also encouraging since it suggests a 
recognition that both they and their cuoils can act side-by-
side with any divine initiative, where such a religious belief 
If successful advances are to be made to a more comprehensive, 
more inclusive and more satisfying type of faith-making 
(Fowler's terms) then the problems which may retard or cause 
the abandonment of this growth must be successfully dealt 
with, according to Fowler. The paradox of the need to foster 
growth on the one hand, and Fowler's insistence that a later 
stage is not better than a previous one on the other, presents 
itself once again. 
Problems in the life of the growing child that are likely to 
present themselves include, amongst many others, a questioning 
of beliefs that mav come as a result of cerceived hypocrisy by 
rescected adults in the faith, or new and unassimilated 
teaching by respected sources that conflict with earlier 
Dr it mav come as a result of trauma such as a 
divorce or bereavement~ the two that were frequently mentioned 
Whatever its source, hurt and 
misunderstanding must be dealt with before the child can 
p: w~=~w to a following st~g~ to crevent a break or staqnaticn 
in develooment. or an abandonment oT the road of faith in 
e~fectively the teacher must have a solid knowledge case at 
i !cdl(.i ,. Develooment in religious thinking as defined 
cognitively by Goldman 1 takes place most succe~sfully where 
there is knowledge and exoerience on which to build~ a point 
rne.:~"i.r, :i.nq ff:.:::t. king 
as defined by most of the cognitive theorists, 
rorms ~Lawson 1982, Bruner 1966, Moreira and Santos 1981). 
Usually this comes as a result of some external stimulus. 
Kili (1988) has pointed out that it is bv looking at the 
successes and failures of Biblical characters that teachers 
are able to help pupils to achieve insight into their own 
problems and the ways they may be solved. By doing th i:: 
knowledge and experience, though the experience may be 
vicarious, can be combined. 
The Tina1 answer being suggested to oroblems teachers o~ K~ 
may encounter is to urge an acceptance of age-appropriate 
th i :, k .in g ., We should not be as concerned with conceptual 
misaporehension and literalisms~ or anthropomorphic images of 
God. if we are working in a theistic context, unless we permit 
such lack of true understanding to persist into a stage when 
it is no lonoer appropriate. There needs to be an 
appreciation of what is and what is not approcriate thinking. 
For a six-year old to believe? as Penny (1970:13) has 
the child to progress to a better understanding of God rather 
than a signal to throw up metaphorical hands in horror and 
attempt to teach immediately, in its fullness~ the concept 
It should be entirely accectable to 
c.:=i.u tic,ns U.~· 
though not to overlook the capacity in ore-oubescent children 
though admittedly at a low level cf 
difficulty and abstraction as defined by Bloom in his 1axonomy 
of Educational Objectives (1956). In this respect she is in 
that with sufficient exposure to aopropriate language anc 
familiar experiences children can think conceotually at an 
earlier age than Goldman, for instance, believes. 
8.3 Evaluating child-and Bible-centred RE. 
9.3.1 Child-centred RE. 
The term "chi ld-cen ti-ed education" is one ·tr,a t encaosu la tes 
much of the thought that writers such as Dewey (1973:49) and 
Chamberlain (1989, chapt II> and Peters (1972:35) more 
recently have sought to communicate. Hu 11 ' s ( 1 984 ! 150 ) 
definition captures "its spi1-it most succintly:"Child- centred 
educ2tion can, in the first place, be a method of teaching in 
which the child's activities are encouraged, his participation 
and in which the child is encouraged to find things 
out for himself instead cf simply being told by the teacher. 
Such a method of teaching might be termed a 'discovery 
:::e thod ·· !I ,, It is successful, he writes, simply because 
children learn better when they find things out for 
thetT1s2 l \/e~. =' discovering the in tei-na l lag .ic and the 
interrelationships that exist within what may have beSn 
hitherto structureless information. Biggs' (i?65) "strL1.ctured 11 
and Ausube l 's ( i 971 ) "mean inq fL\ l II learning describe 
a similar process from the perspective of cognitive learning 
theorv~ with added insight into the way the assimilation of 
new irformation ~nto e~istino cognitive structures may oe 
All agre~ that it is the opposite of rote 
- . 
. L'=!·=-'.i ! i ~·-! !;-:j::: As Piaget and others have pointed out~ it is only 
165 
its meaning~ or when new meaning .lS i_ I !•••1:-f j i-••1 .. 1 cu.t the 
reformulation of old information, that true understandina nas 
Child-centred education can also re~er to a 
explicitly ralated to the material being covered, so that the 
two illuminate each other, encouraiing learning bv making the 
material that it is being dealt with existentially relevant to 
thE? Ch .i 1 d = There is a considerable field of research and 
publisned material on which child-centred education is based, 
such as is seen in the work of Perry & Peters (in 
Archambault:1965) and Cremin (1961). 
Gol,jm2n '·:::. :L ·=t66) writings were one of the first 
summarise and give structure to the views of child-centred 
religious educationists. In accepting one of its central 
Biblical meaning, we can understand Goldman's (1965:7) claim 
that the Bible as a whole is not a children's book, even 
though we may maintain that there are many stories that young 
children can understand. This being so teachers who are 
working in a theistic or relicious context do well to heed his 
plea for a change in Religious Education from being Bible-
centred to being pupil-centred. Bv this he does not mean 
abandoning the Bible in the classroom nor questioning its 
authority, as writers such 2s Staples (1984:46) imply. 
Instead a child-centred approach starts with the needs and 
capabilities of children and then chooses those stories and 
tr0ths that are rooted in the child's experience and ment2l 
capacity, er which can be shown ta be closely related to them 
without a forced application. This is 2 view with which 
Watson (1987) concurs. Fowler would of course add that it 
needs to be related to the child's stage of faith. .Jc,hn :Oi°::!tAJe-...,/ 
(1973:6) was making the same pcint more than ninety ye2rs ago. 
Many adults, he maintained, treated childten as if they were 
Without making the 
., -..:.... .:._ 
. . -
.:?.c~e!~L~·=· -:.e .1. ~.; ~ -:3. who is working with such a 
mod2l cf growth as an educational tool has a useful: ~~u~: ~~ 
to d~u nim or her in develacing sound child-centred education. 
transmission of large doses of adult content taught in a way 
that violates the child's caaatilities and strikes no chords 
in his or her exoerience, Biblically founded though it may be, 
does not eaual good RE. 
this level religious education is reduced to conditioning~ fer 
suitable associations will be built up~ much d~ Pavlov taught 
n1s dogs to salivate at the sound of a bell. Conditioning is 
not education .... it is a ooor foundation for a belief cacable 
For teachers who realize that their 
pupils will develop, whether for good or ill and whether they 
plan it or net, that last sentence is especially crucial if 
they wish to establish a base of belief from which positive 
further growth is likely. Children (and adults> will most 
readily develop along lines to which they believe they have 
staked a personal claim. The staking of that claim is 
fa.cilitated by info·cmation being unde-;-sto,::id :?-.nd b\-' .1.ts be.ing 
~erceived as being relevant to them oersonally. 
Silberman (1970~215), referring to Piaget's explanation of how 
cocnitive advances occur, believes that if RE is taught in 
this way the child becomes the principle agent in his own 
in tell ·:tc t.Lt.-:3 l de\1e lop1ner: t., Emling (1974:65) concurs;he 
believes that self-activity is the "single !T:Dst important 
By this he means, 
using Piagetian terminology~ the process whereby the child 
assimilates and accommodates the work of the class, which is 
oerceived as reflecting reality. And from the perspective of 
orocess thought Teilhard de Chardin (1964:26-38) defines the 
growth in consciousness. 
Pittenger believes that all our teaching enceavours have value 
.:t. t th.is Z:'-J2.\l ~;;Ir: :=.j:Jei~·tk.ing c:if CJod ar,d th,-? C::hr .ist and tt-,e C:hu.rct-t ~, 
or of sin and salvation and the Kinadom of God, religious 
education mediates a material which cannot be received by the 
mind of those asking the questions to which these words give 
Therefore, every religious educator must try 
As ~·Ji 11 be seen 
later in this study Tillich may have been going too far to 
because of his suggestion of cognitive inadequacy but the 
thrust of his argument remains valid. Hamilton (1960) urges 
teachers to remember that for children accept what they 
teach they the children must recognise in the world of their 
everyday lives the truth of what they are being taught. 
Peters (1972:35-36) aorees with the emphasis on methodology 
i-Jhen h·~ main ta ins that it is "manner not matter" of education 
th.~. t :is .irnpo)- t.:=t11 t" Included in this manner, he goes on to 
write. is for the teacher to be required to nave, among other 
attributes, a knowledge of the stages of development of the 
The sort of growth that child-centred education is seeking to 
facilitate is not merely an ability to conceptualize at a 
higher level of abstraction, but rather a creative self-
reflection that is intensified by interpersonal relations, 
giving ~ne affective domain its rightful place in the growth 
of the child, a truth to which ~owler and others have cointed 
us. The value of the social domain too is given recognition 
~~~ v~ews are tolerated and their merits and demerits 
;-';·: ,:;i•~· .. ''=="' . • 1nis means that learning comes by way of other 
result of s21~ ciscovery. 
~~i= is not ~o suggest~ Hokenson warns us~ that teachers are 
to relinauish all leadership in the educational orccess to the 
. 
cMild. but rather that it should become a cooperative 
entercrise in which the learner is actively allowed to 
The teacher's role would be to enhance 
the dialogue between the child's own universe of concern anc 
the principles towards which the teacher would point the 
pupil;in making these value judgements the teacher therefore 
assumes a vital leadershic role in the pedagogic process. He 
would do this by posing organising suggestions when 
distractions occur to bring coherencs to the lesson, by 
inviting suggestions from all members of the class to ensure a 
balanced assessment of whatever issue being dealt with (the 
teacner would make these suggestions himself in the absence of 
balancing views from the class>, periodically summarize 
progress in the debate~ present an overview (Hokenson aptly 
desci- ibes thi·::; as ·='· "ner iscope") and suggest so lu tic:ins to 
contentious issues. In a religious context the sacred 
literature of the faith grouping involved would be apoealed 
to. By doing the above the teacher would in Piagetian terms 
be assisting the pupils to assimilate their experiences and to 
accommodate to them. 
may leave the pupil without adeouate guidance~ Chamberl2in 
(1989:123) adds a further important justification for the 
necessitv cf the teacher actively assuming a leadershio role. 
Thi'.:. to orevent the ~upil damaging the 
Chamberlain counters the 
potential criticism that such intervention by 
its motivation at its best as being directed toward the 
enlargement of the future freedom of the child not only by 
oroviding protection in the present as described above but by 
the future they would not have thought of while younger. 
to look down on the child as an essentially passive recipient 
of what may be essentially adult values but rather as co-
participants in the pedagogic process. Dewey (1903:7) has 
reminded us that the teacher's Job in an RE class lies in 
of his own growing life, not of inoculating him externally 
with beliefs and emotions which adults happen. to have found 
serv· ice,':?-.b le to themselves". He has gone on to explain that 
they are not serviceable to children, and they are inoculated 
from them because such beliefs are frequently the result cf 
asoirations, struggles and failures which only the mature 
adult can have experienced. 
Dewey has pointed 6ut that this is entirely in line with the 
teaching of the New Testament, quoting 1 Corinthians 13:11: 
at things-as as child;I thought-or reasoned about things-as a 
ch.i.1d ;i He believes that this is to return to the ideas of 
differences of quality, net merely differences of ~ctu~~~0. 
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RE teachers holding to this approach nl~rP ~ major emphasis on 
B ii:i l :Lea. I C:i.'J'n tent u 
Hull (1984:155) defines Bible-centred education as a method of 
t2.=tch.ing in t·\Jhich ;'·t.hf;£.i cJbji:·?ct.i\..:e is to ~:.tLtd\/ trie E!it·lf? itsI~1f 
for its own sake in its own period and culture and without 
r .. ,~,-:t2r-ence tw ·the pe·t-~-i::inct 1 COT!ce·:-r:s of the pu.p i 1s. 11 :~ bLl t t-~!'.~ 
believes that this approach is not being true to the nature of 
the Bible itself. This is because he believes that in the 
p.::1st i'cr1- its 01,.m sai-,:e:, but only in the p-::•.·::.t -:1=- "offe·:-ing ,:1 
dynamic -!'or the pi-esent ,:ind i::t hope ·for the fut.Ltn?" (i984~:L55). 
He cites the celebration of Passover as an examole 1 in which 
there is a renewal of the daily covenant between God and his 
peopiea 
My experience, however, in more than two decades of 
professional interaction with educationists who I have 
personally heard identify themselves with this broad approach 
leads me to believe that this is a misrepresentation of what 
most of them believe to be important in their teaching. The 
difference for them does not lie in an avoidance of 
application but rather in a difference in emphasis in a few 
other crucial areas. 
Bible-centred teaching is an approach which uses the Biblical 
narrative as a precursor to its apolication in the lives of 
children, though frequently in the form of a challenge to 
Christian commitment, but often without it being related 
initially in anything but a cursory way to the experience of 
those being taught. An example of this approach can be found 
and-a-half pages of a two hundred and eighty eight cage book 
are given to a justification for and a means to making the 
Scrictures relevant to the needs and interests of pucils 
A significant difference between this 
aporoach and the child-centred approach would th=refur~ ce the 
i.J1::::a: __ i::::: 2rr1(JLt-r1t c::f t.i..ff,e ~-pent c,n E\n e;{pc:1sj .. t_i;::Jr~ c~f ·Biblic2.l 
The 1ngir~l outcome of this aives rise to the other major 
which is that far less importance is assigned to 
discovery learning ~inre the content to be learned, that is 
the Bible, is held to be much more important than the process 
by which it is gained. This approach therefore is less 
ccncerrled to prepare puoils with thinking skills which would 
.. . - . . . . . enable them to deal with a variety of 11Te situations since 
the Biblical knowledge they will have gained is believed to do 
However? this aspect of Bible-centred RE is 
scarcely likely to win accectance for the inclusion of the 
subject in future curricula by secular educational planners 
who have only educational criteria before them. 
What is being described here is a difference in emphasis, 
thor .. tgh it seems to the author to be 2, major di ffe·,-ence. Even 
though Staples (1984~49> reminds us that confessionists should 
nc,t be tr,oug ht of .as "obscLli-an tis t" since they take in to 
account background information to the Bible and require that 
pLtp.ils do self-stwjy and "p~,.-,-ticipate" fully in the 11::?sson. 
Yet everything in the teaching situation revolves around the 
transmission of Biblical content, and pupil participation is 
']E-:::1red to~....,ard lea"r-n ing that content. There is net the 
emphasis in Staples' written work to suggest that he is takinc 
seriously enough the different needs, interests and 
capabilities of the children about whom he writes, though to 
be fair to him this is not the thrust of his M Ed thesis, on 
which these observations are based. 
He considers Goldman ~o be the architect of what was in the 
·i ~-,.·-, 
.:. / .. ::., 
critical cf Goldman~ whom he describes in negative terms as 
The tenor of his critici~m of 
Goldman as someone who doss not follow a Bible-centred 
.·-t ~ • : : i ! ; .'7- ! : ; ; '- revealed most clearly in 
2pc;rOEtCh that ''tc-Jler-=tte!=-'' .::1.nd is ;'ooen-E·nded ta Ch·:-isti.=t:,j_t·~./ 1: :i 
Goldman's (Goldman in 
Staples 1984:45) assertion that he believes, amongst other 
becaus? it answers the . . . - . . deepest neecs oT numan nature, 
without a knowledge of the love of God and a relationship with 
men and women will live impoverished l i\/ES :t is quot,::?d 
. . - - . - . u 1. T t 1.!=u . .1. :..·y- ir: Ltnde·c s t.ar,d i:1g \.-'Jh"/ ·th is a irrl deset-\/es c·,- .i ti1= .i=-tT! 
r,o·:- hoirJ the c~L!.O te ·t-e 1-=t tes to being i•c)per,-er,ded ii .. 
Answers cc many of the questions that were out to resoondents 
SLtgges t .;... ,.:_ - .;... - ~ -i -- . t· -" - . -- -· !_j id'- ,::\ fTI,=,_ ..,Q: l. -Y I ct •./OU.I ct Bible-centred -::i.pproach to RE 
since they reveal the following characteristics:they are 
influenced in their teaching more by their obedience to God 
than by educational factors, if it were possible to separate 
the two, often by responding differently to the same question 
according to whether God is mentioned in the question or not; 
many are influenced by teaching methodology oracticed in their 
olaces of worship and by the method they believe to be taught 
by their sacred text. And finally, as has also been stated 
only those with personal religious beliefs are, in the main, 
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defending what for him is a correct view of what the Rib1= is. 
that it is the inscired, authoritative Word of God. CJn tt-:e 
is in how it should be used. 
Biblical exaeriences are fed in sparingly at first, net in 
increasing quantity but .in increasing comalexity, so it is a 
higher qualitv of thought Nhich is required with increasing 
years and experience. The language of religion then becomes 
not a mere religious vocabulary, but the language of the 
child's experience, and a consistent picture is being built up 
i.,.ihe th,=:r· 
CJr.J :i.dm.::1.n c:ir ·:::i.11\/ o the·1- de\1;=1 lopff1err t.::\ list espot.i.ses E~ i•ncJ:i·-
Staples has labelled them, is not a point at issue in a debate 
about methodology, which is the whole thrust of Goldman's 
i .... 1c,r k .. It would, however, have been of vital concern had the 
debate involved the correctness of one's interpretation of the 
status of the Bible, which it does not. 
An answer to the allegation that Goldman and others like him 
neg2:<.t(;::- God·'s r.::;ow,ff by espousing a 11 1.ibei-al" appn:iach is to 
state that the call to use the finest scholarship, the best 
material resources, the most effective methods, including 
sound developmental theory, or the most gifted teachers at 
their disposal in no way casts doubt on the omniscience in 
God, nor on God's power to reveal truth if it is sought. 
Nowhere in his writings does Goldman question the concept of 
n-::?ve la tic,n. However, one recalls the negative reaction and 
the lack of knowledge of developmental theory by many 
respondents to the ouestionnaire. who obviously thought that 
developmental theory in some way called revelation into 
Lt i.J. t::' :::, ; __ i. i..J f I 1' Thankfully they· were not negatively disposed to 
more general developmental theory. Instead of casting doubt 
raLMer be an outworking of obedience bv the Christian educator 
~ ,-·.1 .-' 
.: ..... ,:::: 
; ! ·-· 
:?-. n::::'. f-:-'-lL; ::-": 
! , __ :_ (; ': ... : __ .. :_ ; __ ; i t 
.i .. ..;_ · ... : , .. _, 
~oc were not tnere - -··,··./-::: ,! ! __ ,-~ .• .L \/ 
. . .... . .. 
1;-.; l tt1 :::j te~c:i 1·:=:5. 
___ ,.;.. ___ .;.. 
;_:._ • .;; I i_t·=~i ~ :_ .1.·n !-Jc:,t, ... Jl='\/E.=C ·.1 
learn best about re11q1on a0d belief a~ certain stages in 
thi::E: .i!- -~ J..\/ES,. 1n the following s~cT1on a brief outline will be 
soecificallv of the life sf belief cf children who mav be in 
one of the first three stages of Taitn. 0v comoaring the 
-esults of Fowler·~ 1 ~~~ar~~1 with their own modes of 
~nstructicn teacMers will be in a oosition to rectifv any 
deficiencies which mav exist in their teaching. 
·- .. . .. 
.c.ii:2 .L .l2T tr,e 
8.4.~ !Ge intuitive-orojective stage. 
(~ the stage GT faith which Fowler (1986:52) -~·1~ intuitive-
orojective Hough has described the reaction of cucils to 
. . . . . .. .. 
c r!2.·i- a,= t2·1- .is 1= 1c .2. J .. L ..._/ im pu. l 0::: i \/(:? 
2nd without acult resoonsib1litv Fowler (1981:123> has 
·-. . . 
·:=-~ i ! ::::- t.-'.!!;'::! f • .'.,• ... :.I ;-· r"°! .'L ;- .l 
. . . . . 
intuitive awareness OT 
.2.:, 
. ,_., -... . . ' ' . ·---·· ·-· -- --·'' .... 
·-·:,-
.-.·,-· th :Ln ~:· : ... Li:::.. .. : 
·-·· i··::t . . ,.. . ::::-
,::~. ;·- f;? i : : __ : ;_Ji:::: \l : ... i. ~ . : 
..... ;:.:·, _.:-::. i __ . . 
. . . . . 
:.t. ffi p c::. r· t. :::;. r·: t. D c:i :.i.. T: ·:: rn -:::i. \/ ··- -·- - .: .... -·· - .. ..: : •• ) !;:.:· i l J .} .• ::::. ::::- t::..' !, • .! 
' . ··- ' ... , ·- ... ·-· ,.:"Jt_) .:.t.rr1i-:::-'.1'. ! ... : ft:::: . . : Ji;;;! -:::t ~ . .L; i ;·_-:} 
aaciriv might have aone ~ith him 1 'The ~is~crtion was comolete. 
The need gentlv to 
correct such gross misconceotions since they can lead to a 
adulthood. ana to heio the child to increasing insiqht. are 
esoec1211v crucial .. " .. .!. (J n i:; .L .:::.\ s ·t l n q thE . .Llii-:::tWt:.•:::-
and uewev exo12ins 
.... - ·-· - --!Ji! ! ! ; 1-·· · .. -. : .. \ j •: ~•-, Jud '-::, 
t=: F:?\.·' r:: .t CJ prnF:T1 t " This comes 35 2 result of the child becoming 
'·· -
j 1._lj ::; ! __ ,: j tne constant familiarity with the outward 
,::?.. T"! C:i 
inducing - distaste for future contact. He believes tna~ new 
. . . 
; ...... 'i!·-' 
,n: :- '"" . 1_1:::. . .1:....:1 t.-::ti: L ·':':'·.~ 
':::; .>~ :_i i;::f ; .. ;_ r=: : i ·-- I;:: " ~~ildren out it much more sim~lv when thev 
;; T ..;_ 
'--: ! !;;:.' .. "[' .::.; ;'"'" -~·- •!" .... ·- .... , ... : ;.;;:•. 
it now r~cognises are not a 
. . .. . .. 
\/ :1_ T. ;~\ .L p .~,. ·:- t C) T 
the form in which the soiritu2l 
~ot on 1 v is the 0articular rel 
the excitements oT the moment. Dewey could so easilv have 
The danger being described 
deeoer 'significance can be understooc 
individual does not enter a crisis of doubt then tnere is the 
It may become a matter of conformation rather than 
Children should be encouraged to express their own 
understanding of what they are being e~pns~rl to in the full 
~nowledge that time is available to correct and refine their 
is 
Hull (!986:161) takes uc this 
point when he suggests that young children should be 
maintains, w111 widen the repertoire of the children, and far 
from confusing them, this aoproach encourages delight ano 
!'.:Ltr- .iCJS .it\/ .. In -F .=\ct 1..-'Ja. ts.on ( :!. •787 ~ 16(>-16 i ) 
preciselv in this area of language, and not in the area o~ 
conceptual develooment, that the ~eal value of Goldman'-
en -:::~ ."L :, ; __ -:::t . .:.. ; : :-..= ,. .. .... 
It is not~ she believes echoing Dewev. the 
.. . . . . 
:. ·: tp ·1 Tc::, r1 
!...t: j t.i '::::; :-:::· t.':_ii._l!,_; . ' 
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- . ,_..-..; ]_ .L ~- .:;? i::;. ·,- n E· Cl .. 
p·,-o·-.,- ide t.he 
language that accompanies it. 
(i973:537-5~0) con~irms, brcadlv-soeaking. ~iaget's and 
Goldrna~'s findings concerning the development cf conceptual 
~hi 1_:~v in children and a step-wise progression through 
pprinri~ CT re1at1ve ecuilibrium and periods of transition. 
His American studies of the Episcopal school system, however, 
show a Eiightiv 8arlier onset cf what ne terms the abstract 
comoared to Goldman's findings. If we compare in turn 
- . . . . . . 
results witn Laaos 
a lao in t~~ Lutheran system in rates of growth towards the 
;nis too may be crucial in resolving 
P22t~ino and Laabs suggest that the di·ff=1 =nL= in the North 
1ess li~a.ihosd in tMe more conservative svstem cf the sort of 
involved vicariously in the 2xceriences of others and 
•ni~ may oe ~ecause more conservative aarents believe that 
.J •• ;__ ·-· 
! .. ; j i:.:~' f:?'··/ ; ; _: !-' j ! '-· , .... : 1 .... ·- ··- .. ·-!: ! i;::.'!..l -'·· ·::!. ..: 
.:. ~.:5 i._.: 
Goldman's findings. i\!cJ tt.···.J .i. th s t.2. n d .i ;; q t.f-:(-:-:., cj j_ f ·f ::-=.··1- enc:~ <; ,._, -·.!_, _; ; 1(-_ ... r, 
beth represented orivate schools? even thouoh they were church 
Such schools charge considerablv higher - .. ! i:::.i t:! ::;:. t __ ! f .:.i : : c C:: 
::::-t:.~~,t:e ·--.;_~{i!{'.''·- 1r1 the f.Jn.ited '.3t.:3.te~- .. 
drawn from a ~ore affluent family background than did the 
school~ who oarticipated in Goldman's studies. 
who partici=ated in the North American studies would not only 
have had greater arr~~~ to a wider r3nge of the scoken and 
written word than did Goldman's more general samplei but also 
children also had greater access to the electronic media and 
films whe~ compared to British children, particularly the non-
Public School British children of the early 1960's with whom 
Goldman was working. Exposure to language is, therefore~ 
important in any attempt to understand children's ability ta 
think and to make sense of reaiity, but at the same time 
it is accented that cognition is involved in the 
process o~ faith-making then the ~recess cannot be understood 
by reference only to age related cogn1T1ve growth or 
Both elements are necessary if one is 
to reach an understandina of how children make sense of their 
meaning environment. 
Tn summarv we may say that it is the cuality rather than tne 
. . .. 
t..; 1 •:::.' : l i ·=· 1:::! .L \t .-.-::: ·=~ =· ::;. 
;,_ i !!:::: :-.·.- . :::!. 1 ~ . . ·-· .... ·- ,,_ ;_.·\! ! ! ;:.:! t !."::! 
with long passages 
of no1v writ as evidence of ins 
-~a~ra~~~~in~ which is Tac11itated by id2~tification with the 
child_ own life. 3nd ~o~ 7rom rote learning 
~- i ! 1:::; ! 1 ·::::· i:::.' :t. \.·· ::::.1 :;::. V·J .i.. t h ··-·----!_! jl_!':-.:·t:' 
with certain stories we hope tnat 
suitable associations will be built upon We should not ~e 
cutting our trust in a form of religious osmosis by which we 
understandina if enouoh of these truths are given:instead we 
to hear may hear a word that reveals God's 2ction in their 
1 i\/~:~~:~. ;; 
This was the method of instruction emploved in Jesus' frequent 
use of parables, as well as Paul's mention while oreaching on 
Mars Hill of some of tne teachings of the ooets of Athens 
Ashby (1985) has pointed out that Paul always 
,3. different .in 
compared to the way he t3ught outside of them, ber~u=P iG his 
and their hearers, and so to Pliri.~ same rescanse. If TiO 
as such does not have 
• .. ·· .. _, 
; , ..... . . . · .... ···-··- ·:::. -.-f "· +-..'~ '·- II ·-'- ::::· 
. . . 
.:..1;:1-:t..1: C.,;:.-tiJ :_ ·tc! :-,:2rnE•1T:::a!~i- tha~ the poor conceptual 
OT v~uno c~ildren has important im~lications where 
. . . . . .. . -
tne n1stor1ca1 experiences oT: =d1 
The Sible and Khr'an immediately spring . . . 1.:0 IT! J .. no II 
to cry ~u exclain the geogr~chy of the Middle East 
As - result o~ the adventurous spirit th2t is so typical of 
this stage and the stimulation and challenge that eve~-
widening experiences Cring many questions present themselves 
With these auestions there comes also the desire 
for proof that is so-prevalent at this stage of the child's 
life, d= w=ii as the development of his critical faculties 
that are so eager to exoloit its absence. 
working within a specifically religious tradition this has 
important implications. Hyde's research reveals tnac 
tha~ crucial oeriod when critical thinking begins, retain th~s 
atticude 2nd are more likely to build on existing knowledge 
and to co on learning, wher2s the opposite is no less true . 
. . - . - ··--. . . (1~6~:~~J wrices: 
mav be emotionally oriented against religious belief while the 
assertions of a copular humanism with its mechanical 
exolanation of life and its rejection oT the soiritual is 
. . . - - . . 
uncr1tic211y acceocec. Thus a prejudice against religion 
For the teacher of children 
'! ,, 
. . . .. . . . 
-r:ne 2-rno 1 :.,::2 t1.cJr1 .is 
cle~r:give attitude the olace of .l..:::~•!...JI :_.::::tni .. _1:::: 
. . . - - - ..._,.._ 
; ·=t ...Li_;: '::='.....!!.-!.L -::t '- . .:_U; ! . .:...~- i. -::t. ; __ J i =:=:: ! 
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.. . 
L.l i?:::f .l. '::;.1 :::!. ! ( i .!.. i :i {:_.,! 
'. . . . 
th .I.n f< 1.r:CJ 
. . . 
-r:. 1. rn ::=.2 1_..\: 1, ,:=; ·n •• !.. ; 
the ccn~ext is religion, stories 0f the 0iraculous should 02 
Et.""(.: :·~.·,-,-., .· - .S..l- ..... ,_ i_) i_! !t~l 
!3 .i\/911 
miraculous is more likely than at any other time ~c be 
1 ~~~! J~d as normal, children stand more of a chance oT 
entering the next stage of ~aith w~+~ ~~ least a neutral or 
open 3ttitude to the possibility of the miraculous 
had this sort of exocsure their later disinclination tn =rr=pt 
the oossibility of the miraculous renders them more likely ~w 
rejectt not only the miraculous but perhaps even the whole 
This may include teaching about interoerscnal 
values. historical writings and even . . . . .. the very idea oT a 
religious orientation to L1~e. 1n1s could haopen on the ~rlP 
but important basis of the rejection of the miraculous. 
nderstand their beliefs. .L i .. : -~7t ·- -·- .. ·-'::::,Lii._, . .! .. i:.-:! !.1\1; !E:.•(00 !:::: 
.. - . . .... are access101e to cn11oren ! __ : ! ~- ;:;,:. 
exocsure to r?iigious symbols~~ almost 1nev1~201v ~cllcwed 
j '·:'' / I,..! • 'l -:-. :'" -:::l. !.... ; i j .::_i, ';:;:. ·~· ·::r : ... \ T"! cf 
•••• j -·=-· :. ' ·' ;-..: ···-. 
.. -=-.L ,_j ; . .. . . . pLt ~! .1. l -- .:. n t(?.r- ;; .. : ·::. t . 
strategv +or ali ouoils. 1t is through responding, cy taKing 
these images cf heroism and r:;-1;!!"-i 
·.71 ·- ·- -
that =hildren's own convictions ari awakened ano 
Through nis im~gi~at~nn the child iesoonds with 
adults who encourage fpprlh~c~ of f2eling and discussion of 
Yet the very immensity OT this resoonse 
~~rri~s with it a CQncomitant immensity of danger for children 
1T thev are oervasiv2ly subjected by less sensitive adults tc 
im~gps of fear and the need tc escape from its origin. These 
\m~0~= would include, amongst others, the depravity cf 
humanity, of punishment in hell for the unrepentant sinner and 
oT the immanence of the devil. Response to the images 
ccnjured up by this kind of oreaching can lead, Fowler 
. - _ .. ·-·-.' ·::' Lt-' to the emergence of a rigid, 
authoritarian oersonalitv. 
=:i di~ to include gruesome or gory details in the Bible 
RPttelhPim (1977) has pointed 
out that reference to such details provides an effective way 
~or children to externalize their own anxieties and fears 
sinc2 the sensitive adult will point out that they oose no 
The apoarent oaradox of .,;:_ -·-l i;:;.•.:=,.i 
the ~arne time be 2 positive influence is resolved when we 
'......; ; .:::{ ;__ , _ c'. , : :. -.:::. .=- 1·- ~- :.J ,-· :::; .L .".:_ e T 
·: -.-
··'- :_:;: 
When children o!ay with a th: ectL it loses '\ "";"" :-. .:.... ·-:.:::· 
D~t more form2lly the 
=niid ~n this w2y has dj-;u~:Pri reality to fit the needs of 
1~e c~mP ~s true when . . . . .. . . . ~ne cn11~ oecomes a ro1e 
=12yer ~n ol2y or drama since a threat ctff=~Ls the role player 
Morse and Simmons (1973:70) 
beli?ve such children are clearly then more likelv ~o ce 
development since freedom from the burden of emotional 
difficulties allows t~em to develoo their own ideas of what 
constitutes right and wrong. In Piagetian terms the child in 
~Ld/ is unconcerned with accommodating reality, preferring 
indisoensable elements in 
self-recognition . 
. - . ··- - ·.; :..:!:=.:_:;~ 
c: l ~=- .i.rn .. 
• • ....! 
-',: ~ -,-.=,·.- -. - ..:... -···-. =="· ·'-
.::, T'r \l ,_ ..•• 7 
..:.. ·-'-' 
--~ -:.il :w 
ie2rning experience that 
- .. 
'.J ! -~.i:t.J L: li.::'i 
. . . . . 
t:-; .1.n :-:: :1-n c1 ;, •. .: .i .. l 1 
~~nrl ~u lead him or her . . . . . . !_ CJ ;= (:J T"~ C: ·1- f!:? ·t l. 2: E: -:°:.'. i:\ ::=. °C \- ::\ C ·t. ; ___ CJ i : ! ___ 1:::1 I.J ~-- =· ;: :Lr: -=t 
........ 
f--{ :: ;, l ::.;- =t ccntext for examole t~is will lc~rl tne child to 
.. .. . 
''u.p ·· {·:is ·i.:·i-c;n.:=,.u. ts 
Const3nt feedback must be elicited from the child to ascertain 
J..i! lest their meaning. 
The new1v acouired empiricist nctlu, ~ n- thin~ing and tne 
fantasy (1981 :135) make this the ide~l time to deal with those 
carts of faith that have to do with the temporal, as Fowler 
An explanation of the discovery and 
description of the sacking of a city that are revealed by 
arch2eologicai ruins provide grist to the mill of child-like ;~ 
products of ~magination are confined increasingly to the world 
of clay, this same technique can be used to demonstrate that 
the ~orld of religion need not be part of the world of 
This emphasis on a factual acproach presented in 
links two oowerful learning media Tor 
in a mythic-literal stage of faithi for 1 as has been 2xplained 
the aopropriation and retelling 
mea~ingful experience for 
. . . 
. 1.S 2"t .L~-0 
·- . .. - ·- ·- ·- ··- ·-. i .. !,_; It:.:'! ::::· ,, 
. . . 
C! y- ·:":7t iT: Et "t . . 1.1.: :::;. -:::•. ·::::- ·::-..:· .. L ·:.::- ~-
·- -··- ::: C,,=.,- T 1 ·._. e 
~ormai~v think abou~. inev are also able tc ~eel compassion 
a humanitv thev now realize ~snot -r== from the frailties 
might have wisneG f~r 
th,=,_ t tell cf . . . . -·-·' ;c •.-!: ..t.~ .Ll :·= ,_.: the familial and communal groups 
These would obviously include religious 
. . . .... 
T. i": ;::;:_, C :-i .1. l O " ..... .: ·-: l L.1..":::-
alsc cresents an occortunity to expose the child to a .limited 
be J. is·fs of ·- .... - -·- -u !_lit=: ·= in a non-threatening way since 
general order of life that may conflict with the beliefs of 
the grouc to which they may belong, and we are in any event 
not rie~lino primarily here with doctrine or belief. 
dealing rather with stories of people with the same sorts of 
hoces and fears that they themselves might have had. An 
aooroach presented in these terms suggests an opportunity. to 
ag~in~+ groups wi~n whom the child mav not otherwise have been 
This process would be facilitated, as Fowler 
(1981:139) has pcinted out, by the child's growth in ability 
This would equip the child 
for the first time in his or her life to understand and 
hooefuily to empathize with tf-1a t iT1LtS. t h2\/2 
been experienced by, for example, groucs of pilgrims of 
..__;.; _ _:; 
U'::= .L .:..::::= i 
···- ==· 
t:.._:.2. ~ d .i\/ ~'-iit::! 
!_: ;.=-.: .::ti __ : ... ::.--::; -~- ,.::,'::;!U 
1.n 
a religious contex~ this 
.l. T 
include =rejudice amonq wicked acts that violate God_ ,;, ,.::..'/·.'· 
L c:!··./E: ;! orejudice bein~ defined - . - . - --- -- - - . ·-~ti _:_ l 1 : '·-' i ijj!::=1...1 ;j i ·==. 1 i ~:· ~· --i..1 : 
.: +-.:.. =- is ~Qorooriate to teach the notion of divine -·; :_; ..... : .•• r '·- •--: 
... . . 
l C1CJ }:: .l "f"t g - ·- - -- - •• - ·1 ·- .,;;:. ·=-~~? l_j'•/-:.-! . .!.. :_J ! 
8.4.3 ·rM2 synthetic-conventi2nal stage. 
rnnr~ntwa~ ability enables them mare easily to conceive of a 
God who is wholly other. This aoclies not only to God but to 
other truths as well. The need for positive feedback from 
t:1Ll t that. 
serves ~o confirm for the child his developing sense of worth 
rn-::3.\/ .:.::.::, . .::. H :· .., .-...;....~ 
- . . 
! 1_: l ,_i_!_ fl ~:I. Lt=' ;:; to the emergence of the 
first experience of adolescent friendshi~ outside the family. 
the ongoing association of such a r 0 ~~~innship 
individual is affirmed as someone of unconditional worth. 
Obviously such a cerson would have immense influence over the 
one affirmed;this presents - - . - - ·--::t ;_ l. =!e'. f ; ; ... , .. -r: ii;:'l 
T~ n,~r~ him or herself in the position of trusted friend. 
with a~l cne oooortunities that this allows-but also all the 
~or it is only as one who is in a oasition to 2~firm 
a pcs1c1on o~ ~ewer at this time in the child's develoQment. 
,_, j 
. . . . 
t'.;1.S 5-t.-~ge ~ is the be3rer of absolute or even· =L~~1-~ 
. . . . . . .. . . 
d1sa0001nte~ surrogate T2tner and react-·· wavs 
; . .., :.1=,...,, ; ,,...., .. ,_,\;;-,c 1,-\ii 1 l .·::t\/C i,j th.ic,:: ..... , ,,,1:.-' :J..',=· o·ne v·.Jho 
tne God to whom they commit themselves is most often one who 
·-· ·- ·- - ·- - ' . -· - -
:.-ii:.:;} : L. t:..• .:.. '·/ ~ ·='· =· L::nc,t,.J .i.nc:J a. L '··· ,:.' ,J < ... :. : ; '·-~ . ' . . . -t3.nCC!JlCJ .J .. t .. I.Qf"l.:"::~ L .t ... :/ 
~o stand in =lace of God is clear, hard though it may be 
~--· •• _ 1.-' •• _ _! i.:. i!_.. .. ·='· :~ ~L / '. ___ . ·=t'- ··- . __ :-· t. ~-· P'-t pi l :r.; ho c1 .if f e·~- s. ·f L.l n d atT1en t.3. :t l ~/ 
from the teacher in so important a field as oersonal morality 
or belief, especially where this is religious. 
people have tao much emotional investment in their faith for 
; __ !ti.·= ~! Li•._!;::"=,::. ·to be ar:·yt.t-~in1.; ~::ru.t. diffj_c:.J1t,. 
af~irms the inrliviriu~1 unconditionally but there is at tne 
same time a recomposition of the imace of God, where God still 
God is now oerceived as having ~nP ~~mr 
taking empowers the child Thi':::; 
time when God becomes oersonal ~~ the sense of being more 
Again one sees in this an 
the deatns o~ tiis or her own personality as a reoresentative 
··-. . .j: .in .._ ...... - ·-!._j {·:::'. t f so doing giving to Gad a more hLtff12-.n ' ... .f ! 
child might otherwise enjoy. 
·- ·- - .i-: : .,..., ":::- :_! ;_!f j'~ ·1 ·:- ... _ :::. 
_.._ __ - ·--·-·-: :!~ ! !_'·-''-·· L'. l t·::~ . .!..1 ,-··.1 ... \·;-
-::,=. -~ "". ~\/25 "C:"t-3. t. ·:::f. 1 •• ). ,._, :• •• .i; . .!.. .:..::.-:-
exter~a!1v tc tne se1~. tnat teenagers values and belie~s. 
: i; !·-' ; ~ . ; _.... ; , .... ; : 
:::.=-. ;_,_~i e :::Jf 
thE· h.icJh ::::cr:c:::cj :L ,: ·- . 
tnat would serve them and their oupils well is to be more 
tentative in their present2tion of what they perceive ta be 
truth. and not to be afraid to admit to being uncertain. 
desirability of demonstrating the complexity of human and, by 
extension, Godly character. For the theist this would of 
v·et 
this is not to deny that there does exist, in Christ for the 
Christian (see John ~4:6), one absolute truth, and there is 
A danger exists for the teenager who .... ·--..:. J.. \it::'~ in a culture where 
if cJnl\/ intelliE.·1=tLt-2-.ll-.../. It . . 
is that a failure to distinguish between. cJn the c::r:e h-:3.nd, 
the 2jsolute nature !.....; ! 
- - . 
: .L~::1.1,•.Jec ~ less Iikel\-' .:=t 
commitment to a God who may thus be per .. i::ei\1ed a.s 
and undecendable. Without this commitment the powerful 
A stable unifying force~ 
with healthv flexibility, 7° ·i ;7,c=, \oo ,N.;11-.... '._f the 
....... 
' , .• .: .--' ·~-. ';.....< '· ; __ -:::ti f ··,- .t ,~ >~ 1. ::J J_ .L :: .. ·:.··::/ 
--·_:_, : .:. :: C: -·. -,_,,_,. '--
. - . . . . . . -
m2K2 2xp!1c1t tne nature ~T 
. . . 
d:::- L:.'J 2':i.lO!;·-J 
system 2f faith, r3ther than reivina on a loose aggregation of 
unconnected beliefs. ·- ·; j .. -:::!. .L .L \/ 
ourselves unambibuous!v with ··- - . . . . . ~owier s 1nJunct1on ncJt 
ct~-uri~i- a oositive value ~udgement with this or anv other 
-t~g~ shift. remembering that many adu T~ Tine ecuilibrium in 
We should esoecially refrain from 
attempting to demythologize the symbols through which ct 
teenager in this stage expresses meaning. Teachers need ta 
svstems, in other words, they are regarded as being 
intrinsicallv cart of the object of belief~ if not the same as 
the very object itself. The symbols themselves, 
the ~=~~i~g they represent, are held sacred, so tnac it a 
symbol is debunked, the verv divine it represents is emotied 
i··iLt l .1 i ,.-·-'-=· 
growth of religious awareness in children, 
P~pPri~11y their understanding of God, by using the name of 
God as an 2xoletive or in fun? for example. or by describing 
this 
. . " 
: ;:=t-Jt.:'l ! ... u _,_i ·,::.c L-' i 
~ '···./ .--· 
. ·:1·_.·.,:=; := L.:-~.!;i .. .;,, 
,:::', ;__ : ... _;_ : __ ; : I ,_; : .. } t:= ! ! ·,·- :.::. ' .. ·- - ·- ·-.! • •• ' .. ~.-:! .l. ' ... J l 
but ~oults ~~scuentlv cannot~ having been ccTIHi~ionPd to 
oelieve that adults =ugnt in princicle to be able to 
unaerstand everything. 
~o~ jelieve somethino ta ~e ,:·,-u.e ... :.:_ .;.... __ _ ·_:\!·::t !_:::.!_;: i 
7-ncio:::: t·,- i-;-;3_ tioTi b·/ ;.:=rr:is·;ian •• the adult knows that many 
reasonable oeoole de in fact 0~11eve it tc be true. 
·- - .. : .... :z-::-r~!:: J.Lt;:i LT"!!~ 
tremendous challenges. Manv wha are deeoly religious are 
bewildered by the daily changes with which they are being 
ln the social sphere the liberalization oT 
~rr=,t~d ta the extent they were~ lT they are held at all 
T~is means that it is no longer possible to make various 
assumptions about communaiities cf belief and to plan 
accor~ing to these assumcticns. This causes uncertainty and 
~t: ~~~ sin~~ the sensitive teacher is aware of causing hurt 
through nis or ner own ignorance of what may be the cherished 
hPli~~s of those they teach. Deeply reli~icus teachers, 
they are of the Christian faith~ are also 
hurting as the demands on then tc teach a multi-faith RE are 
the one true faith as course the comoosition 
-!-.-.,·-. 
·.··· .. ::~ C:! .:t '-- ::'. .: ? :_:..-:_, c;;;:·-' 
centred aoQroach : .. ~.] :i. 11 ··- ·i ··- -.:::(_ .:.:::.:.!....! oos~ -· threat to some teachers 
~inL~ it may be viewed as calling into doubt the Bible's verv 
identity as being in conflict with the will of the divine, 
i ·:;=. ~~ u. c-::., ~==- ::\i .i I I -::'. i : i...: h -:?.. -5 ."J .. n \/ o l \/ !?.!f d p ~=:i. j_ n :: But, if these new 
techniQU85 can be accepted for what tney are, that is, as a 
::!,-::.';..:!uu•...;i, .. .,,-:Jv : .• i":,:\L. nee;j nc,t c:onf:i.:Lct t"-!:i.th the di\lin1:: ..1 1,•.J.J .. ll~ then 
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YOU ~AY FEEL THAT SOMETHING AS SUBTLE AND IMPORTANT AS PERSONAL 0~L1~~ 
MORE THAN SIMPLE ANSWERS.PLEASE ADD AT ~HC ~Nu OF ANY QUESTIO 
H~· CXTRA INFORMATION THAT WOULD DO JUSTICE 1u WHAT YOU BELIEVE. 
1. Sta~e tne CLASSES to which vou 
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vou ASKED to teach the subject? 
What would you CHOOSE to co were 
you given the choice.continue 
to teacn RE~take a break or 
stoo altogether? 
Continue to teach 
5. Have vou received any INSTRUCTION concerning 
PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT in an RE context 
by your Education Deoartment or within 
the context of vour school? 
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b. 10 what kind of BOOKS co you 
generally turn when you 
PREPARE for the classes vou 
oredominantlv teach? 
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